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ABSTRACT 

Let X be an integral projective curve with a singular point x. We study 

M = MT(n, d), the moduli space of torsion free sheaves of rank n and degree d 

on X, via a study of the module theory of Oz' For example, we derive a formula 

for the dimension of the tangent space to M at a point corresponding to a stable 

sheaf :F in terms of local invariants of :F and the genus of X. 

Following the work of Bhosle on generalised parabolic bundles (applied to 

the case of x a node or a cusp) we prove that there exists a projective scheme 

Mp(n, d), of bundles on the normalisation, X, of X with suitable 'extra' struc

ture, and a surjective morphism'll: M p( n, d) --+ M T( n, d) which restricts 

to an isomorphism on the preimage of the space of stable locally free sheaves. 

Applying this we give an upper bound on the dimension of MT(n, d) and prove 

that MT(n, d) is connected if g(X) ~ 2. 

In the particular case n = 1, where MT(I, d) = J(X) is the compactified 

Jacobian, the space Mp(l, d) fibres over J(X) and 'II is finite. Mp(l, d) is gen

erally singular, but in some cases gives a normalisation of J(X). We apply our 

methods to study J(X) for some particular singularities, describing the strati

fication of J(X) according to local type for curves with simple singularities. In 

a. final cha.pter we extend these ideas to look at the compa.ctified Jacobian of a 

curve with unibranched singularities. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Let X be an integral projective curve with a singular point x. We are 

interested in studying M = MT(n, d), the moduli space of torsion free sheaves of 

rank n and degree d on X. Many natural questions arise: how many components 

does M have and what is its dimension? Is M reduced; what are its singularities? 

At a point corresponding to a (stable) sheaf :F what is the tangent space? Is 

there any natural way of constructing a normalisation or a desingularisation of 

M? Which torsion free sheaves can arise as limits of locally free sheaves? Does 

there exist a natural stratification of M? 

Relatively little seems to be known about M in general, but what is clear 

is that many of the answers to these questions depend on the type of singular

ities that X has; for instance, a fundamental theorem of Rego says that M is 

irreducible if and only if all the singular points of X have embedding dimension 

2. Rather more is known about M in the special cases when n = 1 or when all 

the singularities of X are simple nodes. 

Let us briefly review the history of the subject. Consider first the case where 

X is smooth. 

The Jacobian of a smooth curve is the oldest and best understood exam

ple of a moduli space of vector bundles. Of course, the Jacobian variety is much 

older than the notion of a vector bundle, but rank 1 bundles have many other in

terpretations; it was essentially with the work of Weil that the modern viewpoint 

began to emerge. 

The investigations into vector bundles of higher ranks began with the special 

cases of X rational (Grothendieck) and X elliptic (Atiyah); in both cases a 

fairly direct approach led to a classification theorem. It became clear, however, 

that for a general curve some sort of restriction would be necessary before one 

could obtain a classification. Mumford's idea of stability (in Geometric Invariant 

Theory) proved to be the key: restricting to stable bundles (of given rank and 

degree) allows one to construct classifying spaces, moreover, in any family the 

stable bundles form an open subset. By adding semistable bundles under a 
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suitable equivalence relation the moduli spaces can be completed to projective 

varieties. These spaces have now been much studied and they seem to arise 

naturally in a wide variety of problems. One technique used in their study is to 

consider what happens when X degenerates into a 'nice' singular curve (see, e.g. 

[Sundaram] and [Teixidor]). 

When X has singularities we can still construct moduli spaces for vector 

bundles (or equivalently locally free sheaves), however, these spaces are not com

pact; one way to complete them to projective schemes is to allow degenerations 

of locally free sheaves into non-locally free sheaves. The existence proof for mod

uli spaces for these (stable) torsion free sheaves is then very similar to that for 

bundles, although technically more involved. The first results, due to [D'Souza] 

concerned Mr(l, d) = J(X)-the compactified Jacobian of X. These were later 

studied by Rego, Altman and Kleiman: an application of Iarrobino's work on 

punctual Hilbert schemes ([Altman, Iarrobino and Kleiman)) implies that the 

compactified Jacobian of an integral projective curve lying in a smooth surface 

is an integral projective scheme, whilst [Rego 1] gives a proof of the converse. 

The relative case is considered in [Altman and Kleiman 2]. In another direction 

[Oda and Seshadri] studied reducible curves with just nodes as singularities. The 

main factor influencing the complexity of the moduli spaces is the complexity of 

the graph of the curve (in terms of the number of generating trees). 

For sheaves of higher ranks the paper [Rego 2] settled the reducibility ques

tion, whilst other works have mostly concentrated on the case where X is a 

(possibly reducible) curve with only nodes as singularities (e.g. [Seshadri], [Sun

daram], [Bhosle 1,2,3] and [TeixidorD. 

Seshadri had introduced the idea of a parabolic vector bundle and had used 

these to construct a desingularisation of a moduli space of bundles on a non

singular curve. From some further work of Seshadri it seemed that, for a nodal 

curve, moduli of bundles with this extra structure living on the normalisation 

of the curve might give some similar desingularisation. The key steps towards 

this were taken by Bhoslej allowing parabolic structures over divisors she gen

eralised the idea of a parabolic bundle. For a nodal curve such a generalised 

parabolic bundle (G PB) can be regarded as consisting of a vector bundle on the 
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nonnalisation, X, together with a glueing of the fibres over the singular point. 

This gives rise to a correspondence between GPBs and torsion free sheaves on 

the singular curve which preserves degree, and extends to a morphism of moduli 

spaces. In the case when rank and degree are coprime this does indeed give a 

desingularisation of the space of torsion free sheaves; e.g., in the rank 1 case one 

obtains a pi-bundle over J(X). 

One of the objects of this thesis to describe how this approach can be ex

tended to deal with an arbitrary singularity x on an irreducible curve. Two 

problems are encountered: firstly, the module theory of the local ring at a sin

gularity can be very complicated; secondly, one needs to choose a divisor on X 
lying over x, and it is not obvious how one should make this choice. 

The following construction lies at the heart of Bhosle's work. Suppose (for 

notational convenience) that x E X is the only singular point; let 11". : X --+ X 

be the nonnalisation map and let D be an effective divisor on X with SuppeD) c 
1I"-I(X). IT E is a rank n vector bundle on X and if FI(E) is an Oz-submodule 

of E ® 0 D then one can associate a torsion free sheaf £ to the pair (E, FI (E» 

using the short exact sequence 

Note that for a fixed bundle E the set of all such pairs with dim(FI(E» fixed 

is parametrised by a certain subscheme of a Grassmannian (these subschemes 

have already been studied by [Rego 1]; he used them to study J(X) in the case 

X rational). We then choose dim(FI(E» so that deg£ = degE. Let Ie Oz be 

the ideal defining D, and let C be the conductor of Oz in Oz. Our main results 

are summarised in the theorem below. 

Theorem (see (3.4.4), (3.4.9) and (4.3.4». 

1. IT ICC then every locally free sheaf e of rank n and degree d on X arises 

in this way for a unique (E, FI(E». 

2. IT Ie C2 then every torsion free sheaf e of rank n and degree d on X arises 

in this way for some (E, Fl (E». 

Moreover, if ICC, one can construct a moduli space PI for these objects 
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and one obtains a corresponding morphism W : 'PI(n,d) --+ MT(n,d). Then, 

letting Mv(n,d) c MT(n,d) denote the moduli space of stable locally free 

sheaves on X we have: 

1'. The restriction \II: q,-lMv(n,d) --+ Mv(n,d) is an isomorphism. 

2'. If I C C2 then \II : 'PI(n, d) --+ MT(n, d) is surjective. 

In certain cases (in fact, when C = m~ and (n, d) = 1) the space 'Pe( n, d) 

gives a non-singular compactification of the space of locally free sheaves on X, 

although the map \II is not generally surjective. In contrast, when O~ is Goren

stein and 1= C the map \II : 'PI(n,d) --+ MT(n,d) is already surjective, even 

though MT( n, d) may have many components. 

The main virtue of this construction is that the space PIC n, d) is very much 

easier to study than MT( n, d). In particular, when n = 1 the map \II is finite 

and 1'1(1, d) fibres over J(X); thus many questions about J(X) reduce to local 

problems. In some cases (O~ of type An, n ~ 4 or Dot) we prove that 'PI(1, d) is 

a normalisation of J(X). As another application we obtain a new upper bound 

on the dimension of MT(n, d). 

Our underlying philosophy in this thesis is to try to understand M T( n, d) 

via an understanding of T Fmod( 0 ~ )-the category of finite torsion free modules 

over O~. In particular we find a formula for the dimension of the tangent space 

to MT(n,d) at a point corresponding to a stable torsion free sheaf F depending 

just on the genus g(X) and the isomorphism type of F~ E TFmod(O~). After 

developing some local algebra it proves possible to calculate this efficiently in a 

large number of cases. 

In the case where 0% is of finite representation type (i.e., has only finitely 

many isomorphism classes of indecomposable torsion free 0~-module8) one then 

obtains a stratification of M T( n, d) (at least when (n, d) = 1) according to 

the local type of a sheaf at x. [A remark on tenninology: In this thesis, by a 

stratification of a scheme Y we will always mean a finite collection of pairwise 

disjoint, irreducible, locally closed subschemes Ui, covering Y, such that, for 

all i, the dimension of the Zariski tangent space to Y is constant on Ui.] We 
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describe the resulting stratification of J(X) when X is a curve with a single 

simple singularity and draw the diagrams of the associated partial orderings. 

We now make some remarks about questions which we do not consider in this 

thesis. All of our detailed applications of the theorem above concern the rank 1 

case. It was felt that compactified Jacobians were already complicated enough to 

be interesting to study, and also that a large amount of further work would have 

been necessary in order to develop sufficient techniques to say much in higher 

ranks; indeed, a good understanding of the compactified Jacobian would be a 

prerequisite. We do not succeed in identifying the type of singularities that the 

compactified Jacobian has; our methods yield a certain amount of information 

concerning, e.g., multiplicity, but additional methods would seem to be required 

to give a complete answer. 

Another omission is that we do not consider the relative case, working at all 

times over a fixed curve. It seems that there would be problems in doing this: 

one cannot expect the schemes PI(n,d) (above) to fit together for a 'general' 

family (see [Rego 1]). 

The major outstanding problem with this work at present concerns infinites

imal deformations: in particular to understand which defonnations (of various 

objects) are ob8tructed. This is essential in trying to identify non-reduced struc

tures. A major point would be to try to get an infinitesimal version of the map 

Wj we know that this will be neither injective nor surjective in general. 

It does seem that there is considerable scope for further work on these 

questions. 

The organisation of material in this thesis is as follows. 

In chapter 1 we review some aspects of the theory of curves and their sin

gularities, including a look at the (generalised) Jacobian of a singular curve; all 

of this is well known. 

Fundamental in our approach will be a good understanding of the local the

ory of sheaves at a singularity, so in chapter 2 we discuss the module theory 

of I-dimensional Cohen-Macaulay local rings. The most important fact is that 
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torsion free modules are 'bounded' in an appropriate sense, enabling us to con

struct parameter spaces representing all torsion free modules of a given rank. We 

review the module classification of [Greuel and Knorrer] when x is a simple sin

gularity. We also spend some time explaining how to calculate certain homology 

groups; the results being used in later chapters. 

In chapter 3, using results from chapter 2, we study the category of torsion 

free sheaves on the singular curve and the relationship with sheaves on a (partial) 

normalisation. Next, for each suitable choice of a divisor over the singular point, 

we introduce the category of parabolic Modules and a functor into the category of 

torsion free sheaves (as above). The main results give conditivns under which this 

is onto. Finally, stability is considered. The definition of stability for parabolic 

Modules depends on the choice of a weight and we must prove that for a suitable 

choice the correspondence 'lI 'preserves' stability. Unfortunately, when (n,d) =F 1 

this is not true, but there does exist a 'sufficiently good' approximation. 

Chapter 4 sees the extension of these ideas to the level of families of sheaves 

and moduli spaces. We prove that the existence of a moduli space for parabolic 

Modules follows from the existence of a moduli space for GPBsj but we do not 

prove the latter, referring instead to [Bhosle 1,2]. 

The remaining 2 chapters give applications of the theorems of chapter 4 to 

the study of compactified Jacobians of curves with particular singularities. In 

chapter 5 we describe in some detail the situation for the simple plane curve 

singularities: describing the stratification of J(X) and calcula.ting the dimension 

of the tangent space at each point. In the case of x of type A3 , A. or D4 we 

identify the normalisation of J(X). 

In the final chapter we consider a combinatorial approach which leads to a 

partial description of the stratification of the compactified Jacobian when the 

curve has an analytically irreducible singularity. This is given in terms of 'semi

group modules' determined by the semigroup of the singularity. We describe how 

this works in some particular cases. The methods and examples of this chapter 

provide a good testing ground for conjectures about compactified Jacobians. 
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CHAPTER 1 

PRELIMINARIES ON CURVES AND SINGULARITIES 

In this chapter, taking the opportunity to fix our notation and conventions, 

we review some basic facts concerning curves and coherent sheaves (§1.1), and 

look at singularities and their fundamental invariants (§1.2). In §1.3 we review 

the theory of Cartier divisors and the Picard group, which leads on to the gen

eralised Jacobian-our first example of a moduli space. 

§1.1 Remarks on Curves 

We will work over an algebraically closed field k which can generally be 

taken as arbitrary, although we might wish to make some restrictions on its 

characteristic when considering examples. Throughout this thesis we consider X 

an irreducible and reduced (i.e., integral) projective curve, and in later chapters 

we will assume that X has at least 1 singular point. It should be remarked that 

it would also be possible to develop the theory in the case of X being reducible, 

although there would then be extra sources of complication. 

Write Ox for the structure sheaf of X and K for the field of rational 

functions on X. All sheaves of Ox -modules will be assumed to be coherent. IT .1" 

is such a sheaf then we can define cohomology groups Hi(X,.1") for i ~ 0: these 

are finite dimensional vector spaces and, since X has dimension 1, Hi(X,.1") = 0 

for i ~ 2; write hi(X,.1") = dim" Hi(X, F). We define the Eu.ler Characteri.5tic 

of :F by 

By the genus, g, of X we will always mean the arithmetic genus given by 

9 = g(X) = 1- X(Ox). 

For coherent sheaves £, F we denote by Hom( £, :F) the sheaf of 0 x -

homomorphisms from £ to :F; Hom( £,:F) = HO (X, Hom( £, :F» denotes the 

group of globally defined homomorphisms. We can define right derived functors 

(in the second variable) Exti(£,.1") and Exti(£,F) respectively; see [Hartshorne 

III 6] for their basic properties. 
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There is a duality theorem, which, since our assumptions on X imply that 

X is Cohen-Macaulay, takes the following form. 

1.1.1 Duality theorem (see [Hartshorne III 7.6]). 

On X, there exists a canonical dualising sheaf w x -which is a coherent 

torsion free sheaf of rank one--such that for any coherent sheaf F we have 

canonical isomorphisms 

Recall that the rank of a sheaf F is the dimension of F% ® Kover K at one 

(and hence all) pointe s) x of X (Fx denoting the stalk of F at x, K being 

equal to the field of fractions of the local ring Ox). If F is a coherent torsion 

free sheaf we write F* = Hom(F,wx) for the sheaf dual to F; later on we may 

also refer to the sheaf F V = Hom(F, Ox). 

The other essential fact concerning the sheaf F is the Riemann-Roch The

orem, which we can take as giving the definition of the degree (denoted degF) 

of a coherent sheaf. 

1.1.2 Riemann-Roch. If F is a coherent sheaf then 

X(F) = deg(F) + rank(F)(l - g). 

An immediate consequence is that degree is additive on short exact se

quences: i.e., if 

o ---+ F' ---+ F ---+ :F" ---+ 0 

is an exact sequence of sheaves on X then 

deg(F) = deg(:F') + deg(F"). 

§1.2 Singularities 

Proofs of most of the following facts can be found in [Serre 1]. 

X has a normalisation 1r : X ---+ X , with X non-singular, 1r birational 

(for more details on this see §3.1). For x E X we write 0% for the normali

sation of the local ring 0% of X at x, i.e., Ox is the integral closure of 0% 
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in K. The ring Oz is semilocal, the number of maximal ideals of Oz equals 

the number of branches of X at x. Write m = m z for the maximal ideal 

of Oz. Its main invariants are as follows: 0 z has multiplicity e = e( x) = 
dimk(Ox/mOx) and embedding dimension emb.dim(x) = dimk(m/m2). We 

define hex) = dimk(Ox/Ox), heX) = L:XEX hex). 

The (arithmetic) genus of X satisfies g(X) = g(X) + heX) (d. (3.2.1/2)). 

We define the sheaf of conductors C on X to be Ann('Tr.Ox/Ox), locally 

Cz , the conductor of Ox in Oz, is the largest ideal of Ox which is an ideal in 

Oz. Define hex) = dimk(Oz/Cz). 

Proposition 1.2.1 see [Serre 1]. 

For x E X a singular point hex) + 1 ~ hex) ~ 2h(x). 

Both cases of equality will turn out to be important. If h( x) + 1 = h( x) 

then [Serre 1] says x is 'defined by a modulus', here I will call such Oz cubical 

(cf. Ch.6). These singularities are characterised as follows: 

Proposition 1.2.2 (again, see [Serre 1]). 

Oz is cubical ~ Cz = mz ~ e(x) = hex) + 1 ~ emb.dim(x) = e(x). 

At the other extreme hex) = 2h(x) ~ WI: ~ Oz, when we say Ox is 

Goremtein. Then, call X Goremtein if for each singular point x EX, 01: is 

Gorenstein; so X is Gorenstein ~ w X is locally free. For example a plane curve 

(or, more generally, any local complete intersection-see (2.1.2)) is Gorenstein. 

It is necessary to have some idea of when 2 singularities, x and x, , should 

be considered as being isomorphic. Requiring that the corresponding local rings 

be isomorphic does not give a good definition because the algebraic local ring 

carries too much global information; consequently a better definition is that of 

analytic equivalence- x and x' are analytically equivalent if the corresponding 

local rings have isomorphic completions. So all non-singular points are analyti

cally equivalent, for example. Note that all the integral invariants defined above 

are preserved under taking completions (see, e.g., [Matsumura.]). In this thesis 
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we are basically interested in singularities up to analytic equivalence-this is 

enough to distinguish all the so called 'simple singularities', for instance. 

In fact, this notion of isomorphism is still too fine; for example, two singular

ities consisting of 4 lines through a point in a plane are not analytically equivalent 

unless the cross ratios are the same. It seems, therefore, that we should consider 

the cruder notion of 'equisingularity'. However, we do not develop the tools to 

handle this here. 

§1.3 The Generalised Jacobian 

In this section we review the theory of divisors on X, the group Pic( X) 

and the associated variety-the generalised Jacobian. Much of this is taken from 

[Hartshorne]. 

Let K, = K x X be the constant sheaf of the field of rational functions on 

X: Ox is a subsheaf of K,. Let K,* (resp. Ox) denote the sheaf of invertible 

elements in K, (resp. Ox). [It should always be clear from the context whether 

an upper asterisk refers to 'duality' or to 'the group (or sheaf) of invertible 

elements' .] 

Definitions. A Cartier divi"or on X is a global section of the quotient sheaf 

K,* lOx; i.e., an element of HO(X, K,* lOx)· 
Consider the exact sequence of sheaves of abelian groups 

0-+ Ox -+ K,* -+ K,* lOx -+ o. 

Taking global sections gives an exact sequence 

k* = HO(X, Ox) -+ HO(X, K,*)~HO(X, K,* lOx) -+ HI(X, Ox) -+ o. 

Note that K,* is flasque and so Hl(X, K,*) = O. A Cartier divisor in the image 

of <I> is said to be principal, and 2 Cartier divisors are called linearly equivalent 

if they differ by a principal divisor. Cartier divisors modulo linear equivalence 

form a group, CaCI X , and from the above exact sequence we see that CaCI X 

is canonically isomorphic to HI (X, Ox) . 

H D is a Carlier divisor on X then it can be represented by giving an open 

cover {Ud of X, and, for each i, an element Ji E HO (Ui, K,*) such that for 
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each pair i,j the difference Iii!; is an element of HO(Ui n Uj, Ox)· Thus 1/ Ii 

generates a submodule of K,. over Ui and, because Ii / f; is invertible on Ui n Uj ; 

these submodules glue together to give a subsheaf, C(D) of K,. Indeed C(D) is 

an invertible sheaf. Invertible sheaves under tensor product form a group Pic(X) 

-the Picard group of X. 

Proposition 1.3.1 (see [Hartshorne] II 6.13). 

1. The above gives a bijection between the set of Cartier divisors on X and 

the set of invertible subsheaves of K,. 

3. DI and D2 are linearly equivalent if and only if C(DI) ~ C(D2)· 

4. Consequently, we obtain an isomorphism CaCI X --+ Pic(X). 

Proposition 1.3.2. H X is singular with normalisation X then Pic(X) and 

Pic(X') are related by a short exact sequence of groups: 

(t) 0 --+ E9 0;/0; --+ Pic(X) --+ Pic(X) --+ o. 
zEX 

Proof. Write A = E9zEXO:/O; and consider this 88 a sheaf of groups on X 

with finite support. On X there is an exact sequence of sheaves of abelian groups 

o --+ Ox --+ 1r .Og --+ A --+ o. 

Taking global sections gives an exact sequence 

0--+ HO(X,Ox) --+ HO(X,1r.Og) --+ HO(X,A) 

--+ HI(X,OX) --+ H1(X,1i".0j.) --+ o. 

Now HO(X,Ox) = k· = HO(X,1r.Oj.) and HO(X,A) = A. Since 1r has finite 

fibres the higher direct image sheaves of 1r. vanish and so there is an isomorphism 

H1(X,1r.OX) ~ HI(X,Og). Hence the result follows on making the canonical 

identifications Pic(X) = HI(X, Ox) and Pic(X') = HI(X', Ox). 

A Cartier divisor D represented by {Ui,/d is said to be effective if, for 

each i, Ii E HO(Ui, Ox). Any such divisor defines a closed subscheme Y of X 

and it is easy to see that C( -D) = Iy is then the ideal sheaf of Y. Moreover, 
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the degree of C(D) is the dimension of Ox jIy, i.e., the number of zeros of 

the J; counted with appropriate multiplicity. Conversely, any closed subscheme 

supported on non-singular points, being locally defined by the vanishing of a 

single function on X, gives rise to an effective divisor. This, together with the 

group property of Pic(X), shows that invertible sheaves of all degrees exist. 

Thus degree gives a surjective homomorphism Pic(X) --+ Z: let Pico(X) be the 

kernel of this homomorphism. 

Pico(X) has a natural algebraic structure; we state the result from the 

modem viewpoint. A family of invertible sheaves of degree d on X parametrised 

by a variety S is, by definition, an invertible sheaf F on S x X such that for 

each s E S, F II , the restriction of F to {s} x X ~ X , has degree d. 

Theorem 1.3.3 [Grothendieck]. For each integral projective curve X there 

exists a pair (J,U) = (J,U)(X, d) consisting of a g dimensional quasi-projective 

variety J and a family, U, of degree d invertible sheaves on X parametrised by 

J with the following universal property. For any family F of invertible sheaves 

of degree d parametrised by S there exists a unique morphism <I> : S --+ J such 

that FII ~ « <P x 1)*U). for all points s of S. In other words (J,U)(X, d) is a 

fine modu.li space for degree d invertible sheaves on X. 

J is called the generalised Jacobian of X j strictly speaking there is one, Jd, 

for each d, but choosing any degree d invertible sheaf M the correspondence 

.c 1-+ C®M gives an isomorphism JO --+ Jd. It follows easily from the universal 

property that J O is an algebraic group, and that, as a group, J O ~ Pico(X): 

we often write simply J(X) for JO(X). In the case when X is non-singular 

J(X) is an abelian variety, however, if X has singularities then J(X) is only 

quasi-projective; in fact, there is an exact sequence of algebraic groups analogous 

to (t) (see 1.3.2) and so J(X) is the extension of the abelian variety J(X) by 

a linear group (see [Oort]). 
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CHAPTER 2 

I-DIMENSIONAL LOCAL RINGS AND 

TORSION FREE MODULES 

§2.1 Introduction 

In this chapter we concentrate entirely on the local situation. The basic 

question we ask is 'how can we describe the set of all isomorphism classes of 

torsion free modules over a I-dimensional Cohen-Macaulay local ring?' All the 

subsequent chapters will depend on this description. A basic fact is that any 

finite torsion free module is isomorphic to both a submodule of a free module 

and to a module containing a free module in such a way that the quotients 

both have finite dimension. Moreover, minimising these dimensions, we obtain 

important integer invariants for the module, and from the resulting short exact 

sequences it is often possible to compute homology groups. Extending this idea 

we find that we can represent every torsion free module of given rank as a point 

of a certain Grassmannian: this geometric construction is fundamental in the 

later chapters. These parameter spaces have also been studied in [Rego 1] and 

[Greuel and Pfister]. 

All modules will be assumed to be finite. IT x is non singular then O:r: is a 

PID and so every torsion free O:r: -module is free. IT x is singular, however, then 

there always exist torsion free modules which are not free, e.g. the maximal ideal 

m:r:, which requires at least two generators. We will describe the main invariants 

of these modules (§2.2) and give a 'geometric' approach to classification (§2.3), 

illustrating the module classification for various examples in §2.4. Finally in §2.5 

we give some homology calculations (e.g., for the space of self extensions of a 

module) that will be used later. First, however, we need to r~call some standard 

facts about the ring O:r: itself. 

We will drop the x in the notation throughout the rest of the chapter. Thus 

o will be a I-dimensional Cohen-Macaulay local ring with maximal ideal m and 

field of fractions K. 0 is its integral closure in K and its conductor in 0 is 

C j C = dimk 0/0, S = dimk 0/ C. The ring 0 is finitely generated over O. 
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The Cohen-Macaulay property of 0 implies the following: There exists a 

canonical ideal (also called a dualising module), w, of 0: i.e., if M is any finite 

torsion free module, and if M* = Homo(M,w), then M** ~ M. (The case 

when w ~ 0 is the Gorenstein case.) This is the local version of the Serre 

duality theorem, although it is not quite trivial to show thisj-a proof of this 

fact is given in (3.1.6). We make some more remarks on w at the end of this 

section. 

Theorem 2.1.1. '0 is Gorenstein' is equivalent to each of the following state

ments: 

1. 0 has injective dimension 1; 

2. Exth(k,O) = 0 for all i ~ 2; 

3. Exth(k,O) = 0 for some i ~ 2; 

4. dimk(m-1/0) = 1. 

For a proof see [Bass]. With regard to 4. recall that if M is any fractional 

ideal of 0 then M-1 = {x E Klx.M C O}. For 0 Gorenstein m-1 = 

End( m) is the unique minimal overring of O. 

The property of being a local complete intersection is related to the Goren

stein property. 

Theorem 2.1.2. 

1. If 0 is a complete intersection ring (e.g., if emb.dimO = 2) then 0 18 

Gorenstein. 

2. If emb.dimO = 3 then it is also true that 0 Gorenstein :::} 0 is a complete 

intersection ring. (This is not true if emb.dimO > 4.) 

For a proof of 1. see [Matsumura], 2. is due to Serre-see [Serre 2]. 

When 0 is not regular it has infinite homological dimension; in fact pro

jective modules are very sparse: 
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Lemma 2.1.3 [Altman and Kleiman 1]. Let M be a finite O-module; then the 

following are equivalent: 

1. M is free; 

2. M is projective; 

3. M is flat; 

4. Torp(M,k) = O. 

In fact, all other finite O-modules require infinite projective resolutions. 

For modules of finite injective dimension the picture is similar (remember 

that if an 0 -module has finite injective dimension then this dimension equals 

the dimension of the ring [Matsumura]): 

Lemma 2.1.4 [Matlis]. For an ideal I of 0 the following are equivalent: 

1. I is a canonical ideal; 

2. I has injective dimension 1; 

3. Ext~(k, I) ~ k; 

4. K and K / I are injective 0 -modules. 

If any of these hold then also Extl(I, I) = 0 (this follows easily from 4). 

Note that the canonical ideal is determined only up to isomorphism, con

sequently M*, the dual of a module M, is defined only as an abstract module 

unless a specific canonical ideal is given: Then, regarding M as a submodule of 

K" (n = rankM), M* is defined as a submodule of Kn and M** = M. When 

more precision is required we will define the canonical ideal w to be the maximal 

canonical ideal of O-so, if 0 is Gorenstein w = O-and define duality with 

respect to this choice of w . 

Suppose now that 0 is not Gorenstein: we want to calculate dim( O/w). 

Lemma 2.1.5. If 0 is not Gorenstein then dim( 0 /w) = 2( ~ - 6) . 

Also, if w' ~ w with 0 c w' c 6 then dim(w' /0) = 26 -~. 
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Proof. For any 0 -submodule, I, of 0 define the conductor of I to be C( I) = 
Ann(O/I). Note that C(I) = Hom(O,I) , so 

C(w) = Hom(O,w) = cr. 
More generally, if 0 =I- z E K then Hom(zO, I) = z-lC(I). On writing C = zO 

it follows that C* = z-IC(w), and so C· C* = C(w). 

It is possible to find Wi ~ w with 

OCw'cO 

so that the quotient Wi /0 has the minimum dimension possible (see (2.2.1) for 

a proof of this). Clearly Wi. 0 = 0·0 = 0 and, since 1 E Wi we claim that 

C(w') = C(End(w'» = C(O) = C. 

To prove the first equality, note that one inclusion is obvious, so suppose that 

x E C(w' ) - C(End(w'»; then, 3 yEO such that xy ¢ End(w' ), i.e. 3 z E w' 

such that xyz ¢ Wi. But this is not possible since xy E C(w') => xyz E C(w') C 

Wi. Note also that End(w' ) = 0 which gives the second equality. 

Dualising the above, (Wi). = 0 ' is a proper ideal of 0, maximal amongst 

those isomorphic to 0, C(w) = C( 0 ' ) and w . 0 = 0 ' . O. Since we assume 

o is not Gorenstein 0 ' =I- O. Now, since 0 ~ 0 ' . 0 cO, we must have 

0 ' C C, hence w C C and C· C 0 by duality. Maximising 0' is equivalent 

to maximising 0 ' . (), thus 0 ' . () = C from which it follows that C = C· and 

C(w) = C2. 

U sing duality, 

Thus 

dimw/O· = dim % = 6 and 

dimC· /0* = dimO/C = 6. 

dimO/{r = 26 - 6 and dimO/w = 2(6 - 6). 

Note also that 

dimw'/O = dimw'/w - dimO/w = 6 - 2(6 - 6) = 26 - 6. 
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§2.2 Module Invariants 

Recall that if M is an O-module the rank of M is defined to be dimK(M®o 

K). (IT 0 has zero divisors, i.e., if the curve X is reducible, then the rank of a 

module (or sheaf) needs to be defined separately along each branch.) 

In general there may exist uncountably many isomorphism classes of in

decomposable 0 -modules of given rank. However we do have the following 

proposition which shows that the modules are, in some sense, 'bounded'. 

Proposition 2.2.1. IT M is a torsion free O-module of rank n, then 

1. M is isomorphic to an 0 -module M' with 

on C M' con. 

2. Dually, M is isomorphic to an O-module Mil with 

(O*t c Mil C w n Con. 
In particular, if 0 is Gorenstein then 

en eMil con. 

Proof. 

1. Rank of M = n implies M 0 ~ on. Embedding M in Kn we can choose n 

elements in M giving such an isomorphism; let F be the rank n free module 

spanned by these elements. So we have inclusions Fe M c F.O = M.O. 
Choosing an isomorphism F ~ On now gives the result. 

2. Using 1. it is possible to write on C M* C on. Now dualising implies 

Lemma 2.2.2. IT M and N are torsion free O-modules of rank n with on c 
M, NeOn, then any isomorphism </> : M ~ N is the restriction of an 

automorphism of on. i.e., it is induced by an element of GLn(O). 

Proof. Viewing M and N as submodules of Kn 

Homo(M,N) = {</> E Mn(K)I¢(M) eN}. 
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So any isomorphism <p can be represented as a non-singular matrix (<Pij) with 

entries in K. We need to prove that <Pij E O. For any (Xl, .•. , xn) E M 

there exists a non-zero element cEO such that c( Xl, ••• ,Xn) E en. Then 

C<Pij(Xj) = rPij(CXj) = cXjrPi;(l). So rPij(Xj) = XjrPij(l) , and <pij(l) E 0, since 

rP(on) Con. 

Definitions 2.2.3. When M is an O-module of rank n, define 

R(M) = Sn - dimk(MO/M). 

Alternatively, using the above, 

l(M) = min{dimk(M/F) I Fe M, F ~ on}. 

Thus leon) = 0, leon) = Sn, and if M ~ on,on then 0 < l(M) < Sn. As 

another example, it follows from (2.1.5) that lew) = 2S - h. 

So, for each M, there is a short exact sequence 

where dim" TM = l(M). TM is well defined up to isomorphism (using 2.2.2). 

Viewing M as a submodule of on via M C on ~ en c on gives a short exact 

sequence 

(72: O~M~on ~Tit ~O 

where dim" Tit = n6 - l( M). Again, one sees that Tit is well defined. 

Remarks. The sequence (72 is not necessarily minimal: that is, we might be 

able to write M as a submodule of on such that the quotient has smaller 

dimension. The general form above is sufficient for our purposes. 

In [Greuel and Pfister] an invariant, S(M), was defined to be dimlc(MO/M) 

(see also chapter 6). For us it seems to be more convenient to define this invariant 

from the other direction: l( M) can be thought of as measuring how far M is 

from being projective. 

Definition. Define the index, i(M) of a module M to be 

i(M) = min{l(M),l(M*)}. 
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In many of our examples the index of M measures the codimension of modules 

isomorphic to M in a space of all modules of given rank (d. §2.3 and chapter 

5). 

To end this section we present a lemma which gives an upper bound for the 

number of generators required by an 0 -module of given rank. H M is a rank 

n torsion free O-module write r = reM) for the minimal number of elements 

in a generating set of M. Then the equality r = dimk(MlmM) follows from 

Nakayama's lemma (see [Matsumura Theorem 2.3]). From 2.2.1.(1) we clearly 

have n :::; r :::; n(l + 8). In fact: 

Lemma 2.2.4. r( M) :::; ne (where e =multiplicity of 0). 

Proof: (closely following that for ideals in [Sally].) 

We use the fact that there exists an element tErn which is ~'Uperficial for 

0, i.e., tmi = mi+I for all sufficiently large j. We may assume M C on. Then 

dime on Iton) = dime on Iton) + dime ton ItM) - dime on 1M) = dime on jtM)

dim(on jM) = dim(MjtM). Also, applying this to M = m j
, with j large 

enough, we have dime on jton) = ne. 

The exact sequence 

gIves 

o ~ mMjtM ~ MltM ~ MjmM ~ 0 

dim(MjmM) = dim(MjtM) - dim(mMjtM) 

= ne(x) - dim(mMltM), 

so reM) < ne. 

§2.3 Parameter Spaces for Modules 

We make some general remarks on the classification problem for finite tor

sion free 0 -modules. There are 2 different approaches; firstly that of trying 

to list canonical fonns, and, secondly, constructing parameter spaces containing 

representatives of every isomorphism class. The attempt to list canonical forms 

proceeds by fixing all discrete invariants, then writing down a system of gener

ators satisfying some minimality properties; these generating sets will contain 
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some parameters, different choices of which might give isomorphic modules. It 

is then necessary to calculate the orbits under the action of the group of auto

morphisms of on (see, e.g., [Schappert]). For some examples of lists see §2.4. 

The purpose of this section is to make a few comments on the second ap

proach. The parameter spaces discussed here will occur frequently in what fol

lows and we develop their properties as these are needed. More details on these 

spaces can be found in [Rego 1] and [Greuel and Pfister]. 

Let leO be any non-zero ideal of O. Then V = 0/1 is an 0 -module 

with finite dimension as a vector space over k. H M is an O-module with 

In c M c on then the projection p : on --+ vn takes M to a subspace of vn 

which is also a submodule. Conversely if W is any 0 -submodule of vn then 

p-l(W) = N is an O-module with In eN c on. We say that N is represented 

as a submodule of v n . 

Note that a subspace W of vn is a submodule if and only if OW c W 

which happens if and only if u.W = W for all units, u E (0)*, or, equivalently, 

ii. W = W for all ii E « 0 / 1)*) / k* , since I annihilates and k* acts trivially. 

The set of all subspaces W of vn of a given dimension, a ~ n. dimk( 0/1), 
is parametrised by the Grassmannian Gr(a, vn). The finite dimensional unipo

tent group «0/1)*) / k* acts on this space, and so, by the above, submodules of 

vn of dimension a are parametrised by the set of fixed points for this action. 

This set has a natural structure as a connected closed subscheme of Gr(a, vn) 

('the fixed point subscheme'-see [Fogarty)) and we denote it by Gro (a, vn). 

The geometric properties of this scheme will be investigated later; what we want 

to demonstrate now is that it is possible to choose the pair (I, a) so that every 

isomorphism class of rank n torsion free modules is represented in Gro (a, vn). 

Theorem 2.3.1. Let w denote the (maximal) canonical ideal. Write 1= 0*, 

V = 0/1 and i = dim 0/1. Then every isomorphism class of rank n torsion 

free modules is represented in Gro(ni, vn). 

In particular if 0 is Gorenstein we may take I = C. 

Proof. The proof follows that of [Rego 1] (for the rank 1, Gorenstein 

case). Observe that, certainly, the free module of rank n is represented in 
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° -Gr (nt, (01 I)n). Recall that every rank n module is isomorphic to a module 

M with In eM c wn C on (2.2.1). 

Let Zl, ... , Zr be the generators of the maximal ideals in O. M 0 ~ on , 

working in Kn, there exists ~ E M such that M· 0 = ~On. On choosing a 

suitable basis we can write 

where the Ui are units in (5 and the Sij are non-negative integers (since M C 

on); let S = ~i,jSij. Now dimOnlM ~ S since ~on eM implies 

dimOnlM = dimon/~on ~ 

dim~On/~On + dim on I~on - dim(OR lOR) = n6 + s - n6 = s. 

For 1 ~ i ~ n and 1 ~ j ~ r choose non-negative integers tii such that each 

tii ~ Sij and E tii = dime OR 1M) Define 

and M' =uM. 

Now certainly IR eM' and 

M' = uM c~-lM C OR 

(where ~-l is defined by the requirement that ~-l.~ = (1,1, ... ,1»). Moreover, 

by the condition on 'Etij it is clear that dim M' I I = dim OR I I = ne and thus 

M' is represented by a point of Gro(ne, VR). 

Remarks. 

1. Some of these schemes are considered in detail in chapter 5. 

2. The result says that a suitable choice of ideal is e)*, which is either C 

(if 0 is Gorenstein) or C2 (otherwise). Of course dim(OjC2 )R = 26n is 

very 'large', and one might expect that it would be possible to represent 

every module as a subspace of a space of smaller dimension-for example, 

in [Greuel and Pfister] (also (6.3.1)) it is proved that, for rank 1 modules 

in the case when 0 is a local ring, a space of dimension 26 will do. This 

may well generalise; however, if () is only semilocal, there is no canonical 

choice of ideal achieving this dimension. On the other hand, 0* provides a 

natural choice for all cases. 
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3. In the case of rank I modules when 0 is analytically irreducible (i.e., 0 
is a local ring) two different subspaces correspond to isomorphic modules if 

and only if they lie in the same orbit under the action of the group (0/1)* 

on Gro (a, vn) . Greuel and Pfister prove that there is a stratification of 

Gro (a, vn) (given by fixing certain invariants-d. chapter 6) such that 

the quotient can be defined on each strata; this leads to the construction of 

moduli spaces for rank I torsion free modules (with suitable fixed invariants). 

4. Note that these schemes are analytic invariants of the singularity, in other 

words if we first take the completion 6 of 0, replacing I by j = 106 etc. 

the same spaces result. As a consequence of this we sep that the classifying 

finite torsion free modules over 0 is equivalent to classifying finite torsion 

free modules having the same rank along each branch over 6 :-since 6 

may have zero divisors an 6-module M is defined to be tor"ion free if it is 

torsion free with respect to regular elements of 6. 

The group (0/1)* is a subgroup of the group G = (0/1)* which also acts 

on Gr(ni, V n ), and fixed points for G will correspond to O-submodules of V n
. 

Write Grl~\ni, vn) for the associated fixed point subscheme. 

Proposition 2.3.2. Let W M denote the set of points of Gro (ni, vn} which 

represent M. Assume this set is not empty. Then 

WM n Gr('(ni, vn) =f:. 0. 

Proof. Take y E WM and write G(y) for the G-orbit of y. Since the action of 

G commutes with that of (0/1)* all points of G(y) will also represent M. Now 

G also acts on G(y) C WM, and since G is connected and abelian by [Borel 

IO.4} we can conclude that G has a fixed point in G(y). 
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§2.4 Examples 

We want to describe the module classification explicitly for some examples. 

In common with many such problems in Algebra the classification falls into one 

of three types: finite, tame or wild (see [Drozd and Greuel]). The distinction 

between the 2 infinite types will not be of much importance here, and the fi

nite type singularities will form the basis of most of our examples. The rings 

o z with only finitely many isomorphism classes of indecomposable modules are 

characterised by a theorem of Greuel and Knorrer, they also gave the module 

classification in these cases. The main purpose of this section is to review this. 

We assume that k has characteristc O. 

Theorem 2.4.1 Singularities of Finite Type [Greuel and Knorrer]. 

1. Any complete local Gorenstein ring of dimension I which has only finitely 

many isomorphism classes of indecomposable torsion free modules is either 

regular or isomorphic to the complete local ring of a simple singularity. That 

is, one of the following types: 

2. Further, any other I-dimensional complete local ring of finite type is the 

unique minimal overring of one of the above. We denote the corresponding 

singularities by 

D;;'n>4' E6' , Ei, and Es· 
'-

Remarks. 'A;' does not occur in this last list since the overring in this case is 

Gorenstein-this fact goes back to [Bass]. As an example of what is happening 

geometrically, D4 is the (simple) planar triple point, whilst Di is the non-planar 

triple point. 

Theorem 2.4.2 Rank I Module Classification for Simple Singularities. 

The complete classification is found in [Greuel and Knorrer], we are inter

ested in the rank I (torsion free) modules (i.e., the modules having rank I along 

each branch). 
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Let 0 be a I-dimensional complete local ring of finite type. Then every 

rank 1 torsion free module is isomorphic to either 1. an overring of 0, or 2. the 

dual of an overring of o. 

Note that the overrings occurring are also necessarily of finite type. We 

list below the module classification for each of the above singularities. For each 

module we give a generating set and indicate if it is isomorphic to an overring, 

in which case we write M "'" B, if B is the type of the singularity to which this 

overring corresponds. In each case Mo is the free module (not always listed) 

and M6 is the normalisation. The dual of a module M is denoted by M*, if 

no M* appears in the list then M'::::! M* (of course, (M*)* ~ M). We will use 

the notation given below for these modules consistently in future calculations 

(notably in §2.5 and chapter 5). 

Case i A26-1 : 0 = k[[(t, t), (t6 , 0)]]. 

Mi = (1,(t6- i,0)), 0:5 i:5 6, Mi '" A26-1-2i. 

(The notation means that 

Mi = 0 + (t6
-

i
, 0) . 0 c 6 = k[[t]] Ef) k[[t]].) 

Case ii A26 : k[[t2 , t 26+1
]] • 

Mi = (1, t26+1-2i), ° :5 i :5 6, Mi "'" A26-2i . 

Case iii D26-2 : k[[(t, t, 0), (t 6- 2 , 0, t)]]; 

D'2.s-2 : k[[(t, t, 0), (t6
- 2 , 0, 0), (0, 0, t)]], 6 ~ 3. 

Mi = (1, (t6- I- i, 0, 0)), 1:5 i :5 6 - 2, Mi '" D;(6_i)' 

Mt = (1, I,0),(t6- i- 2,0, 1)), 1:5 i :5 6 - 2. 

MI-I = (1,(1,0,0)), Ml_1 = (1,(0,1,0)), M;:!l -AI. 

M6 = (1,0,0),(0,1,0),(0,0,1)). 

Ni=(I,(O,0,1),(t6
-

i ,0,0)), 2<i:56-1, Ni-A26-2i-l. 

Case iv D 26-1 : k[[(t2 ,0),(t26- 3 ,t)]]; D'2.s_I: k[[(t2 ,0), (t 26 - 3 ,0), (O,t)]], 6 ~ 3 

Mi = (1, (t26-2i-l, 0)), 1 :5 i :5 6 - 1, Mi - D;(6-i-l)' M.s-I '" AI. 

Mt = ((1,0), (t26-2i-3, 1)), 1:5 i:5 6 - 2, 

M6 = (1,(1,0),(t,0)). 

Ni = (1,(1,0),(t26 - 2i+t,0)), 2:5 i:5 6 - 2, Ni '" A2(6-1)' 
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Case v E6 : k[[t3, t4]]; E6" : k[[t3, t4, tS]]. 

MI = (1, tS), MI* = (1, t), M2 = (1, t2), M3 = (1, t, t2). 

Ml '" E6", M2 '" A2· 

Case vi E7: k[[(t2,t),(t3,0)]]; Ei': k[[(t2,t), (t3,0), (t4,O)]]. 

Ml = (1, (t4, O)}, Mi = (1, (t, D)}, M2 = (1, (t2, 0)), 

M; = (t,I),(I,O)), M3 = (1,(t,0),(t2,0)}, 

N3 = (1, (1, 0)), M4 = (1, (1, 0), (t, O)}, 

MI '" Ei', M2 '" D'S, N3 '" A2, M3 '" AI. 

Case vii Es : k[[t3
, tS]]; ES' : k[[t3

, tS
, t7

]]. 

MI = (1, t1), Mi = (1, t2), M2 = (1, t4), 

M; = (1, t), M3 = (1, t2, t4
), M4 = (1, t, t2). 

MI '" ES', M2 '" E6", M3 '" A2. 

Remarks. 

1. The special feature of the module classification in these cases, that every 

rank 1 module is isomorphic to either (i) an ovemng; or, (ii) the dual of 

an overring, is certainly not true for many, more complicated singularities. 

However, it is also true that this feature does not characterise the simple 

singularities (e.g. k[[t3 , t1]] also has this property-see chapter 6). 

2. For the simple plane curve singularities note that the number i appearing 

as the subscript in the classification is the index (defined in 2.2.3) of the 

module. Thus, index (M) = l( M) if M is isomorphic to an ovemng, and 

index(M) = l(M) - 1 otherwise. 

3. In general the more maximal ideals that 0 has the more modules 0 has. 

The extra module for E7 as compared to Es is a reflection of this; both 

singularities have multiplicity 3 and h = 4 but an Er singularity is made 

up of 2 branches, whilst an Es singularity is unibranched. Similarly Deven 

compared with Dodd. 

4. For the A type singularities the above classification is the complete list of 

indecomposable torsion free modules. For the other examples there exist 
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(finitely many) indecomposable modules of higher ranks; these are listed in 

[Greuel and Knorrer]. 

5. There are various ways of representing the classification diagrammatically. 

It is, for example, possible to draw the Auslander-Reiten quivers for these 

singularities, see e.g., [Yoshino]. 

§2.5 Some Homology 

We gather together here several results and calculations which will be needed 

at various times later on. We want to understand firstly tensoring by 6, and 

secondly the space of self extensions of a module. 

In general the tensor product of two torsion free 0 -modules is not torsion 

free: it can sometimes be useful to have a bound on the dimension of the torsion 

submodule of such a product. In view of our applications we consider only the 

case of tensoring by O. We make some basic observations in the two lemmas 

that follow. 

Lemma 2.5.1. IT M is a torsion free O-module of rank n then 

2. There is a short exact sequence 

with R(M) ~ dimA;(TM ®o 0) < d(M). 

Proof. Consider the exact sequence 

tensored with 6 over O. We get: 

o ~ Torr (6, M) ---+ Torr (6, TM )~6n ---+ M ® 6 ---+ TM ® 6 ---+ o. 

Since on has no torsion the map if> must be zero, giving the isomorphism of 1. 

and the short exact sequence of 2. Now let V = {VI, ... , Vt(M)} be a basis for TM 

over k. IT {II, ... ,/e} generates 6 over 0 then B = {Vi ®hll ~ i ~ R(M), 1 ~ 

j ~ e} generates TM ® 0 over O. But if 9 E 0 then g( Vi ® 1;) = gVi ® h 
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and gVj can be written as a k -linear combination of elements of V, so B also 

generates TM ® 0 over k. Hence dimk(TM ® Ox) $ e1(M). Equality is not 

obtained in general, but the canonical injection TM --+ TM ® 0, v ~ v ® 1 

implies dimk(TM ® Ox) 2: R(M). 

Lemma 2.5.2. The torsion submoduleof M®oO is isomorphic to Torr(O, TM)· 
In particular, using 2 above, this has dimension $ e1(M). 

Proof. Consider the exact sequence 

(72 : 0 --+ M --+ on --+ TM --+ 0 

tensored with 6 over O. We get: 

So torsion( M ® 6 x) C ker <p, since on is torsion free. But Torr ( 6, TM) is a 

finite dimensional submodule of M ® 0, so Torr(O,TM) C torsion(M ® Ox). 

The result follows by exactness. 

We now turn our attention to some extension problems. A basic fact that 

we shall use without further comment is that one can calculate Ext groups after 

first taking completions: i.e., if M and N are O-modules then M = M ® 6 
and there is a canonical identification of 0 -modules 

Ext~(M, N) :::: Ext~(M, N). 

This follows from the fact that 6 is faithfully flat over 0 and that Ext i is finite 

dimensional over k (cf. [Matsumura]). 

Our philosophy in what follows is that calculation of Ext is made a lot easier 

by judicious use of the dualising module. 

Lemma 2.5.3. H M is torsion free then 

Ext~(M,w) = 0, 'Vi ~ 1. 

Proof. Note that for any module, N, Ext~(M,w) = 0, Vi ~ 2, since w has 

injective dimension 1. 
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If M has rank n then since M is finite and torsion free there is an exact 

sequence 

where dimk T < 00. Hom( . ,w) applied to (*) gives an exact sequence 

... ---+ 0 = Extl(wR,w) ---+ Extl(M,w) ---+ Ext2(T,w) = 0, 

so Extl(M,w) is also zero. 

Remark. The modules M for which Ext 1 (M,w) = 0 are the maximal Cohen

Macaulay modules. It is also not hard to show that every non-zero maximal 

Cohen-Macaulay module is torsion free (see e.g., [Yoshino]). 

Lemma 2.5.4. If M is a finite torsion free module then 

Ext~(M,M) ~ Ext~(M*,M*), Vi ~ O. 

Proof. Let 

be a. projective (i.e., free) resolution of M. 

Then, dualising 

F ·- '. * o --+ M* --+ F; --+ F2 --+ ... 

is also exact, since Exti(M,w) = 0, Vi ~ 1. Let G = Hom(· ,M) and H = 
Hom(M*, . ): then F·- is acyclic for H-i.e.,Exti(M*,F;) = 0, Vi,j ~ 1 

since each F; ~ w Nj for some Nj. Hence we can calculate Ext·(M,M) as the 

homology ci G(F·) and Ext·(M*,M-) as the homology of H(F·-). 

The result follows on noting tha.t 

In fact, we are mainly interested in End(M) and Ext1(M, M). H M has 

rank 1 then the na.tural inclusion 0 ~ End(M) has cokemel of finite dimension: 

Lemma 2.5.5. If M is a. rank one torsion free module then 

dimk(End(M)/O) = dimk Ext1(TM, M) - 6 + l(M). 
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Proof. Recall that TM is a module of k -dimension '6 - .e( M) defined by an 

exact sequence 

Hom( . ,M) gives a short exact sequence 

These can be combined, using the inclusion 0 <-+ End( M) induced by homoth

ety, into a commutative diagram of exact sequences 

0 --+ M --+ 0 --+ TM --+ 0 

II ! ! 
0 --+ M --+ End(M) --+ Ext1(TM,M) --+ 0 

! ! 
0 --+ End(M) --+ Extl(TM,M) --+ 0 

0 TM 

and, using the isomorphism on the bottom row, and calculating dimensions 

from the last column the result follows. 

Remarks. 

1. If M is an overring of 0 then Homo(M, M) = EndM(M) = M. 

2. For rank 1 modules, which is the only case where we actually carry out 

the calculations, Ext1(TM, M) is most easily computed using this lemma; 

for higher ranks finding a sequence analagous to (72 and computing the 

cokernel after applying Hom( . ,M) gives a reasonably efficient method. 

(Alternatively one can generalise the lemma.) 

2.5.6 Procedure for calculating Ext~(M, M). 

Of course, this could be done by finding a projective resolution of M: how

ever, the following method is much quicker in practice. Suppose that M is a 

torsion free module of rank n. We can find an embedding M C w n giving an 

exact sequence 
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where dimk T < 00. Applying Hom(M, . ) gives an exact sequence 

(t) 0 -+ Hom(M,M)~Hom(M,wn)-+ 

-+ Hom(M,T) -+ Extl(M,M) -+ Extl(M,w) = o. 

Thus 

In practice we can often choose ( * ) so that </> is an isomorphism. 

Corollory 2.5.7. Suppose 0 is Gorenstein and M is an overring: 0 C M C (). 

Then Extl(M,M) = Hom(M*,O/M-l). 

Proof. Recall (2.5.4) that Extl(M,M) = Exe(M*,M*) and that M* ~ M-1 

if 0 is Gorenstein. For M-1 there is an exact sequence 

0-+ M-1 -+ 0 -+ O/M-1 ~ o. 

On applying Hom(M-1
, . ) the first map (</>, above in the sequence (t)) is the 

isomorphism 

Remark. So, in the above situation calculating Ext1(M, M) reduces to calcu

lating Hom(N, T) for N a torsion free module and T a torsion module. Clearly, 

a homomorphism N ~ T is determined by specifying the images of a generat

ing set for N. So dim .Hom(N, T) < r(N) . dim T. On the other hand, relations 

between the generators of N might restrict this dimension. In fact, it is sufficient 

to look at relations modulo the annihilator of T. More precisely, if A = Ann(T) 

then, by 0 -linearity, A.N is in the kernel of any homomorphism N -+ T. 

Thus 

Homo(N,T) = Homo(N/A.N,T) = Homo/A(N/A.N,T). 

This reduces the calculation of dimk Hom(N, T) to a finite dimensional problem: 

list (up to the action of 0) all relations between generators of N giving non

trivial relations between the corresponding generators of N / A.N , and, for each 

one, count the contribution to dimk Hom( N, T). In practice, at least for our 

examples, this is straightforward. 
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We will now carry out some of these calculations:-for the rank 1 modules 

over the local rings of the simple plane curve singularities of §2.4. 

Definition. When M is a rank one torsion free module define 

Xl(M) = dimk Ext~(M, M) - dimk(End(M)/O). 

Theorem 2.5.8. If M is a rank 1 module over the local ring of a simple plane 

curve singularity then 

Xl(M) = i = index(M). 

Proof. This, necessarily, proceeds case by case, although the above lemmas 

significantly reduce the amount of calculation required. Firstly we recall that 

every rank 1 module over a simple curve singularity is either isomorphic to an 

overring, or, it is dual to such a module: In particular in all cases, using the 

notation of (2.4.2), we have 

End(Mi) = Mi = End(M;), End(Ni) = Ni, 

so dimA:(End(M)/O) = index of M. 

It remams to show that diml: Ext1(M, M) = 2i(M) for each M. Since 

Ext1(M, M) = Extl(M*, M*) (2.5.4) we need only check this for one of each 

pair (M, M*). Note that for the case Mo (the free module) the result is trivial. 

Case i: An 

Lemma 2.5.9. For the modules Mk,Mj over a ring of type An 

Proof. We consider the cases n odd/ n even in parallel. 

Write Mj as an ideal: 
.. 6 

M. _ I. _ { (( tJ , tJ 
), (t ,0») 

J - J - (t2j , t 26+I) 

Write Tj for the quotient: 

(t) 0 -+ Ij -+ 0 -+ Tj -+ O. 
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Ti has dimension j-a basis is {bo, ... ,bj - 1 } where 

{
(ti,ti) . 

bi = t 2i ' ° ::; t ::; 6. 

Now Hom(II;, . ) on (t) gives: 

0--+ Hom(II;,Ij) --+ Hom(II;,O) --+ Hom(II;,Tj) --+ Ext1(II;,Ij) --+ ° 
Note that Hom( I k, Ii) ~ Mi, where i = min {j, k} j Hom(I k, Ii) contains 1 if 

k ~ j, otherwise the element of smallest degree is (ti - k, ti - k) (resp. t2(i- k». 
Hence the first map is an isomorphism if k ~ j, otherwise the cokernel has 

dimension j - k. 

Now to calculate Hom(Ik, Tj) we follow the advice above: ArmTi = Ij, 

if k ~ j then Ike Ij, and since there are no relations between the genera

tors of II; mod 11 there will be none mod Ik.Ij. It follows that in this case 

dimkHom(Ik,Tj) = 2j. However, if k < j then we have (tk,tk). (t6 ,0) = ° 
(resp. t2k . t 26+1 = 0) in Ik/ lle.lj. It follows that under any homomorphism the 

image of the second generator of Ik on the subspace spanned by {bo, ... , bi-k-d 

must be 0, and dim Hom(Ik, Tj) = j + k. 

Thus for k ~ j, dimExt1(Ik,Ij) = 2j, and for k < j, dimExt1(IIe,Ij) = 

j + k - (j - k) = 2k. 

Case ii: Dn. 

We present the details for the case' n even', the case 'n odd' being essen

tially identical. 

For D26-2 we have ° = k[[(t, t, 0), (t6- 2 , 0, t)]], and the conductor C IS 

the ideal ( t6- 1 , 0, 0), (0, t 6- 1 , 0), (0,0, t2 ») 

Taking the module Mt we find that this is isomorphic to the ideal 

Ii = (t i ,t i ,0),(t6
- 2 ,0,t») = M i-

1
• 

Thus Si = 0/ Ii has a basis 

{(l,l,l), (t,t,O), ... ,(ti-1,ti-1,0)} = {bo, ... ,bi-d. 

Note that Arm(Si) = Ii and there are no relations between the generators of Ii 
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mod(Il). Hence Hom(Mt, Si) = Extl(Mi, Mi) (2.5.7) has dimension 2i, which 

deals with the modules of types Mi, Aft for 1 ::; i ::; ~ - 2. 

Ni '" Jj = (0,0,t2 ), (t 6- 1 ,0,0), (ti-I,ti-I,O»)i M6 ~ e = J6 • Ti = O/Ji 

has a basis 

In Hom( Ni, Ti) we have the relation 

(t, t, 0) . (0,0, t 2
) = ° => (0,0, t2

) 1-+ ° on the subspace < bo, bl , ... , bi-3 > . 

Also 

(t 6- 2 ,0,t). (ti-l,ti-I,O) = (ti,ti,O). (t6- 1 ,0,0) 

=> (t i
-

l
, t i

-
l

, 0), (t 6
-

1 
, 0, 0) 1-+ ° on < bo > . 

So dimk Hom( Ni, Ti) = 3i - (i - 2) - 2 = 2i as required. 

The remaining cases are MI_1 , (j = 1,2). Take j = 2: Mg_I ~ 
J = (t6

-
2 ,0,t),(0,t6-I,0»). The annihilator of the quotient O/J is J, 

and there are no relations mod J2. Thus, since 0/ J has dimension ~ - 1, 

dimA: Ext1(Ml_1 ,Ml_1 ) = 2(~ -1). 

Case iii: E6• e = (t6, t1, tS). To deal with the cases M1 , Mj notice that 

M - 1 
1 = m so 

Hom(Mi,0/M11
) = Hom(Mi, k) 

which clearly has dimension 2 since Mi is generated by 2 elements. 

For M2 we find that 

M:;l = 1= (t", t 6
). 

T = 0/1 has a basis {t4, t6 } , and it is easily seen that Hom( I, T) has dimension 

4. 

Finally, M3: M3 ~ C and o/e has a basis 

{I, t3
, t4

} = {bo,bI,b2 } 

The relations 
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imply that under any map M3 ---.0 /C the images of ali 3 generators on < bo > 
must be zero. Thus dimk Hom( M 3 , 0/ C) = 6. 

Case iv: E7 and Es. We present details for E7. Here C = (tS,O), (t6,O), (O,t3»). 

As for E6 the cases MI, M; follow easily from the fact that M1-
1 = m. 

M; ~ 12 = (t\t),(t 3 ,O»). T2 = 0/1 has a basis {(I, 1), (t2,t)} and 

Hom( M; , T2 ) has dimension 4. 

M3 ~ 13 = (t\ t2
), (tS

, 0), (t6, 0»). T3 = 0/13 has a basis 

{(I, 1), (t2
, t), (t3

, O)} = {ho, bI, ~}. 

From (t3,O)· (t4,t2
) = (t2 ,t). (t 3 ,O) and (t3 ,0)· (ts,O) = (t2 ,t). (t6 ,0) we see 

that all 3 generators map to zero on < bo > . 

N3 ~ J3 = (t 3 ,0), (O,t3 »). S3 =0/J3 has a basis {(I, 1), (t2 ,t), (t4 ,t2
)}. 

Hom( N3 , S3) has dimension 6. 

M" ~ C, T" = O/C has a basis 

{(l,l), (t 2 ,t), (t 3 ,0), (t\t2
)} = {bo,bb~,b3} 

There are relations 

(t3 ,0)· (tS,O) = (t 2
, 1)· (t6 ,0) and 

(t3 ,0)· (0,t3
) = 0. 

So (t6 , 0) must have zero image on < bo, bl > and the other 2 generators have 

zero image on < ho > ; whence dim Hom(M", T,,) = 4.3-4 = 8, thus completing 

the proof of (2.5.8). 
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CHAPTER 3 

CATEGORIES OF SHEAVES AND FUNCTORS 

The basic question underlying the discussion of this chapter is 'what is 

the relationship between sheaves on X and sheaves on its normalisation, X?' 
Because X has lower genus than X there are far fewer sheaves on X, and, so, 

to get something like a bijection one needs to consider sheaves on X with some 

extra structure. Thus, after making some remarks on torsion free sheaves on X 

(§3.1) and the functors 1T'. and 1T'. (§3.2), we introduce parabolic Modules in §3.3. 

To each parabolic Module one can associate a torsion free sheaf on X, and in 

§3.4 we look at how to set things up so that every locally (resp. torsion) free sheaf 

on X is represented by some parabolic Module. §3.5 considers the question of 

stability, which is essential in constructing the moduli spaces of chapter 4. A key 

part of this chapter concerns the behaviour of 'degree' Wlder various functors. 

§3.1 Torsion Free Sheaves 

This section is about how it is possible to 'globalise' certain statements about 

torsion free modules over O,;-often one can carry out constructions locally and 

then glue together the results. The following propositions illustrate this. With 

the exception of (3.1.8/9) there is nothing essentially new in this section; however, 

for lack of convenient references we provide fairly complete details. 

Proposition 3.1.1. Let x be a singular point of X, and let 0/ C 0,; be an 

overring of 0,;. Then: 

1. There exists a subsheaf 0' of K, = K x X such that O'lx-,; = Oxlx-x 

and the stalk of 0' at x is 0,;'; 

2. There exists an integral projective curve X' and a natural finite surjective 

morphism 1T' : X' --+ X such that the restriction of 1T' to X - 1T'-1 (x) is an 

isomorphism and, if Ox' is the structure sheaf of X' , then 1T'.Ox' is the 

sheaf 0' of 1. 

Further, the genus of X, is given by g(X') = g(X) - l(O/). 
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Proof. 

1. For any affine open set, U of X, define O'(U) as a subring of IC(U) = 

HO(U,IC) by 

O'(U) = {f E IC(U) I flu-x E O(U - x), limf E Ox'}. -
By the direct limit of f we mean the image of f under the canonical map 

IC(U) ~ K arising from taking the direct limit over affine open subsets of 

U containing x. Glue together the 0' (U) for various U to form a subsheaf, 

0', of IC. Then 0' equals Ox away from x and (O')x = O~ since IC is 

flasque. Note that 0' is certainly coherent since O~ C Ox => O~ is finitely 

generated over Ox, so 0' is a sheaf with the required properties. 

2. (Compare [Hartshorne II Ex.5.17}.) For an affine open U write A = 

HO(U,Ox), A' = HO(U,O') and U' for the affine curve associated to A'. 

The inclusion A C A' gives a finite surjective morphism 1ru : U' ~ U. 

Glueing together pieces we obtain a curve X' with structure sheaf Ox such 

that if 1r is the resulting map X' ~ X then 0' = 1r.Ox'. X' is clearly 

integral and proper over k, and so is projective (indeed, anyone dimensional 

scheme which is proper over an algebraically closed field is projectiv~see 

[Hartshorne II.2 Ex.5.S]). The formula for the genus follows from comput

ing the cohomology associated to the inclusion Ox ~ 0' = 1r.Ox' (cf. 

§3.2.1/2). 

It is clearly possible to generalise the above in order to deal with several 

singularities at once. Suppose {Xl, .•. x.} is the set of all singular points of X. 

Then, given a set of overrings, O~i' of the Ox;, there exists a corresponding 

sheaf, 0', and a corresponding curve X' together with a canonical map 1r : 

X' ~ X. We call such a curve a partial normali"ation of X. In particular, if 

O~; = Ox; for each i then X' is the normalisation, X, of X. 

In view of (2.2.1) we can also generalise this to construct torsion free sheaves 

locally isomorphic to any given set of torsion free modules having the same rank; 

more precisely: 
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Proposition 3.1.2. Suppose, that for each singular point Xi of X, we have a 

rank n torsion free module, Mi, over OZi; then there exists a torsion free sheaf 

:F on X with 

and 

'v'i=l, ... ,s. 

Proof. By (2.2.1) we can assume that O~i C Mi C 6~i for each i. Then, as 

in the proof of (3.1.1(1)), one can construct a subsheaf of len with the required 

properties. 

So every torsion free sheaf of rank n is locally isomorphic to one between Ox 
and OJ.. In rank 1, since isomorphisms of modules are achieved by multiplying 

by elements of K'" , to say that :F and :F' are locally isomorphic is precisely to 

say that there is an invertible sheaf C such that :F =:F' ® C. Hence: 

Corollory 3.1.3. Up to tensoring with an invertible sheaf every rank 1 torsion 

free sheaf is isomorphic to a unique sheaf :F with 

Ox c :F C 1I"",Ox' 

In higher ranks, whilst this is no longer true, we can still find global analogues of 

the sequences O'}, 0'2 of §2.2. For a sheaf :F define torsion sheaves T:F = ffiiT:F~ . 
• 

and T} = ffiiT} •.. 
• 

Proposition 3.1.4. If :F is a torsion free sheaf on X then there are locally free 

sheaves £, £' on X and short exact sequences: 

~2. 0 --+ :F --+ £' --+ T} --+ O. 

Proof. By (2.2.1/2) we can find, for each i, modules Mi = tPi:Fzi with O~i c 
Mi C 6~i ' where the tPi are automorphisms of Kn. Thus 

..J..-1on "C' ..J..-10-n 
'Pi Zi C .rz i C 'Pi xi' 
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We can extend this to some open sets, Ui, around each point Xi: 

We can assume that the Ui cover X (if not: repeat the construction at the 

'missing' points). <Pi' <p;1 gives us glueing functions on each Ui n Uj and so 

allows us to construct the locally free sheaf E required for ~1. The other part 

is similar. 

The remainder of this section concerns the Hom functors; we generalise the 

results of chapter 2. The following lemma is useful. 

Lemma 3.1.5. If E and :F are torsion free sheaves on X then there is a natural 

isomorphism of vector spaces 

Exthx(E,:F) ~ H1(X,Hom(E,:F)) E9 E9 Exth .. (Ez,:Fz). 
zEX 

In particular, if E is locally free then 

Proof. This is a consequence of the degeneration of the local-global spectral 

sequence for Ext when dimX = 1 (see [Godement II,7.3.3]). 

Duality. Recall that the dual sheaf of :F is denoted r = Hom(:F, w x), so, 

e.g., wx = (Ox)"'. For any non-zero torsion free modules N and M over a 

domain A there is a canonical injection TJ : M --t HomA(HomA(M, N), N) 

given by '1 : rn ~ <Pm where <Pm is defined by <Pm(f) = fern). Similarly, we 

get a canonical injection of sheaves '1 : E --+ Hom(Hom( E, :F),:F) for each 

pair of torsion free sheaves on X. The following proposition, that in the case 

:F = w x this map is an isomorphism, involves showing that the localisation of 

the dualising shea! at a point really is a dualising module. 

Proposition 3.1.6. For any torsion free sheaf :F of rank n on X 

1. The canonical map TJ : :F ~ r'" is an isomorphism; 

2. deg:F'" = n(2g - 2) - deg:F. 
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Proof. For a general singular curve, when w x need not be locally free, this is 

slightly more involved than one might expect. 

1. From the duality theorem (1.1.1) we have 

HO (F) ~ Ext 1 (F, w x) v . 

Applying this to F = Ox and using (3.1.5) gives h1(wx) = 1. 

It is enough to prove that TJz is an isomorphism for each x EX, i.e., that 

Wz is a canonical ideal for Oz, or, by (2.1.4), that V = Ext~.,(k,wx) = k 

at each point x. Note that V = Ext~x(kz,wx), where kz denotes the 

I-dimensional torsion sheaf supported at x. Let Zz be the ideal sheaf of x j 

consider the exact sequence 

o --+ Zz --+ Ox --+ kz --+ O. 

DUMsing gives 

0--+ wx --+ Z; --+ V --+ O. 

and, taking cohomology: 

o --+ HO(X,wx) --+ HO(X,Z;) --+ 

HO(X, V) --+ H1(X,wx) --+ Hl(X,Z;) -+ O. 

Now HO(X,Zz) = 0 and so, by Riemann-Roeh, h1(X,Zz) = g. Hence, 

hO(X,Z;) = g by duality and since, also, hO(X,w) = g the first map in 

this long exact sequence must be an isomorphism. So, using the fact that 

hl(X,W) = 1 we must have dim V = hO(X, V) < 1. The result follows 

on noticing that dim V = 0 is not possibl~for example consider an exact 

sequence 

o --+ M --+ Wz --+ k --+ 0, 

for M a torsion free module. Applying Hom(k, . ) to this sequence shows 

that Ie is a subspace of V. 

2. Using Riemann-Roch and duality we have the two equations 

hO(F) - hoe?) = degF - neg - 1), 

hOe?) - hO(?) = deg? - neg - 1). 
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From 1. we know that :F = P* , so, adding these equations: 

2n(g - 1) = deg:F + deg:F* as required. 

The following lemma is standard. 

Lemma 3.1.7. H:F is 8. rank n torsion free sheaf and if l, is an invertible 

sheaf on X then 

1. deg(:F ® l,) = deg:F + ndegC. 

H £ is a locally free sheaf then Hom( £,:F) ~ £v ®F where £v = Hom( £, Ox) . 

2. deg£V = -deg£ and deg£V ® £ = O. 

Proof. For 1 d. [Newstead]; in 2 to prove the first statement take determinants, 

whilst the second follows from 1 using induction on the rank. 

Our basic method in dealing with torsion free sheaves is to try and reduce 

a given problem to a purely local problem. The following, together with (3.1.5), 

shows that, in the case when :F is "imple--i.e., when HO(X, End(:F» = k- we 

can reduce the calculation of Ext1(:F,F) to a local problem that was dealt with 

in §2.5. 

Proposition 3.1.S. H F is simple of rank n then 

hl(X, End(F) = n2(g - 1) + 1 + L (n(n6(x) -l(:Fz» - e1.) , 

zeX 

Proof. F has an embedding 

(*) 0 --+ F --+ £ --+ ~F --+ 0 

where £ is locally free (3.1.4). Note that 

x(£) - X(F) = X(7}) = L (n6(x) -l(Fz ») . 
z 

Applying Hom( . , F) to ( *) gives a short exact sequence of. sheaves 

0--+ Hom(£,F) --+ Hom(F,F) --+ Ext1(7},F) --+ O. 

Now taking cohomology gives a long exact sequence 
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HO(X, Hom(£, F» ...... HO(X, Hom(F, F)) -+ HO(X,Ext1(TF,Fx » 

-+ Hl(X, Hom(£, F» -+ H1(X,Hom(F,F» -+ O. 

Since F is simple the second term has dimension 1, whilst the first is zero (-a 

non-zero map £ -+ F would split the exact sequence (*), since F is simple). 

The Riemann-Roch formula applied to Hom( £, F) ~ £v ® F gives 

hl(£V ® F) = n 2(g - 1) - deg(£V ® F) 

= n2 (g -1) + L (n26(x) - nl(Fx») 
x 

(working out deg(£V ® F) from (*) tensored with £v, using (3.1.7». So the 

result follows on taking the alternating sum of dimensions in the long exact 

sequence above. 

Corollory 3.1.9. H F has rank 1 then it is simple (indeed, it is stable-see 

§3.5) and we can simplify the result using (2.5.5); combining with (3.1.5) we find 

that 

dim Ext1(F, F) = 9 + L Xl(Fx ) 

xEX 

= 9 + L (dim Exth. (Fx,Fx) - dim(Endo .. Fx)/Ox). 
xEX 

Note that, by (2.5.8) we have thus calculated the dimension of this vector space 

for any rank 1 torsion free sheaf over a curve having only simple plane curve 

singularities: in this case we have 

dimExt 1(F,,r) = 9 + L i(,rx). 
XEA 

§3.2 Functors Induced From 7r : X -+ X 

Write Coh(X) for the category of coherent sheaves on X and TFS(X) for 

the category of torsion free (coherent) sheaves on X. We write V eet( X) for the 

category of vector bundles on X, or, equivalently the category of locally free 

sheaves. The terms "locally free sheaf" and "vector bundle" will often be used 

interchangeably. We have Vect(X) C TFS(X) and Vect(X) = TFS(X). Note 
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that if :F is a torsion free sheaf then the restriction, :Flxres , of :F to the set 

of regular points of X is locally free. By a subbundle of a torsion free sheaf we 

will always mean a subsheaf such that the quotient is torsion free. A remark 

on notation: we tend to use capital roman letters (E, F, etc.) for locally free 

sheaves on X , and script letters (£, :F, etc.) for torsion free sheaves on X. 

7r. gives a functor Coh(X) --+ Coh(X) which is exact-as the higher 

direct image sheaves of 7r. vanish because the fibres of 7r are zero dimensional. A 

consequence of this is that, for any :F E Coh(X) , there are natural isomorphisms 

-see [Hartshorne III Ex.S.l]. This enables us to calculate the effect of 7r. on 

degree: 

Lemma 3.2.1. If E E Coh(X) has rank n then 

deg7r.E = degE + nh(X). 

Proof. From the above X(7r.E) = X(E) and so, by Riemann-Roch 

deg7r.E = degE + n (g(X) - g(X») 

= degE + nh(X). 

If :F is a torsion free sheaf of rank n > 1 and degree d we define the &lope, 

iJ of :F to be iJ = din. So the above lemma says that 7r. increases slope by 

heX). 

In exactly the same way one proves the following. 

Corollory 3.2.2. If 7r' : X' --+ X is any partial normalisation of X then 

7r~ : Coh(X') --+ Coh(X) is exact 

and increases slope by 

h'(X) = g(X) - g(X'). 

Remark. If T is a torsion sheaf on X (or, more generally, on any partial 

normalisation of X) then deg7r.T = degT = dimT. Suppose Supp(T) C 

7r-1(x) for some x EX; then as an 02:- module 7r.T is simply T with the 
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0% -action restricted to an 0% -action. Hence, we tend to abuse notation and 

write T for 7r*T. 

H :F is a torsion free sheaf on X then 7r*:F is not torsion free unless F is lo

cally free. However, there is an induced functor i* = 7r* /torsion: TFS(X) --+ 

Vect(X). 

Proposition 3.2.3. Relating 7r * and 7r* we have two standard facts: 

1. The adjoint property: A natural isomorphism of groups 

Homo1 {7r*:F,E) ~ Homox (:F,7r*E), 

for a sheaf of Ox-modules :F, and a sheaf of Ox-modules E. This gives 

us canonical maps :F --+ 1(*1(*:F , and 1(*1( *E --+ E. These will be isomor

phisms when restricted to Xreg , and 7r-1(Xreg ) respectively. 

2. A natural isomorphism of sheaves 

Proof. The second statement follows from the definitions of these functors, 

noting that 7r is an open map. The first can be found in [Hartshorne II 5]. 

To proceed further we need to consider the efFect of 'If* and 1f* on degree. 

Proposition 3.2.4. Let F be a rank n torsion free sheaf on X. Then 

1. degF ~ deg1(*F ~ degF + n L «e(z) -1)6(z», and 
zeX 

2. deg1f*F = degF -l(F) = degF - L l(F%). 
zeX 

Proof. These statements are global versions of the lemmas 2.5.1/2. Let :F be a 

torsion free sheaf of rank n. Consider 1(* of the sequence E1 of (3.1.4). Using 

the lemmas mentioned above we obtain a short exact sequence: 

1:1' 0 --+ 7r* E --+ 1(* :F --+ €a T~. ®o. Oz --+ 0 
zeX 

Note, that if E is locally free on X then deg 1(* E = deg E -this follows from the 

fact that 1(*Ox = Ox' 
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So from this exact sequence we see that: 

deg 7I"*,r - deg,r = I: dim(TF. ® Ox) - I: dimTF. 

Together with the inequalities in (2.5.1) this gives the first part of the propo

sition. For the other part note that the injection ,r --+ 71"* 7I"*,r /torsion is locally 

,rx --+ ,rx ® Ox/torsion = ,rx . Ox. 

Hence the dimension of the cokernel is Ex(no(x)-l(,rx», so, since 71"* 10-

creases slope by O(X) (3.2.1) 

deg(7I"*,r/torsion) - deg(,r) = - Ll(,r~). 
x 

Corollory 3.2.5. When E is a vector bundle on X, 

Proof. Applying the second part of the proposition to w*E, we see that 

deg(w*1r*E/torsion)-deg(E) = o. Hence the generic isomorphism if*7I"*E --+ E 

of (3.2.3) is an isomorphism. 

Corollory 3.2.6. The functor 7r * gives a bijection from the set of isomorphism 

classes of vector bundles on X to the set of isomorphism classes of sheaves locally 

isomorphic to 0: (for some n) on X. 

Proof. The inverse is given by :F 1--+ j--:F. We know, (3.2.5), that i*w* -

IVect(X); on the other hand, :F --+ w*j-*:F is a generic isomorphism (3.2.3) and, 

if ,r is locally isomorphic to 6: then we have shown the degrees are equal and 

so this must be an isomorphism. 

Remark 3.2.7. Of course, if w' : X' --+ X is a partial normalisation then we 

also get functors (w' )- and (1ri )-. Since not every sheaf on X' is locally free 

the picture is more complicated than for X. The important observation is that 

one can generalise (3.2.5/6) to the case of torsion free sheaves of Ox' -modules 

on X' ,i.e., every torsion free sheaf of 1r~OX' -modules on X is the direct image 

of a unique torsion free sheaf on X'. (Cf. [Hartshorne II Ex.5.17]-1r~ induces 

an equivalence between the appropriate categories since 1r' is affine.) 
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§3.3 Parabolic Structures 

In this section we introduce the category of generalised parabolic bundles 

and various subcategories. Our definitions will be restricted versions of those 

found in [Bhosle 1, 2]. 

Definitions. Let Y be a curve, D an effective divisor supported on Yreg and 

let E be a torsion free sheaf on Y. Write OD = Oy jO( -D) for the Artinian 

ring supported on D, and write Fo(E) = E ®Oy OD-this is a vector space of 

dimension rkE. deg D. A parabolic .structure on E over D is, by definition, a 

subspace F1(E) of Fo(E). The pair, T = (a, D) where a = dim Fl(E) , is called 

the type of the parabolic structure. 

More generally, one could allow a flag, Fo(E) :::> F1(E) :::> ... :::> Fr(E) , of 

subspaces (see [Bhosle 1]), but we shall not use this. 

In our context the curve Y will be X and the divisor D will have support 

on the preimage of a singular point of X. Let { Z 1, ••• , z. } be the set of all 

singular points of X. 

Definition. A generali.sed parabolic bundle -GPB for short-(E,E1 (E» on 

X is a vector bundle E together with a set of parabolic structures, E,l (E) = 

{Fl(E), ... , Fl(E)}, Fl(E) being a parabolic structure over a divisor Di with 

support c:l Di contained in the set W-l(Zi). Note in particular that the divisors 

Di are pairwise disjoint. Define a divisor D = Ei Di, so that OD = EBiODi; 

write Fo(E) = E ® OD = EBiFJ(E) and Fl(E) = EBiFl(E) c Fo(E). 

We will only define non-zero morphisJDS between two GPBs, (E,E,l(E» 

and (E', E,l (E'» , if their parabolic structures are defined over the same divisors 

II = {Dl, ... ,D.}. A morphism of GPBs, t/>: (E,El(E» --+ (E',i:.l(E'», is 

a morphism c:l bundles, t/> : E --+ E' , such that, if j,i : E ® 0 D, --+ E' ® 0 Di 

is the induced map, we have, for each i 

j,(Ft(E» c Ft(E') 

The morphism, t/>, above, is an isomorphism if t/> is an isomorphism of vector 

bundles and j,i(Ff(E» = Fl(E') for each i. 

We write GPB(X) for the category of generalised parabolic bundles on X, 
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and GPB(X,ll) for the subcategory corresponding to bundles with parabolic 

structures over a fixed set of divisors D. 

IT (E,E.1(E» is a GPB and E' C E is a subbundle then the canonical 

parabolic structure on E' is given by setting Fl(E') = Fj(E') n Fl(E). Then 

a parabolic sub bundle of (E, F1(E» is defined to be a subbundle E' of E with 

the canonical parabolic structure. 

Similarly if E" is a quotient bundle of E, with projection map p : E --+ 

E" , the canonical parabolic "tructure on E" is given by Fl(E") = p(Ft(E». A 

parabolic quotient bundle of E then means a quotient bundle with the canonical 

parabolic structure. 

Our main interest here will be in generalised parabolic bundles which also 

have an Ox-module structure. More precisely we say a GPB, (E,E.l(E», is a 

parabolic M otlule (over X) if, for each i, the subspa.ces Fl( E) C E ®o 1 0 Di are 

also sub 01:; -modules (where E®010D; is considered as a 01:; -module via 7r.), 

or, equivalently, if F1(E) under 7r. is a sheaf of Ox -modules. Then a morphism 

of parabolic Modules is a morphism of GPBs which restricts to a morphism of 

Ol:i -modules over Di. Write PM od(X) for the category of parabolic Modules 

(-or PMod(X,Il) if we wish to fix extra structure). 

Lemma 3.3.1. 

1. If (E,E.1(E» is a parabolic Module, and E' is a subbundle of E (resp. E" 

is a quotient bundle of E) then E' (resp. E") with the canonical parabolic 

structure is a parabolic Module. 

2. Any morphism of GPBs, (E,E.1 (E» and (E' '£.1 (E'», which are parabolic 

Modules is a morphism of parabolic Modules. I.e., PMod(X,Q) is a full 

subcategory of GP B(X ,12). 

Proof. 

1. This is clear-e.g., Fi(E) = E' ®OD, nFi(E) c E®OD, is the intersection 

of two submodules of an OZi -module. 

2. The map from Fo(E) to Fo(E') preserves Oz-structure at each x, so re-
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stricts to a morphism of Ox-modules if both FI (E) and FI (E') have Ox

structure. 

Given a GPB, E = (E,E.I(E)) , set ai = dim Fi(E) and call the set of all 

data I. = {ai, Di} the type of E. Note that choosing a divisor Di supported 

on 1r-
1(Xi) for Xi a singular point is equivalent to choosing an ideal ID; in Ox; 

(i.e., ID; is the ideal defining Di). 

Lemma 3.3.2. Fix a bundle E of rank n on X j choose a set of parabolic 

structures I. = {ai,Di} and write Vi = Ox)ID;-so, Vi is the vector space 

underlying 0 D;. Then: 

1. The set of all GPBs (E,E,I(E» of type I. over E is parametrised by a 

product of Grassmannians ll, Gr(a" Vr)j 

2. The set of all parabolic Modules of type I. over E is parametrised by a 

product of fixed point subschemes fl, Groa;(a" Vr). 

Proof. This is immediate from the considerations of §2.3. 

Remark. In the above lemma it is possible, in either case, that 2 different points 

correspond to isomorphic objects. In fact 

(E,E,l(E» ~ (E,.G(E» <=> 3 4> E Aut(E) such that 4)(Fl(E» = Ff(E). 

So it follows that the correspondence is one-to-one if and only if E is simple. 

§3.4 The Functors w. and w· 

For each category of parabolic Modules PMod(X,12.,) as above, we will 

define a functor w. : PMod(X,12.) --+ TFS(X)j these can be thought of as 

generalisations of. 1(" •• 

We fix a category PM od(X ,ll) of parabolic Modules, writing D = E Di· 

H (E,E.1(E» is an object in this category define e = w.(E,E.1(E» as follows: 

Using the surjection of sheaves Ox --+ 0 D --+ 0 on X we have a surjection 

of sheaves 1(". E --+ E ® 0 D --+ 0 on X. Define e to be the kernel of the 

composition of this map with the projection E®OD --+ (E®OD)/F1(E) --+ 0, 
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i.e., £ is defined by the short exact sequence of sheaves on X: 

E®OD o --+ £ --+ 1r.E ---+ () ---+ o. 
Fl E 

To see that this gives a functor suppose that 4J : (E, El (E» --+ (E', El (E'» is 

a morphism of parabolic Modules. 

The resulting diagram: 

o --+ £ ---+ 1r.E 
E ®OD 

--+ E ®OD --+ () ---+ 0 Fl E 

! ! ! 
E'®O 

0---+£' --+ 1r.E' --+ E' ® OD --+ Fl(E') --+ 0 

is commutative, since 4J( FI (E» c FI (E') , so we have an induced map of sheaves 

t/> : £ --+ £' which is uniquely determined by the requirement that the resulting 

diagram is commutative. The functorial properties of'll. are then easy to check. 

Note that'll. preserves rank, i.e., rk£ = rkE. 

Proposition 3.4.1 Basic properties of'll •• 

1. 'II. is an exact functor. 

2. deg£ - degE = rkE(6 - degD) + dim(FI(E)) , in particular, 'II. preserves 

degree for (E,.EI(E)) with dim(FI(E»/rkE = degD - 6. 

3. The isomorphism class of £~i as an O~i -module depends on the choice of 

subspace Fi(E) C E ® OD,. H Fl(E) is an O~i -module for each i then 

e ~ 'If. E' for some bundle E' on X . 

Proof. 

1. This is easy to check, using the 3x31emma. in the abelian category Coh(X). 

2. From the defining exact sequence 

E®OD 
0--+ e --+ 'If.E --+ FI(E) --+ 0 

we get: dege = deg'lf.E - deg«E ® OD)/Fl(E» 

= deg E + rkE6 - rkE deg D + dime FI (E». 

Thus deg e - deg E = rkE( 6 - deg D) + dime FI (E» 88 required. 
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3. If FI(E) E Coh(X) , and if E' is the vector bundle on X given by 

0-+ E' -+ E -+ (E ® Ov)/F1(E) -+ 0 

then clearly 7r. E' = e . 

In general, if rkE = n, the local version of the exact sequence defining e 
at a singular point x i is: 

- On O -+ co -+ J"\n -+ '-+ 0 
'-x, v x , Ft(E) , 

i.e., 

So e~, ~ p-l(FI(E» where p is the projection p: 0:, -+ On,. Hence, from 

the considerations of chapter 2 on the module theory we have: 

Corollory 3.4.2. If each divisor Di is sufficiently large then every iso

morphism class of torsion free Oz, -modules is represented as ex, for some 

e = w.(E,.E.1(E» with (E,F1(E» in PMod(X, D). The eventual aim in 

this section is to prove a global version of this statement. 

Given a category PM ode X, ll) as above, there is no consistent way of defin

ing an 'inverse' functor 'If- : T FS(X) --+ PM od(X ,12) in general. However, in 

certain cases it is possible to define a functor 'If- on Vect(X). 

Definitions. Let x be a point of X; we will call an ideal I C O~ normal if 

I ~ Oz as an Oz -module. Similarly, call a sheaf of ideals I C Ox normal if 

each stalk, I ~ , is normal. So, for example, the I:lheaf C is normal and every other 

normal sheaf of ideals is a subsheaf of this. If D is a divisor on X then call D 

normal (with respect to X) if 1r.O( -D) is a nonnal sheaf of ideals. Note that 

D is nonnal if and only if 1r. O( - D) C C . 

Now, fix a category of parabolic Modules, PM od(X ,ll), such that D = 

Ei Di is nonnal. Suppo~-1h"at Di is"cfJtmed by an ideal Ii C OZa; set li = 
dimOz"Ii, so dimOz"i)·'-'li +S(Xi). in particular notice that, since Ii is 

normal, OZi / Ii ® OZi = ~".; Ii. Then, it £ is a locally free sheaf on X, set 
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'1'*(£) = (E,E,l(E», where E = 7r*£ and F1(E) is the subspace 

£®ox (7r*~~D») C (£® (7r*~~D»)) ®ox 7r*Ox =7r*£®ox OD. 

For example, in the case where Di is the divisor defined by Cz ; we have 

dimFJ(E) = rkE(dim(Oz/Cz;» = rkE(6(xi» and 

dimF;(E) = rkE(dim(Oz/Czi» = rkE(6(xi) - 6(Xi». 

Lemma 3.4.3. We suppose D is normal and use the above notation. Then, if 

£ is a locally free shea! on X we have £ ~ 'If. 'If. £ . 

Proof. Write n = rkE and £1 = '1'. 'If. £'. The short exact sequence defining £" 

IS 

1 • 7r*£ ® (Ox/O( -D» 
o ~ £ ~ 7r.7r _£' ~ £® (Ox/1r.O(-D» = £' ®7r*Ox/Ox ~ 0 

So 

deg£' = deg£ + n6(X) - n L (6(Xi) + ii - ii) = degE. 
i 

On the other hand there is a canonical injection £ ~ 7r. 7r. £', which is an 

isomorphism away from singular points: the cokemel is £' ® (7r.O x /0 x), so 

there is a map e ~ £" and this is an isomorphism since deg £' = deg £' . 

Corollory 3.4.4. Under these conditions 'If. determines a one to one corre

spondence between parabolic Modules (E,E,l(E» with dim Ft(E) = rkEli for 

each i, 'if. (E, El (E» locally free and locally free sheaves on X . 

Proof. By the lemma it is enough to check that if (E, El (E» is such a parabolic 

Module then 'if·W.(E,E,l(E» = (E,£'l(E». If 'if.(E,El(E» = £' then, since 

deg1r·e = degE, we must have 7r*£' ~ E. To see that Ft(E) = £'®Oz;/Ii note 

that the defining sequence for £' is 

O t:> .t:> 7r.£' ® (G)iOz;/Ii) 0 
--+ c- --+ 7r.7r c- --+ $iFl(E) --+; 

but 7r*1r.£'/£' = £' ® 7r*Ox/Ox, 80 Ft(E) = £' ® OZ;!!i. 

We want to generalise the above and describe the fibre of 'if. in PM od( X ,~) 
over a torsion free shea! £' which is not locally free. We assume throughout that 

D is normal and use notation 88 above. 
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Suppose 'I!.(E,EI(E» = E. So there is an exact sequence 

E®OD 
(*) 0 --+ E --+ 7r.E --+ () --+ O. 

FI E 
Firstly, in (3.4.5-7), we will find necessary conditions that (E, FI (E)) must 

satisfy. 

Lemma 3.4.5. Write Eo = if· E , then E arises as an extension 

(t) 0 --+ Eo --+ E --+ EBTi --+ 0, 

where Ti is a torsion sheaf supported on 7r-
I (Xi) with degTi = l(Ex;). 

Proof. Applying if· to the sequence (*) gives us an injection of sheaves Eo --+ 

Ej the dimension of the cokemel can then be calculated using (3.2.1). 

Now, to look at FI(E) concentrate at some Xi = x, and to simplify notation 

drop the i (i = dim Ox/ I . .. etc.). 

Lemma 3.4.6. 

2. Consider the natural map 

arising from tensoring the local version of (*) with Ox / lover Ox' FI ( E) 

is the image of Ex /1 . Ex under ¢. The map ¢ is not in general injectivej 

in fact dim ker(¢) ~ dimT/I· T. 

3. HdimFi(E)=l(Ex;) for each i (so that degE=degE) then T/I·T=T 

and ker(¢') ~ T where ¢' is the map Eo ® OD --+ E ® OD. 

Proof. 

1. Consider the short exact sequence 0 --+ O~ --+ Ex --+ Te,. --+ 0 (2.2.3)j 

since I C ez c AnnTe,. we have IEz = IO~. So dim1c(Ex/IEx) = nl + 
dim(Te,.) = nl + l(Ex). 

2. FI(E) = im(¢) is clear on examining the local version of (*) (3.4.1). We 

can factorise ¢ as 
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The first map is an injection-since it corresponds to the minimal embedding 

£x -- 6; , and to calculate the kernel of the second consider the sequence 

7r.(t) (from (3.4.5» tensored with Ox/lover Ox' This gives rise to an 

exact sequence 

4>' 
0-- ker(¢/) -- Eo 0 OD--E 0 OD ---+ T/l· T ---+ O. 

Since, by 1., the middle two terms both have dimension (h + f)n we see 

that dim ker( 4>') = dim( T / I . T) . 

3. dim Fl (E) = f( £x) = dim T implies that we must have T = T / I . T. The 

torsion 6 x -module, T, splits as a direct sum 

T a::.;; / Vi; a::. a::. a::. ;; / Vn; = wjVx mj w ••. w wjVx mj . 

where {mj} is the set of all maximal ideals of 6 x • For a suitable choice of 

basis in Eo00D the torsion submodule ker( 4>') has the same decomposition. 

This enables us to construct the required isomorphism T ~ ker( 4>'). In 

particular we can regard T as a submodule of £x / I . £x. 

Lemma 3.4.7. Write Y for the vector space OD. Then, under the condition 

of 3 in the above lemma we must have that £x is represented in GrOC(nl, yn) 

(see §2.3). 

Proof. Using (3.4.6) we have T C £x/I·£x C yn, dimT = f(£x) and dim(£:I;jI. 

£x)/T = nl. Consider the commutative diagram 

~ 
£x C-..+ (Eo)x -- Ex 

1 lp 
4>' 

0---+ T ---+ Eo 0 OD---+E Q, OD ---+ T ---+ 0 

where the bottom row is exact. Now the image, F1 , of £x In E 0 0 D has 

dimension nl, hence, by commutativity, we must have In C ~(£x) and so 

p-l (F1 ) = ~(£x) ~ £x. So this gives a submodule of vn of the correct dimension 

representing £x, and therefore the required point in Groc (nl, vn). 

Conversely, we will now show that if £ is a torsion free sheaf on X and D is 

a normal divisor such that £ is locally represented then there exists (E, £.1 (E) ) 

with 'I1.(E,E1 (E» = £. More precisely: 
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Proposition 3.4.8. Suppose that, for each i, £Xi is represented in GrO"j (nfi, Vin) 

by a sub module F; then: 

1. There exists a parabolic Module (E, FI (E» with w*(E,EI (E» = £. This 

is uniquely determined by the given Ft . 

2. On Gro"i(nfi, Vin) there is a natural action of the group «Ox;/Ii)*)n. 

One obtains the same parabolic Module (E, F I (E» given another set of 

representatives F( which lie in the same orbit of «Ox) Ii)*)n on each 

Gro"i(nfi, Vin). 

Proof. We need to reverse the above argument. Well, p-l(F;) ~ £Xi C 

p-I(Vin) = 0:;. On the other hand we have £z ·Oz; = (EO)Xi C O:i. This 

gives us Ti = O:)Eo",; of dimension f(£x) (cf. 3.4.6). Write Eo .. ; = ~iO:; 
for suitable ~i E Aut(Kn), so that the image of £Xi under p. ~i equals F;. 

Now we want to construct the bundle E by an extension which locally agrees 

with ~i. We have specified the local version of the extension (t) at each point 

and this determines the locally free sheaf E. Hence we obtain (E, F 1 (E». The 

locally free sheaf E will be unchanged if we replace some ~i by u . ~i where 

u is an element of GLn(Ox.) which preserves the given choice of bases: i.e. if 

u E (O;;t. This deals with 2. Finally, to see that 'I!*(E,E.1(E» = £, notice 

that from the construction of (E, E.l (E» 

, ( E®OD) £ c £ = ker 7r.E --+ FI(E) , 

but deg£ = deg£' and so £ = £'. 

Corollory 3.4.9. Suppose further that, for each Xi, 

(*) L {Cx; if Ox; is Gorenstein 
• C C~; otherwise 

then for each torsion free sheaf £ on X there exists (E, F 1 (E» E PM ode X, D) 

wi th deg E = deg £ and 'I! * (E, 1:.1 (E» = £ . 

Proof. By (2.3.1) we know that under these conditions £ is locally represented. 

Thus the result follows immediately from the above proposition. 
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Corollory 3.4.10. In the case rank £ = 1 the fibre of w. over £ is finite. IT, 

further, the curve X has just 1 branch at each singular point then there is at 

most 1 preimage of each £. 

Proof. By (3.4.8(2)) it is enough to show that in the rank 1 case every module 

is represented only finitely many times in Gro2i (ii, Vi) up to the action of 6;; . 
This is proved in [Rego 1; 2.3]. For further details and examples of how this 

works in practice see (5.3.3). 

Remark. If rank> 1 then the fibre is not generally finite; see [Bhosle 1) for an 

example. 
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§3.5 Stability 

The notion of stability is essential in constructing moduli spaces for 'vector 

bundle type' objects. Most of the material in this section is standard, and can 

be found in one of [Newstead], [Seshadri] or [Bhosle 1]; we will define stabil

ity and develop its basic properties, simultaneously, for objects in each of the 

categories Vect(X), T FS(X), GP B(X ,J2.), PM odeX' ,12.). One of the points 

of our method of presentation is to emphasize that a good notion of stability 

behaves in exactly the same way for bundles with parabolic structures as it does 

for vector bundles: indeed, many of the proofs are the same. 

In the discussion that follows the word 'bundle' will be used to mean an 

object in one of these categories, and 'subbundle' will mean 'subbundle with the 

canonical parabolic structure', etc. 

For bundles with parabolic structures the flag terms should be allowed to 

affect stability to some extent. We fix a weight 0 ~ a < 1 and define 

par.deg(E,E1(E)) = degE+a.dimF1(E). 

We call o.dimF1(E) = wtE the weight of (E,E,l(E». Ideally we would like to 

take 0 = 1 (d. 3.5.9.) but in this case the resulting definition of stability lacks 

many desirable properties. At the end of the section we explain how to choose 

o 80 that \If. preserves stability. 

Definitions. For a bundle E define the (parabolic) .dope of E to be J.'(E) = 

(par) deg E/ rk E. 

We say E is "table (re"p. "emi..table) if for all proper subbundles E' of 

E, J.'(E') < J.'(E) (resp. J.'(E') ~ J.'(E». By a proper "ubbundle we mean a 

non-zero subbundle of corank ~ 1. Notice that this definition depends on the 

choice of 0 (a = 0 is 'ordinary' stability). 

Remark. Equivalently, E is stable (resp. semistable) if for all proper quotients 

E", 1'( E") > J.'(E) (resp. ~). 

Lemma 3.5.1. 

1. If E is a bundle of rank 1 then E is stable. 
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2. HE is a parabolic Module then E is stable (resp. semistable) as a parabolic 

Module if and only if E is stable (resp. semistable) as a generalised 

parabolic bundle. 

Proof. 1. is immediate from the definition, whilst 2. follows from (3.2.1). 

Lemma 3.5.2. Suppose f : E ~ F is a morphism of bundles in one of the 

above categories, which is a generic isomorphism of the underlying bundles. Then 

(par) deg E $ (par) deg F, with equality if and only if f is an isomorphism of 

bWldles. 

Proof. f gives us a short exact sequence of sheaves 

o~ELF~T~O 

where T is a torsion sheaf' with dim T = deg F - deg E. Moreover we have 

dimF1(E) - dimF1(F) $ dimT i.e. wtE - wtF $ adimT. 

So 

par. deg E - par. deg F = deg E + wtE - (deg F + wtF) 

$(a-l)dimT<O 

if dim T :/= 0, as Q < 1. 

Corollory 3.5.3. Let f : E ~ F be a morphism of "emutable bundles with 

I-' = 1-'( E) = 1-'( F). Then 

1. J has constant rank. 

2. H E and F are stable then either J = 0 or J is an isomorphism. 

Proof. We can factor f as 

O~E'~E~E"~O 

! f ! h 

o +-- F" +-- F +-- F' +-- 0 

where h: coim(f) = E" ~ F' = im(f) is a generic isomorphism. Since E 

and F are semistable 
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and now by the lemma we must have /J(F') = /J(E") and so h is an isomorphism, 

hence f is of constant rank. 

For 2, by (.) we must have, if f i: 0, E = im(f) = F by stability of E 

and F. 

Corollory 3.5.4 Stable ~ Simple. 

H E is a stable bundle then any non-zero morphism f : E -+ E is multi

plication by a scalar. 

Proof. H ,\ is an eigenvalue of f over some point y, then (f - ,\I d) : E -+ E 

is not an isomorphism, so by (3.5.3) f - ,\I d = 0, i.e. f is multiplication by '\. 

Corollory 3.5.5. From the above we can conclude that, if G p is a subcategory of 

one of the above categories consisting of all semistable E with /J(E) = JL ,then 

G p is an abelian category; the simple objects in c p are the stable bundles by 

(3.5.4). We can apply the Jordan-Holder Theorem-H E is an object in G p then 

there exists a filtration in c p 

E = Er :::> Er- 1 :::> .. , :::> Eo = 0 

such that Ei/Ei-l is stable with /J(Ei/Ei-l) = /J for each i = l, ... ,r. 

Define gr.E = EBi(Ei/Ei-d. This does not depend on the choice of filtration. 

We say objects E, F of G p are ,,-equivalent if gr.E ~ gr.F. 

Lemma 3.5.6 Semistable Torsion Free Sheaves are Bounded. 

Write e' for the maximum of the multiplicities of the points of X. Let :F 

be a semistable torsion free sheaf on X of rank n and degree d with 

d> n(2g - 2 + e'}. 

Then 

(A) :F is generated by its sections; 

Proof. see [Newstead 5.2']; the bound given here is somewhat lower in general, 

but the same proof works by virtue of the bound on the maximal number of 

generators of a torsion free module in (2.2.4). 
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As an immediate consequence, applying this to E( - D), we obtain bound

edness for G PBs (on a non -singular curve). 

Corollory 3.5.7. Let (E,FI(E» be a semistable GPBj suppose 

I'(E,i:.(E)) > n (2g -1 + ~ degD.) . 
Then: 

(A) E is generated by sections and for each i the canonical map HO (X, E) ---+ 

HO(.t. E 0 OD;) is ontoj 

Next we explain how stability behaves under 1r. and w •. Recall (2.2.1), 

that if E is a vector bundle on X then JJ(7r.E) = I-'(E) + 6 (6 = 6(X». 

Lemma 3.5.S. If E is a vector bundle on X then E is stable (resp. semistable) 

if and only if 7r. E is stable (resp. semistable) on X. 

Proof. First suppose that 7r.E is stable but E is not stable. Then there exists 

a subbundle F of E with JJ( F) ~ JJ( E), but then 1r.F is a subbundle of 7r.E 

and 

contradicting stability of 7r.E. 

Now suppose that E is stable but that 7r.E is not stable, i.e. there exists a 

torsion free subsheaf F of 7r. E with 1-'( F) ~ JJ( E) + 6. Consider the subbundle 

F of E generated by ir· F. Now, using (3.2.4), 

contradicting the stability of E. 

Similarly for the semistable case. 

Remark. The same proof works if 7r : X' --+ X is any partial normalisation, 

replacing 6 by 6' = 6(X) - 6(X'). 

We seek to generalise this result to w.. Note that if (E,El(E» IS a 
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parabolic Module (or a GPB) then stability of (E'£.I(E» will depend on the 

choice of (}, although, of course, if!. (E, £.1 (E» does not depend on (}. 

We specialise to (} = 1, and say (E,F1(E» is l-~table (resp. l-semistable) 

if for all proper parabolic subbundles E' of E 

deg E' + dim Ft(E') deg E + dimFl(E) 
---.;:~------:....~ < (resp. ~). 

rankE' rankE 

Remark. This notion of I-stability does not share the properties of stability as 

outlined above. In particular the analogue of (3.5.2) fails-e.g. If D = y then 

the short exact sequence 

o --+ O( -y) --+ 0 --+ k" --+ 0 

with dim Fl(O(-y» = 1, FI(O) = to} gives a map between I-stable parabolic 

bundles of the same slope which is not an isomorphism. It is also essentially 

this which means that the construction of the moduli space of GPBs does not 

inunediately extend to the I-stable case. However the usefulness of I-stable 

parabolic modules is shown by the following. 

Lemma 3.5.9. Let PMod(X,Il) be a category of parabolic modules with the 

divisor D = L. Di normal; D. defined by an ideal I. C CZi and deg D. = 

6(x.) + fi' where f. = dim(OzJI.); write i = E.i •. Suppose (E'£.I(E» is a 

parabolic module in this category with dim Fi( E) = ii rk E for each i. 

Then ( E, £.1 ( E) ) is I-stable (resp. l-semistable) if and only if £ -

q,.(E'£.l(E» is stable (resp. semista.ble) . 

Proof. First suppose £ is sta.ble but (E, £.1 (E» is not I-stable, so there exists 

a subbundle (E',F1(E'» of (E'£.I(E» with 

(E' r;t (E'» = degE' + dimFl(E') > degE + dim Ft(E) = (E F (E» 
J.' ,L..l rk E' - rk.E P '-1 . 

By functoriality, 'l1.(E', H(E'» gives 8. subsheaf £' of £. Using (3.4.1) 

deg£ = degE ~ 1'(£) = I'(E'.£I(E» - i, so 

deg £' = deg E' - rk .E'f + dim FI(E') ::::} 1'(£') = I'(E,£.1 (E» - i. 

So £' contradicts the stability of £ . 
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Conversely, suppose (E'£.1 (E» is I-stable but there exists a subsheaf :F of 

£ with p(:F) ~ p(£). Let Fo = ir·:F and let F be the subbundle of E generated 

by Fo. \Ve claim that the parabolic subbundle (F'£.I(F)) t:ontradicts stability 

of (E, F 1 (E): for this, using the first part it is enough to prove that :F is 

a subsheaf of "'. (F, £.1 (F) ), or equivalently that there is a subspace F{ (F) c 
F1(F) such that :F = "'.(F,E;(F)). 

Consider the composite map 

:F ---+ 7r. Fo ---+ 7r. F. 

The quotient has the form F ® 0 D / F{ (F) for some F{ (F) c F ® 0 D (using 

the fact that D is normal, cf. (3.4.5)). Now :F c £ and 7r.F C 7r.E implies 

that F: (F) C Fl (E), and hence F: (F) c Fl (F) as required. 

The proof in the semistable case is similar. 

For GPBs (E'£.1 (E)) with weight a close to 1, the conditions for stability 

and I-stability are similar. More precisely: 

Lemma 3.5.10. Let (E'£.I(E)) be a GPB with rank E = n and parabolic 

structures over Di. Suppose a satisfies 

1 - 1/(degD.n(n - 1» < a < 1. 

Then 

1. If (E, £.1 (E)) is semistable it is I-semis table. 

2. If (E, £.1 (E)) is I-stable it is stable. 

3. Suppose further that rank E and degret. E are coprime and dime Ft( E)) = 

ai. rk E for ai an integer, then all four conditions are equivalent. 

Proof. If (F,.E.1(F)) is a proper parabolic subbundle of (E,E1(E)) write 

BF = n.degF - rkF. degE 

AF = rkF.dimFt(E) - n.dimF1(F) 

Now E is stable (resp. semistable) if and only if BF < aAF for all subbundles 

F (resp. ~). To get the condition for I-(semi)stability we just replace the a 

by 1. 
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1. Note: if AF ~ 0 then BF:S QAF ==> BF :S AF, as 0 < Q < 1. 

If A F < 0, since rk F ~ 1, 

-AF :S n(n - l)degD i.e. - AF/(n(n -1)degD):S 1. So 

Q > 1 - l/(degDn(n -1» ==> QAF < AF - AF/(n(n -1)degD) :S AF + 1. 

Now BF :S QAF ==> BF < AF + 1 ==> BF :S AF since BF, AF are integers. 

Hence 1. 

2. This follows by an argument similar to that of 1. 

3. One can easily check that under the conditions stated the equtdity in the 

condition for l-semistability can never occur. Hence I-stability is equivalent 

to l-semistability. The result then follows by using parts 1 and 2. 

Remark. Note that a choice of a good lower bound for Q depends on the rank. 

Hence in the construction of moduli spaces for G P Bs one fixes the rank before 

fixing Q. 

So far we have said nothing about the question of when stable bundles 

exist (for rank > 1). The most basic fact is that if g(X) ~ 2 then there 

exist stable vector bundles of all ranks and degrees on X (see [Seshadri], for 

instance). Using this, and the results above, one can easily manufacture a large 

number of stable sheaves on X and stable parabolic Modules on X (see (4.3.5». 

There should exist stable locally free sheaves on the singular curve X as long 

as g( X) ~ 2. The most natural way to prove this statement would be via a 

deformation argument, considering X as a specialisation of a family of smooth 

curves. Such techniques lie beyond the scope of the present work, 80 in the next 

chapter we only claim that the moduli space of stable sheaves on a singular curve 

is non-empty if g(X) ~ 2. 
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CHAPTER 4 

MODULI SPACES 

§4.1 Existence Theorems 

To each of the categories considered in the previous chapter it is possible 

to associate various moduli spaces of stable objects. In this section we will 

summarise the existence theorems for these spaces, describing some of their main 

properties and, later in the chapter, explaining how the functors of chapter 3 can 

be extended to give morphisms between them. 

We begin by recalling some basic definitions; see [Newstead]. Let k-Sch 

denote the category of separated schemes of finite type over k. Let C be a 

subcategory of k-5ch; e.g. C = TF5(X, n, d) is the category of semistable torsion 

free sheaves over a curve X with rank n and degree d. Suppose we have a suitable 

notion of a family of objects of C such as: 

Definition. A family of objects of TF5(X, n, d) parametrised by 5 E k-Sch 

is a torsion free sheaf' F over S x X which is flat over S and such that, for all 

points s of 5, F. E TF5(X,n,d). Given f: 5' --+ 5 we get an induced family 

(/ x It F parametrised by 5'. 

Write 

~ : k-Sch --+ Sets 

(or the functor which associates to S E k-Sch the set of all families of objects 

of C parametrised by S. A pair (~, Me) is called a coar"e moduli "pace for C if 

Me is a k-scheme whose geometric points correspond bijectively to isomorphism 

classes of objects o( C, and 

is a natural transformation having the universal property that any other such, 

( ~' , Me), factors uniquely through ~. A basic fact is that this is sufficient to 

determine uniquely the structure o( Me as a scheme. Further, (~, Me) is a fine 

moduli "pace if ~ is an isomorphism of functors; this implies the existence of a 

universal family (as for invertible sheaves (1.3.3), for example). 
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Below we state the theorems relating to the moduli problems for the cate

gories of §3.5. For proofs and a fuller discussion [Newstead] and [Seshadri] treat 

the cases of vector bundles and torsion free sheaves, whilst [Seshadri] (see also 

[Mehta and Seshadri)) deal with (ordinary) parabolic bundles. For the gener

alised parabolic bundle case see [Bhosle]j the case of parabolic Modules follows 

from this, as explained in §4.2 where the correct notions of family are also dis

cussed. 

4.1.1 Vect(~Y) see [Newstead, Theorem 5.8]. 

There exists a non-singular irreducible quasi-projective variety M v( n, d)4 = 
M~eef(.t)(n,d) which is a coarse moduli space for vector bundles of rank n and 

degree don X. Mt.-(n,d) has a natural compactification to a normal projec

tive variety Mv(n,d) = MVecC(X)(n,d) by adding in s-equivalence classes of 

semistable bundles. The tangent space at a point corresponding to a stable bun

dle E is HI(X, End(E». dimMv(n,d) = n 2(g(X) - 1) + 1 when Mv(n, d) is 

not empty. H nand d are coprime then Mv(n,d) = My(n,d) and Mv(n,d) is 

a fine moduli space. 

4.1.2 TFS(X) see [Newstead, Theorem 5.8']. 

There exists a quasi-projective scheme MT(n,d) = MTFS(X)(n,d) which 

is a moduli space for stable torsion free sheaves of rank n and degree d on 

X. This has a natural compactification to a projective scheme M T( n, d) = 

MTFS(X)(n, d) by adding in s-equivalence classes of semistable torsion free 

sheaves. The tangent space at a point corresponding to a stable sheaf F is 

Ext I (F, F) (a proof of this can be found in [Sorger] j see also remark 2 below). H 

n and d are coprime then MT(n,d) = MT(n, d) and MT(n,d) is a fine moduli 

space. In particular when n = 1, MT(l, d) = J(X) is the compactified Jacobian 

of X. 

Remarks. 

1. .M T( n, d) is generally singular, even in the coprime case (see Chapters 5 and 

6 for examples). In addition, MT(n, d) may be reducibl~in fact [Rego 

2], M r( n, d) is irreducible if and only if X is embeddable in a smooth 
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surface; also J(X) is reduced in this case [Altman, Iarrobino, Kleiman]. 

The dimension of MT(n,d) depends on the type of singularities that X has 

(d. Chapter 6); however, we do have MVect(x)(n,d) c MTFS(X)(n,d) as 

an open irreducible subset and dimMvect(x)(n, d) = n 2(g(X)-1)+1 (if not 

empty) and so when X is planar this is also the dimension of MTFS(X)(n, d). 

More generally, we give an upper bound on the dimension in (4.3.7). 

2. Note that at a stable point [F), using the moduli space property, the Zariski 

tangent spaces coincides with the space of families of sheaves £ parametrised 

by S = Spec(k[e]/e2 ) such that £ ® k ~ F. This is the space of (first order) 

infinite3imal deformation3 of F. Given such a deformation one obtains an 

exact sequence 

o ---+ k £ ---+ £ ---+ F ---+ 0 

and flatness of £ over S implies that k£ ~ F. In this way one can show that 

infinitesimal deformations correspond bijectively to elements of Ext1(F,F). 

4.1.3 GPB(X, r) [Bhosle 1]. 

r will denote the fixed parabolic structure, consisting of a fixed divisor Di 

over each singular point Xi EX. Fix, also, a rational weight a < 1. There exists a 

non singular quasi-projective variety Met'(n, d,g.) = M~;~(X'T)(n, d,g.) which 

is a moduli space for a-stable generalised parabolic bundles (E, £.1 (E» on X 
of rank n and degree d with dimF;(E) = ai, where,g = (ab ... ,aN). Adding 

s-equivalence classes of a-semista.ble GPBs gives a. normal projective variety 

Mo(n,d,ll) = M~PB(X'T)(n,d,~). The dimension is given by 

dimMo(n,d,ll) = n2(g(X') -1) + 1 + LdimGr(ai,ndegDi) 
i 

= n2(g(X) -1) + 1 + Lai(ndegDi - ai). 
i 

If n and d are coprime then M b( n, d, a) is a fine moduli space, and if, 

&ddi tionally, 

( .): n divides a = L ai and 1 - 1/( a( n - 1» < a < 1 
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then MG--(n,d,~) = M~(n,d,g). H 0.' is a rational weight also satisfying 

the inequality in (.) then Mg(n,d,~) ~ Mg'(n,d,!!) and we will write simply 

Mo(n,d,g) and call it the moduli space of stable GPBs. 

4.1.4 PMod(X,T). 

Fix discrete invariants: T, etc. as in (4.1.3). There exists a quasi-projective 

scheme Mj,--(n,d,g) = M;;;od(X,r)(n,d,g) which is a moduli space for a

stable parabolic Modules of rank n, degree d with dimF;(E) = ai for each 

i. This has a natural compactification to a projective scheme M~(n,d,!!) = 

MO tl(X- )(n,d,ll)' Mj,--(n,d,g) may be singular, indeed, it can be reducible 
PMo ,r 

and non-reduced. M~(n, d,g) is a closed subscheme of M~(n, d,g). If n and d 

are coprime then Mj,--(n,d,g) is a fine moduli space (the universal family on 

Ma--(n,d,ll) restricts to a universal family on Mp--(n,d,g)). H, additionally, 

(.) of (4.1.3) is satisfied then Mp--(n,d,g) = Mr,(n,d,g) = Mp(n,d,g). 

§4.2 Remarks on Construction 

The standard method of construction is via Mumford's Geometric Invariant 

Theory. One first finds a space, S, where all the required objects are represented, 

and where a reductive algebraic group G acts 80 that objects are isomorphic if 

and only if they lie in the same orbit. The moduli space desired is the quotient 

5/G (if it exists). To prove that this quotient exists it is usually necessary to 

find a G-equivariant embedding of S in a 'better understood' space Z where the 

quotient is known to exist (on a suitable open set). In practice Z is often a 

product of Grassmannians. It is not our intention to delve deeply into questions 

about taking quotients; rather, we will show how to get S and appeal to the fact 

that 5 is a closed subscheme of the appropriate scheme k for the G P B case, 

where we know the quotient exists by the results of [Bhosle 1, 2]. 

First it is necessary to define the notion of a family of parabolic Modules. H 

E --+ T x X is a family of vector bundles of rank n and degree d parametrised by 

a k-scheme T, then write EDi for the restriction of E to TxDi. A family of GPBs 

should consist of a family of vector bundles E together with, for each i, a rank 

(Ii subbundle, F:( E), of {PT ).ED;, This will be a family of parabolic Modules if 
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for each t E T (F:(E)h is an O~.-submodule of E t ® ODj • Equivalently, we can 

make the definition below. Let Gr(ai, ED,) be the Grassmannian bundle of rank 

ai subbundles of ED. over T, and let GrX (ai, ED,) be the fixed point scheme 

under the natural action of (Ozi/IDi)*' Let Gr(g, EQ) (resp. GrX(g, ED» be the 

product over T of these spaces over the set of all the Di. We view Grx (Q, ED) as 

a closed subscheme of Gr(g, ElJ)' Then a family of generali"ed parabolic bundles 

of rank n a.nd degree d and type {al ... aN} parametrised by T is a pair (E, ~), 

where E ---+ T x X is a family of vector bundles of rank n and degree dover 

X and ~ is a section of Gr(g, EQ) over T. If ~ is a section of Grx(g, ED) then 

(E. ct) is a family of parabolic Module". 

Given this, it is easy to construct moduli spaces in the rank 1 case, where 

stability is automatic: 

Prop08ition 4.2.1. In the case of rank 1, the moduli space MGPB(l,d,g) 

(resp. M PMotil( 1, d,g» has a fibration over the Jacobian J(X) of X with fibre 

Gr(~,O.Q) = niGr(ai,ODi) (resp. Grx (g,O.12) = niGrx(ai,ODi»' 

Proof. Let U ---+ J(X) x X be the Poincare bundle, universal for families of line 

bundles of degree don X. Write U.12 for the restriction of U to J(X) x n Di. As 

above we can form Gr(~,U.12) a.nd Grx (g,U.12)' These give the required moduli 

spaces, and the result is clear. 

We now set up the problem in the general case so as to be able to ap

ply Geometric Invariant Theory. Fix discrete invariants as in (4.1.3) (parabolic 

structures, rank and degree, a). Let S denote the corresponding set of semis table 

GPBs. Choose mo 80 that the conclusions of (3.5.7) are satisfied for any E E 

S. That is, we have that, for any m ~ mo, E(m) is generated by sections, 

hO(E(m» = N, hl(E(m» = 0 and E(m) -+ E(m) ® OD is surjective. Let 

q = Quot( O~, P) denote the quot scheme parametrising quotients of O~ with 

Hilbert polynomial P = P( E), denote the universal bundle on Q x X by U. 

Define 

R = {q E QI Uf is locally free and generated by sections, 

hO(U,) = N, and h1(U,) = O}. 
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So U' = U I R is a family of vector bundles of rank n and degree d parametrised by 

R. Write k = Gr(g,Uh) and S = Grx (g"Uh)· By the choice of m all elements 

of S are represented in k. Denote by fl' (resp. flU) the open subscheme of fl 
corresponding to stable (resp. semistable) GPBs. Similarly define S·, Su. 

The group SL(N) acts on Ox N and hence on Q, fl, fl· and flu. 

Lemma 4.2.2. The action of SL(N) on fl restricts to an action of SL(N) on 

each of S. 5' and Su. 

Proof. By (3.5.1) S' = S n fl' and S .. = S n flu so we just need to see that 

the action restricts to an action on S. But this follows from the fact (3.3.1) that 

PM od is a full subcategory of G P B. 

Now, to prove that the moduli spaces of (4.1.3) (resp. (4.1.4» exist we 

must prove that there exists a good quotient of fl" (resp. S") by SL(N) and a 

geometric quotient of fl' (resp. S') by SL(N). A useful lemma is the following. 

Lemma 4.2.3 Ramanathan's Lemma (see [Newstead Prop. 3.12.]). 

Let G be a reductive group acting on varieties Y, Y1 • Suppose f : Yi ---+ Y 

is an affine G-morphism; then if there exists a good quotient of Y mod G there 

also exists a good quotient of Y •. 

Remark. Although only stated for varieties the result easily generalises to 

schemes, the key fact in either case being that the morphism is affine. 

A consequence of this is that a good quotient of SU exists if a good quotient 

of fl." exists. 

The existence of a quotient for flu has been proved by Bhosle in 2 different 

ways-using both the methods of Gieseker and of Simpson. We make some 

brief remarks. In either case, one wants to find a SL(N)-equivariant embedding 

~ : R. --+ Z in a scheme Z, and a polarisation of Z such that, if Z· (resp. 

Z") denotes the corresponding set of stable (resp. semistable) points of Z, then 

~(R') = z· (resp. ~(kU) = Z "). It may be necessary to increase m some more 

to get such an embedding. It then follows from Mumford's theory that there 

exists a geometric (resp. good) quotient of Z' (resp. Z··). Now an application 
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of Ramanathan's Lemma gives the result for the moduli space of GP Bs. 

We should remark that for • a = l' the embedding it --+ Z fails to have 

the required properties with respect to stability, so the proof breaks down. The 

statements of (4.1.3/4) regarding the choice of a essentially follow from (3.5.10) 

(again, see [Bhosle 1]). 
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§4.3 Morphisms 

Given that it is possible to construct moduli spaces for the categories we 

have been considering it is natural to hope that the functors of Chapter 3 give 

rise to morphisms between these spaces. Of course, it is necessary to extend 

the definitions of these functors to families, and to prove fiat ness of the image 

families. 

Lemma 4.3.1 Flatness. 

1. If 7r : X' --+ X is a partial normalisation of X' and if :F --+ T x X' is 

a family of torsion free sheaves, fiat over T, then (1 x 7r)",:F is a family of 

torsion free sheaves on X which is also fiat over T. 

2. 1f:F --+ T x X is a family of torsion free sheaves write:F'" = Hom(:F, Pxw x) 

for the family of dual sheaves. Then, if :F is fiat over T the dual family :F'" 

is also flat over T. 

Proof. 

1. Consider the more general set up of a morphism f : Y -+ Z in k-Sch and 

a factorisation f = h 0 9, Y -L. Y1 ~ Z. Suppose:F is a coherent sheaf on 

Y flat over Z, then we claim that g",:F is also fiat over Z. Look at h",(9",:F). 

Let U c Z be an open set; by definition we have 

So f.:F and h",(9",:F) are locally isomorphic and the flatness of h",(g",:F) over 

Z follows. 

2. For a proof of this we refer to [Sorger, 3.1]. 

Proposition 4.3.2. Let 7r : X' -+ X be a partial normalisation of X; write 

6' = 6(X) - 6(X') Then for each pair (n,d), 1r'. gives a morphism 

7r. : MT(X,)(n, d) -+ MT(X)(n, d + n6'). 

Proof. We already know (3.5.8) that 7r. maps stable (resp. semistable) sheaves 

to stable (resp. semistable) sheaves. Note that if F -+ T x X is a family of 
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bundles on X parametrised by a noetherian scheme T, then (1 x 7r)* gives a 

family of torsion free sheaves on X which is flat over T by the above lemma. 

Thus, using the moduli space property, 7r * induces the required morphism. 

Remark. Note that, in the situation above 7r* /torsion does not give nse 

to a morphism in the other direction. This is because, for F a sheaf on X, 

deg 7r* /torsion(F) - deg(F) depends on the local type of F, and so flatness of 

a general family would not be preserved. This is basically telling us that the 

singularities of MT(X)(n, d) are worse than those of MT(X,)(n, d). 

Proposition 4.3.3. Duality on X induces an isomorphism 

Wl: MT(n, d) --+ MT(n, 2n(g - 1) - d). 

Moreover, WlOWl: MT(n,d) --+ MT(n,d) is the identity. 

Proof. H F is a torsion free sheaf on X then p(J='*) = 2(g - 1) -p(F) (3.1.6). 

Since Extl(J=',W) = 0 if, for example, e is a subsheaf of F which contradicts 

stability then C* will be a quotient sheaf of :F* contradicting stability. Hence F 

is stable (resp. semistable) if and only if :F* is stable (resp. semistable) . Since 

(4.3.1(2» tells us that the dual of a flat family is flat the result follows. 

The main result of this section concerns w.. This result generalises [Bhosle, 

Theorem 4.2] where this theorem is proved for curves with nodes and cusps. 

Theorem 4.3.4. 

Fix parabolic type T as follows: for each singular point Xi E X, let Di eX 
be a divisor defined by an ideal, Ii, contained in the conductor C:E with deg Di = 
c5(Xi) + li (li = dim(Oz./Ii»). Let Mp(n,d,~) be the moduli space of parabolic 

Modules (E,El(E» on X of rank n and degree d with para.bolic structures over 

the Di, dim Ft(E) = li.n. [N.b. we choose weight Q such that 1-1/(2:<c5(Xi) + 
li)n(n - 1)) < Q < 1.) 

Then 'iI. gives a proper morphism 
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with the properties: 

1. The restriction of 'lI. to the preimage of the (stable) locally free sheaves is 

an isomorphism: 

'lI. : 'lI;1 (MvCn,d» ~Mv(n,d). 

2. Suppose, also that Ii C 6;i for each i. Then, if either (n, d) = lor g(X) 2:: 2 

then 'lI. is surjective. 

Proof. In Chapter 3 we have established most of the required properties 'point

wise', in order to prove that'll. gives a morphism it is necessary to show 

that we can extend the definition of 'lI. to familie& of parabolic Modules. Let 

(E,.E.l(E» be a family of semistable parabolic Modules parametrised by T, 

E -+ TxX. Write D = EiDi and FI(E) the subbundle of E®p'XOD given by 

Fl (E) = EB Ft ( E). Then define a family of torsion free sheaves £ = 'lI. ( E, El ( E) ) 

on X parametrised by T by the short exact sequence 

o -+ £ -+ (1 x 1r)",E -+ E ® p"'xOD/ Fl(E) -+ o. 

£ is fiat over T because the last two terms of this sequence are fiat over T. 

Moreover, for each t E T this restricts to the definition of w. in §3.4. We 

know (3.5.9/10) that if (E,i:.1 (E», is a semistable parabolic Module it is 1-

semistable and so £, is also semistable. It follows that'll. induces a morphism 

'11", : Mp(n,d,,g) ---+ MT(n,d), and this morphism is proper since these spaces 

are projective. 

1. We have constructed the inverse pointwise on Mv(n, d) in (3.4.3/4). Note 

that if £ is a stable locally free sheaf then the preimage (E,FICE» is 1-

stable, hence stable by (3.5.9). H £ ---+ T x X is a family of stable torsion 

free sheaves then 'lI'" £ = (E, Fl ( E» is the family given by 

E = (1 x 1r)"'£, 

2. By (3.4.8) we know that for any torsion free sheaf:F on X there is a parabolic 

Module E on X of the above form mapping to it under'll",. Moreover we 
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know that if F is stable then E is I-stable (3.5.9) and hence stable, by the 

choice of (} (3.5.10). IT (n,d) = 1 this is enough to prove surjectivity. IT 

(n, d) 1= 1 then there would appear to be a problem involving semistables 

(which are not stable). We know that any semistable parabolic Module is 

I-semistable, hence maps to a semistable torsion free sheaf. In contrast, 

we do not a priQri know that any strictly semistable torsion free sheaf has 

a semistable parabolic Module mapping to it. However, since Mp(n, d) is 

projective the image of \l1 ... must be complete, and so to prove surjectivity it is 

enough to prove that stable sheaves are dense in any component of MT(n, d). 

This we prove in (4.3.5) below under the assumption that g( X) ~ 2. 

Remark. There is the possibility tha.t some stable parabolic Modules map to 

torsion free sheaves which are only semistable. This situation is not ideal; one 

attempt to remedy this (at least in the case of a curve with nodes) is by enlarging 

the category of parabolic Modules, essentially by allowing bundles with torsion. 

This was done in the paper of [Narasimhan and Ramadas]; it seems that the 

extra complications introduced in this way are considerable. 

For each singular point Xj of X let Mj be a rank n torsion free OXj-module; 

write M. for the set {Mj}. Let UM be the locally closed subset of MT(n,d) 

consisting of stable sheaves of type M. (i.e those F with FZj ~ Mj for each j). 

At a semista.ble point the local type will depend on the particular choice of a 

representative of the s-equivalence class, in general. However, we can still define 

U M C M T( n, d) to be the set of points such that some representative of the 

s-equivalence class has type M.. 

Theorem 4.3.5. 

1. (i) U M is irreducible and (ii) if UM =I- 0 then U M C UM. 

2. Suppose g(X) ~ 2, then: 

(i) For all M. there exist stable sheaves of type 14..: i.e. UM =I- 0; 

(ii) MT(n,d) = MHn,d); 

(iii) Mr( n, d) is connected. 
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Proof. 

1. Firstly we briefly recall how the proof works in the case of vector bundles on 

X-full details can be found in [Seshadri]. We can assume (after tensoring 

with a line bundle) that d is such that all semistable bundles of degree d are 

generated by sections (3.5.6). H E is a vector bundle generated by sections 

then there is a short exact sequence 

O~OX-l ~E~detE~O. 

As det E varies over J(X) families of such extensions give an irreducible 

family containing all bundles of given degree which are generated by sec

tions. In particular all semistable bundles of rank n and degree d can be 

parametrised by an irreducible family. The above proof does not work for 

sheaves of type M, in general, since there is no analogue of the above se

quence. However, we can deduce the result as follows. Choose inclusions 

Mj CO:; for each j. Given a locally free sheaf E and a basis for the stalk 

at each singular point we can use these to canonically define a subsheaf :F 

of type M of E. Conversely any such F can be written in this form. So 

given F, a semistable sheaf of type M., we can write FeE and vary £ 

as above. This will give an irreducible family containing all points of U M. 

Since stability is open, when stable sheaves of type 14. exist, it also shows 

that any semistable sheaf of type M. has a deformation to a stable sheaf of 

type M, which proves (ii). 

2. When Mj = 0:; for each j write U6 = Uk. H g(X) ~ 2 then there exist 

stable bundles on X. Moreover, by (3.2.6), (3.5.8) and (4.3.2) we have 

U6 = 1I".Mir(n,d - no(X)) # 0. 

The non-emptyness of all U 1:1 now fdlows: by (2.3.2) and (3.4.8) we can 

find (E,E1(E)) which is stable with 'l1.(E,E1(E)) E U6, and such that 

El (E) E W jl, where W H denotes the set of parabolic Modules over E 

of type M. Consider WM. as a family of torsion free sheaves on X: since 

stability is open and (E,i:.1(E)) is stable we see that there must exist stable 

sheaves of type M. Using this and part 1 we also see that any semistable 
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sheaf has a stable defonnation. Connectivity follows because for all M we 

have U M n U 0 1= 0, and U 0 is irreducible. 

Each space M p( n, d,,g) 8.8 in (4.3.4) above can be regarded as a compact i

fication of M v (n, d)-the moduli space of stable vector bundles of rank n and 

degree don X. In many cases these will be more 'economical' compactifications 

than the moduli space of torsion free sheaves on X, e.g.: 

,Suppose that all the singular points of X are cubical. Recall from (1.2.2) 

that x E X is a cubical singularity if and only if the conductor C of Oz in Oz is 

m z. Then, taking D to be the divisor on X defined by C, the action of OxiC on 

OD is just the action of k. Hence every GPB with parabolic structure defined 

on D is automatically a parabolic Module. Consequently: 

Theorem 4.3.6. Suppose all the singularities Xi of X are cubical; let Di 

be the divisor defined by Cz ,; let MGPB(n,d) be the moduli space of GPBs 

of rank n and degree d on X with flag terms Fl of dimension n on each Dj. 

Then, if M v( n, d) is the moduli space of rank n, degree d vector bundles on 

X, MGPB(n,d) is a compactification of Mv(n,d) with dimMGPB(n,d) = 
dimMv(n,d). H nand d are coprime then MGPB(n,d) is a non-singular com

pactification. 

Proof. Most of this follows from the above remarks and from the properties 

of MGPB(n,d) (4.1.3), and of W. (4.3.4). It remains to check the equality of 

dimensions: 

2 ~ " dimMGPB(n,d) = n (g(X) -1) + 1 + L- n(ndeg(Di) - n) 
I 

~ 2 2 
= n2(g(X) -1) + 1 + n 6 = n (g(X) - 1) + 1 = dimMv(n,d). 

Remark. H all the X i are also double points then the resulting map w. : 
MGPB(n, d) --. MT(n, d) is surjective, and, in fact, the converse is true (

since this is the only case where X is Gorenstein and if X is not Gorenstein 

M r( n, d) has at least 2 components.) 

We can apply (4.3.4) to give an upper bound on the dimension of the space 

of torsion free sheaves on a singular curve. 
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Theorem 4.3.7. Recall that for x E X e( x) denotes the multiplicity of x. 

Suppose that g(X) ~ 2. We have 

dimMr(n,d) ~ n2 (g(X) + L c5(x)e(x) -1) + 1. 
zEX 

Proof. By (4.3.4) for a suitable choice of parabolic structures we have a surjec

tive map 

Mp(n,d) -+ Mr(n,d), so 

dimMr(n,d) ~ dimMp(n,d). 

On an open dense subset of Mp(n, d) the underlying bundle will be stable, thus 

dim Mp(n,d) ~ dimMv(x)(n,d) + L dim (Grx(ai,ODJ) . 
zEX 

At a point of Grx (ai, 0Vi) corresponding to a module M with Ii c M c O:i the 

tangent space can be identified with T(M) = Homo., (M/li, (OZi)R/M)-(see 

[Greuel and Pfister, 1.13]). Now (OZi)R/M has dimension c5(x).n and, by (2.2.4) 

MIll' requires ~ ne(x) generators. Thus dimT(M) ~ n2c5(x)e(x). Hence, 

combining this with the fact that dimMv(x) = n2(g(X) - 1) + 1 we find 

dimMr(n,d) ~ dimMp(n,d) ~ n2 (g(X) + L c5(x)e(x) -1) + 1. 
zEX 

Remark. This upper bound is, in most cases, far from being effective (consider 

a plane curve, for example). However, there are examples to indicate that one 

cannot hope to improve much on this result-see §6.4. 

§4.4 The Rank One Case 

We summarise our results for the rank 1 case, with which the remaining 2 

chapters are concerned. 

Let X be a singular curve; by J(X) we will mean the compa.ctified Jacobian 

of rank 1 degree 0 torsion free sheaves on X. Of course, J(X) contains the 
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group variety J(X) as an open subset, and we can consider the action of J(X) 

on J( X ). Let M. be a collection of rank 1 torsion free OZj -modules (one, Mj, for 

each singular point) and let U M. be the subset of J( X) of sheaves isomorphic to 

Mj at x}. Recall, (3.1.2/3) that there exist sheaves locally isomorphic to a given 

set of modules and that any 2 locally isomorphic sheaves differ by an invertible 

sheaf. Thus U M is a non-empty irreducible locally closed subvariety of J(X). 

We also see that dim U M $ 9 = dim J(X); in fact, if each Mj is isomorphic 

to an overring of OZj or to the dual of an overring then U M has dimension 

g(X) - Ei(Mj)(3.2.7). The tangent space to J(X) has constant dimension on 

U M: this dimension equals 9 + Ei Xl(Mi) «3.1.9), (4.1.2». Duality implies that 

there are isomorphisms UK ~ UM.- (4.3.3). 

The UM. cover J(X), 80, in particular when each OZj has finite representa

tion type we must have dim J(X) = g. In the next chapter we make a detailed 

study of the resulting stratification of J(X) in these cases. Of course, in general, 

to construct a sensible stratification, one would like to find a cruder equivalence 

relation on modules than isomorphism; some tentative steps in this direction are 

made in chapter 6. 

A study of J(X) can often be made easier using properties of spaces of rank 

one parabolic Modules. Let 1 denote the choice of a normal ideal Ij of each OZj. 

We will write Pl(X) = MpW(l,O,~) for the associated space of rank 1 degree 

o parabolic Modules with a j = dim( 0 ~j /Ij). This choice of the a j ensures that 

~. preserves degree (3.4.1). 

'Forgetting parabolic structure' gives a morphism 

p : Pl(X) -+ J(X) 

which is a fibration with fibre, n Grx (ai, O~j /Ij), a product of fixed point sub

schemes. 

Theorem 4.4.1 see (3.4.10), (4.3.4). 

\If. gives a finite morphism 

'11. : PL(X) --+ J(X) 
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such that 

'11. : '11;1 (J(X)) -+ J(X) c J(X) 

is an isomorphism. If Ij c 6;; then '11. is surjective. 

\Ve dose this section with an example which shows the main reason why 

PL(X) is C'R.<;ier to study than J(X). Recall (1.3.2) that J(X) fibres over J(X); 

we show that this does not extend to a fibration of J(X) over J(X) in general. 

Let X be a curve with a single node as its only singular point, and suppose 

g(X) ~ 2. Denote the node by x and its preimages in X by YI,Y2. Take I to 

be the maximal ideal of Ox; then PI(X) is a pI bundle over J(X) (see [Bhosle 

1] or §5.2). For a line bundle L on X, 'I1.(L,F1(L» is locally free on X unless 

FdL) = L/I\ or F1(L) = L/l2' Thus we recover the sequence of algebraic groups 

",* -o -+ k· -+ J(X)-+J(X) -+ O. 

Let V = j.·fnr· = {£: E J(X)I 'Fr. C = Ox} and let V be the closure of V in 

J ( X). Then we must have 

since the latter is an irreducible closed set containing V as an open subset. 

Consider the points of p-l(OX) - 'I1·V, namely (Li,Fl(Li») = (Ox,k y;), 

i = 1,2. \Ve find £:1 = 'I1.(Ox, k,l1 ) is given by the short exact sequence 

i.e., £:) = 1!'.0(-Y2)· Similarly, £:2 = 'I1.(Ox,k ,l2 ) = 'Fr.O(-Yl)' Note that these 

are not isomorphic since g(X) ~ 1. 

Now, £:) has 2 preimages in PI(X) (see (5.2.4»; the other one is 

Similarly, £:2 has a preimage 
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Thus ",;I(V) = p-l U {2 points}. Moreover, we see that J(X) cannot fibre over 

J(X) because the fibres over Ox and 0X(YI - Y2) would intersect. 

Remark. By the results of [D'Souza] the singular locus of J(X) consists of a 

nonnal crossing along the co dimension 1 set of non-locally free sheaves. Using 

this and the above, we can also identify the map "'. : p/(X) --+ J(X). p/(X) 

has 2 distinguished sections over J(X): 

CTi : L 1-+ (L, k ll,) i = 1,2. 

J(X) consists of Pl(X) with the glueing 
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CHAPTER 5 

EXAMPLES: SIMPLE SINGULARITIES 

§5.1 Statement of Results 

We apply the results of the previous chapter to some specific examples, 

all of these concern the rank one case. The main result of this chapter is the 

theorem below, which describes the stratification of the compactified Jacobian 

J(X) for X a curve with a single simple singularity, x. We should remark that 

the problem is purely local, so the extension to the case of several singularities 

is easy. Assume throughout that the ground field has characteristic zero. We 

split the detailed proof into cases; §5.2 deals with x of type An, §5.3 type Dn 

and §5.4 types Be,7,8. In addition in §5.5 we explain what this tells us in the 

other finite representation cases: D;, Ei, T,8· The main body of the chapter also 

contains a number of results about the schemes P(X) = Pe(X) of §4.4; in some 

cases we show that these give normalisa.tions of J(X). 

Theorem 5.1. Let X be a curve with a. single simple singula.rlty, x. Then 

J(X) is a projective variety. If M is a rank one torsion free module over Ox 

then let U M be the subvariety corresponding to shea.ves locally isomorphic to 

M a.t x. 

1. U M has co dimension equal to i(M) = index(M). 

2. The tangent space to J(X) at a point of UM has dimension 9 + i(M). 

FUrther, the stratification of J(X) according to local type is given by the 

following dia.gre.ms. By this, we mean tha.t ea.ch vertex corresponds to a locally 

dosed subvariety, UM for some torsion free module M, the codimension is equal 

to the length from the leftmost vertex (U Mo = J( X) )-corresponding to locally 

free sheaves. Two vertices are joined if and only if the the closure of the com

ponent on the left contains the component on the right. In each case the total 

length of the diagram is equal to D( x ). Label the vertices so that the topmost 

chain from left to right corresponds to the sequence U Mo ' U Ml , •.. , U M, (d. 

§2.4). Then dua.lity corresponds to reflection in the line joining the left and 
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rightmost vertices, except in the penultimate column, where duality fixes each 

component. For clarity we have drawn the diagrams for D4 (resp. Ds) sepa

rately from the general case of DetJen (resp. Dodd). 

Stratification Diagrams for J(X) 

for X with a Single Simple Singularity • 

•• ~--4.'---41.1- - - - - •• ---e. 

Deven 

Dodd 

Es 
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Proof. We leave the details to the later sections of the chapter and make here 

only a few general observations. The fact that leX) is a projective variety 

follows from the fact that all these singularities are planar by the general result 

of [Altman, Iarrobino and Kleiman]. Alternatively, this follows from our other 

results since we directly verify that J(X) is irreducible, whilst the fact that 

leX) is reduced follows from the fact that the dimension of the tangent space 

jumps by only 1 at each step, moving down the stratification. For the simple 

singularities the remark that every rank 1 module is either isomorphic to an 

overring or the dual of an overring (2.4.2) together with (3.2.5), which says that 

every sheaf locally isomorphic to an overring is a direct image of a Wlique sheaf 

on a partial normalisation, imply the conclusion of 1 (using also the properties 

of duality). The dimensions of the tangent spaces have already been calculated 

(see (2.5.8), (3.1.8/9) and §4.4). 

As far as the diagrams go, we remark that we already know how many com

ponents there are of given co dimension from §4.4 and the module classification. 

This is already enough to deal with the cases An, D",s, E6 • Also we know that 

if 7r' : X' --+ X is a partial normalisation of X then 7r~(J(X'» is a closed sub

variety of l(X'). Using this, and duality, in the remaining cases it is sufficient 

to prove that the closure of one of the codimension 1 strata really does contain 

all the codimension 2 strata: more specifically that the closure of U Ml contains 

U M-' This we will verify in the section relevant to each particular case, using 
2 

the method outlined below. 

Let P(X) denote the space of parabolic Modules with parabolic structures 

over the divisor D defined by C (flag terms of dimension 6). From §4,4 we 

have a finite surjective map \II. : P(X) --+ leX). Also there is a fibration 

P(X) --+ leX) with fibre Gro-(6,OD). The stratification of J(X) according 

to local type can thus be deduced from that of Gro. ( 6, ° D) according to module 

type. We proceed to prove that the above diagrams are correct by studying these 

schemes in detail-a similar method can also be used to prove statement 1. In 

addition, we determine the number of preimages of each point in J(X) under 

\II •. We will write P(An) (etc.) for the reduced scheme Groc (6,OD)red when 

:z is of type An (etc.). 
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§5.2. An 

We deal with the cases n odd/ n even in parallel. The complete local ring 

at x is 
~ {k[[(t, t), (t6

, 0)]] if x is a node of type A26-1 

A = 0% ~ k[[t2, t 26+ 1]] if x is a cusp of type A26 • 

Note that 8( x) = 8 : if A = (0%) denotes the normalisation then 

A _ {k[[t1]] EB k[[t2]] 
- k[[t]] . 

The conductor is 
c- {(t6 ,0),(0,t6

)) 
- (t26 , t 26+1) • 

Recall the classification of rank 1 torsion free modules over these rings as given 

in §2.4: for ° ~ j ~ 8 there is a module Mj with 

{ 
k[[(t, t), (t6- j , 0)]] 

Mj ~A kUt2 ,t2(6-j)+l]] 

{
{(1,1),(t6

-
j ,0)} .( ) . 

which has generators {I, f l (6-j)+l} over A and, Mj = l(Mj) = J. 

Consider now the spaces Gr"-(8,OD) and P(An) = Gr"-(8,OD)red. 

Lemma 5.2.1. The cases A26-1 and A26 determine isomorphic subschemes of 

Gr(8,28). In particular P(A26-d ~ P(A26). 

Proof. Take the following bases of A/ C : 

{b 
1._ b }={{(1,0),(0,1),(t,0), ... ,(0,t6

-
1

)} 
1,Vl,···, 26 { 1 t t2 t26-1} . , , , ... , 

s = {(t;2t ) , the generator of mlC acts by 

bi 1-+ bi+2 (or bi 1-+ ° if i ~ 28 - 1) in each case. 

It follows that the fixed point schemes determined by the action of (A/C)· are 

identical. 

In order to describe these schemes we begin by working out the tacnode case 

(A3; 6 = 2) explicitly. Note that if 6 = 1 then Gr"-(8,OD) = Gr(I,2) = pl. 

Proposition 5.2.2. P(A3) is a quadric cone in p3; there are 2 lines on the 

cone corresponding to points representing the maximal ideal, and the points 
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represf'nting the conductor are the cone point itself together with one other 

point on each of these lines. 

Proof. The (complete) local ring is A = k[[(t,t),(t2 ,0)]]; there are three 

modules ,Ala, }.11 , M2 isomorphic to A, m -1 ~ m, A ~ e respectively. Order a 

basis for A/e as {(l,O),(O,l),(t,O),(O,t)}. 

We look for 2-dimensional subspaces Fl of A/ e which are A -modules. 

Note that, for FI to be a module, it is necessary and sufficient that 

(a,b,c,d) E Fl => (t,t).(a,b,c,d) = (O,O,a,b) E Fl. 

Using this, if FI is a module then we can reduce a basis of Fl to one of the 

following forms. 

(ii) : 

(i): {«1,0,0,,8»} 0#0. 
0,0,1, ct 

{
(1,0,0,0)} 
(0,0,1,0) 

(iii): {(O, 1, ct, O)} 
(0,0,0,1) ct =1= 0. 

{ 
(1,0,0,0)} 

(iv) : (0,0,1,0) {
(0,1,0,0)} (v) : 
(0,0,0,1) 

(vi): { (0,0,1,0) } 
(0,0,0,1) . 

Writing p: A -+ it/e for the projection, p-l(F1 ) ~ A in case (i); p-l(F1) ~ 

m-1 in cases (ii),(iii) and p-l(Ft} ~ A in cases (iv),(v),(vi). 

Taking the Plucker embedding of Gr(2,4) in ps_ 

PU P34 - P13 P24 + PI"P23 = ° 
-and ordering the coordinates on pll as 

the subspaces above correspond to the point~: 

(i) (0 : 1 : 0 : 0 : 0 2 
: -,8) 0 '/: ° 

(ii) (0 : 1 : ° : 0 : 0 : -0) ct '/: ° 
(iii) (0:0:0:0:1:0) ct,/:O 
(iv) (0: 1 : ° : 0 : 0: 0) 
(v) (0 : 0 : ° : 0 : 1 : 0) 
(vi) (0:0:0:0:0: 1). 

P(A3) is the subvariety of G(2,4) detennined by these points. We see that 

Pu = 0 and Pl4 = P'l3 on P( A3). Hence P( A3 ) can be regarded as a subvariety 

of p3 with equation Xl - XIX2 = 0, i.e. P(A3) is a quadric cone. It is also 
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clear that the points of type m-1 or of type A give two lines on P(A3). The 

cone point is of type A and there is one other such point on each line. 

Alternatively, looking for fixed points directly, 

«AIC)*) Ik* = {g.\ = (1,1) + A(t, tn 

acts on .4/C by 

In tenns of the Plucker coordinates this gives 

So, again, this gives us Pl'~ = (PI' - P23 ) = 0 for a fixed point. We remark 

that the subscheme Gro-(2,OD) of Gr(2,4) is not reduced at the cone point: 

its tangent space has dimension 4 here (see (5.2.5) for a proof); this is similar 

to an example of [Fogarty]-the fixed point scheme for the action of Gil on pI 

given by (x : y) ...... (x + ty : y) consists of the point (1 : 0) with non-reduced 

structure. 

Proposition 5.2.3 Structure of P(An). 

1. P(An } contains an open set, Uo, (of dimension 6) corresponding to sub

spaces FI with p-I(FI ) ~ A. 

2. If n is even then P(An) - Uo ~ P(An- 2 ). 

3. If n is odd then P(An) - Uo consists of 2 copies of P(An- 2 ) intersecting 

in a P( An - 4 ). 

(So that this makes sense for all n define P( Ao) = P( A_I) = {pt.}, P( An) = 

0ifn<-1.) 

Proof. First fix some notation: use the basis of A/ C and other notation given 

in (5.2.1.) and write 'lrj for the projection of FI cAlC onto the subspace of 

Ale spanned by bj. 
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1. p-l(Fd ~ A implies that 1r}, 1r2 i: 0 for n odd and 1rl i: 0 for n even. So 

there exists u in Fl with 

u=(I,a}, ... ) 

with 01 "1= 0 if n is odd. Now s6-1 (u) i: 0, so 

{u,s(u), ... s6-1(u)} 

gives a basis for Fl. Subtracting suitable multiples of s(u),s2(u), etc. we 

can assume that 

In which case 
-1(F

1
) = { (1, Ql + Q2t + ... + Q6t6-1)A if n is odd . 

p (1 + Qlt + Q2t2 + ... + Q6t26-1)A if n is even 

I.e., p-l(Fd = (a unit of A) x A in each case. It is clear that we cannot 

simplify u any further and thus this gives us the required open set Uo of 

dimension 6. 

2. H Fl E P(An) - Uo (n even) then 1rl(Ft} = O. It follows, by a simple 

dimension count that Fl must contain (0, ... , 0, 1). Let F{ = ker 1r26 , this 

is a 6 - 1 dimensional subspace of the space 

(~, b3 , • •• , ~6-1) 

which is closed under the action of s, hence it corresponds to a point of a 

P(An-l) . 

3. This is very similar to the proof of 2. If Fl E P(An) - Uo then this time 

there are 2 possibilities, either 1r1 = 0, or 1r2 = O-whence we get 2 copies of 

P(A n -2), reasoning as above. Repeating the argwnent for these P(An - 2)s 

gives 4 copies of P( An - 4 ), but 2 of these coincide (as in the Aa example 

above), hence the result. 

Corollory 5.2.4. 

1. Up to (AIC)- action each module Mj is represented j + 1 (resp. 1) time(s) 

in P(An} if n is odd (resp. even). 

2. Choosing a nonna! ideal ICe does not give any more prelmages: 

i.e., GrA
( dim AI I, AI I)red ~ P(An). 
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Proof. 

1. Note that in the proof above if FI represents Mj for An - 2 then FI rep

resents Mj+l for An. So the result follows, using this as an inductive step 

and applying (5.2.3). 

2. This is a consequence of the fact that there are precisely j + 1 (resp. 1) 

ways of partitioning j into 2 (resp. 1) box(es): the full details of this are 

presented in (5.3.3) when we consider the case Dn. 

Proposition 5.2.5. P(An) is irreducible and nonsingular in codimension 1. In 

fact, for x a cusp of type An the tangent space to GrA(c5,OD) at a point [FI], 

corresponding to a submodule FI , is HomA ( FI , (AI C) I FI ). This has dimension 

c5 + 2[; 12] when p-J (FI ) ~ Mj. 

Proof. To prove irreducibility it is enough to look at the case n even-since 

by (5.2.1) P(A26) ~ P(A26-d· And this is clear, either by looking at the 

proof of (5.2.3(2» or by the fact that J(X) is irreducible and that the map 

P(X) -+ J(X) is one to one and onto. 

The identification of the tangent space is due to [Greuel and Pfister 1.13]. 

We calculate the dimension of this space. Suppose p-I(FI ) ~ Mj. In the cusp 

case, up to multiplying a basis for Fl by units of A, we can write FI = t j Mj I C . 

Then FJ is generated over A by {tj
, t26+1

- j} j the complement in AI C has basis 

B - {I t t j - 1 t j +1 t j +3 t 26 - I - j } - " ... , , " ... , . 
HomA(F1,(AIC)IFd is spanned by elements of the form 

{ 
tj ...... t i 

{ t j 
...... 0 

t 26+1-j ...... 0 and t26+1-j ...... t i where i E B. 

Whilst all 6 of the first type give rise to homomorphisms, a map of the latter 

type gives an A-module homomorphism if and only if 

(t2)lt26+1- j = 0 ~ (t2)lti = O. 

It is clearly enough to check this for k = [j 12]. For i = j(mod 2) the condition 

is automatic: there are [j 12} such i in B. For i ¢ j(mod 2) the condition 

becomes i + 2[j/2} > 26 -1- i· 
. { 26 - 2j if j is odd 

I.e. ,> 2c _ 1 - 2; . 
CJ "if j is even 
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Again there are (j /2] such i in B t so the result on the dimensions follows. The 

singular set thus consists precisely of subspaces of type Mj for j ~ 2, and this 

set has codimension 2. Using the isomorphism P(A26) ~ P(A26-1) of (5.2.1) 

the result for the nodal case also follows. 

Now let us return to the global situation. Summing up, combining (4.4.1) 

with the results of this section «5.2.2) and (5.2.5)) we have: 

Theorem 5.2.6. Let X be a curve all of whose singularities are double points. 

Then P(X)red is non-singular in codimension 1. If, further, 6(x) ~ 2 at each 

singular point then 'i'. : P(X)red --+ J(X) is the normalisation of J(X). 

Remark. It would obviously be of interest to determine whether or not P(An) 

is normal for all n. 
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§5.3 Dn 

The schemes P(Dn) are considerably more complicated than the schemes 

P(An). We begin by analysing P(D,,) in detail, where the presence of extra 

synunetry proves helpful. 

Theorem 5.3.1. P(D,,) is a cone on the del Pezzo surface S of degree 6 in p6 j 

in particular P( D4) is normal. The complement of the set corresponding to the 

free module is a configuration of 6 planes, forming the hexagon of exceptional 

divisors on S. 

Proof. Recall that for D4 , 6 = 3, A = k[[(t,t,O),(t,O,t)]], 

C = (t 2 , 0, 0), (0, t2 , 0), (0,0, t 2»). Take the following basis for AIC: 

{bl,'" ,be} = {(l,O,O),(t,O,O),(O,l,O),(O,t,O),(O,O, 1), (O,O,t)} 

and let Yl = (t, t, 0) and Y2 = (t, 0, t) be the generators of the maximal ideal of 

A. There are modules 

-see §2.4 where the module Ml was denoted N2. We begin by determining 

which subs paces of AI G represent a given module. Suppose Fl is a 3-dimensional 

8ubmodule of AIG; we specify FI by writing down a matrix whose rows give a 

basis for Fl' As before write 1ri for the projection of Fl onto the space spanned 

by hi. 

(i) Suppose that 1rh 11'3 and 1r5 are all non-zero. Then we can find (for di

mensional reasons) a u E Fl such that 1r'l(U),1r'3(U),1r'S(u) :f:. 0. Then 

{u, Y.( u), Y2( u)} give a basis for Fl. We can reduce this to 

for Ql,Q2 =F O. Then p-I(F1 ) ~ A; the set of all such points gives a 3-

dimensional subvariety Uo C P(D,,). 

(ii) Now suppose that exactly 2 of {1rl, 1r'3, 71's} are non-zero, say just 1rs = 0, 

again we can find u with {U,t/l(U),t/2(U)} giving a basis for F1j this can be 
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reduced to: 

( ~ ~ ~I ~ ~ ~2) 
° 1 ° ° ° ° 

for 01 =F 0. H 02 =F ° then p-I(Fd ~ M1 ; call the set of all such points 

Us- H 02 = ° then p-I(FJ) ~ M~. Now, Us c Uo; for, given 01, 02 f:. 0, 

consider the family of submodules, F),p. where 

For .x =F ° this determines a point of Uo, but .x = ° gives a point of Us, and 

all points of U 5 arise in this way. 

By symmetry we obtain also subvarieties U3 , U1 c Uo (when 7r3 or 7r1 are 

zero, respectively). 

(iii) Now suppose that only one of {7rl,7r3,1I"S} is non-zero,-say 7r1 =F 0. So FI 

contains u = (1, cS, 0, 0'2, 0, ad, YI (u) = Y2( u) = (0,1,0,0,0,0). It is possible 

to write a third basis vector in the form (0,0,0,,8,0,1'). Suppose first that 

fJ =F 0, then this basis reduces to 

(
1 ° ° ° ° 0'1) 010000. 
00010 l' 

H a}, l' =F 0 then p-I(Fd ~ Mi· Denote this set by U3 ,s. Again it is not 

hard to see that U3,S C Uo. The boundary points of U3,S are as follows: 

al = 0, l' :F 0 p-I(F1 ) ~ MJ 
0'1 :F 0,1' = 0 p-I(Fd ~ M? 
al = l' = 0 p-l(Fd ~ A. 

On the other hand if fJ = 0, take l' = 1, then: 

0'2 =F 0 p-I(F1) ~ M~ 
0'2 = 0 p-l(F1 ) ~ A. 

For the only other boundary point see (iv) below. As before we also have a 

similar picture for UI,3, Ul,S- both are contained in Uo and the closure of 

each contains 3 lines, 1 representing each M4. 

(it!) The remaining possibility is 11"1 = 11"3 = 7r5 = 0 whence FI has a basis 

(

0 1 
o 0 
o 0 

~ ~ ~ ~). 
000 1 
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and p-I(Fd ~ A. Clearly this is contained in the closure of Uo. 

Thus we have shown that P(D4 ) is irreducible. We now work out the equa

tions defining it as a subvariety of Gr(3,6). Recall that Uo is given as the set 

where we have a basis 

(

00 0 01 

o 00 0 
o 00 0 

o 

for 00,01, Ol :f:. O. This gives us the following non-zero Pliicker coordinates. 

Xo = P l46 = P 24S = -P236 

Xl = -P124 

X2 = -P126 

X3 = -P234 

X 4 = -P2S6 

Xs = -P346 

X6 = -P4S6 

X7 = -P246 

=000 10 2 

=0~01 
=0~02 
=OOO~ 
=QoQ~ 
=Q~Q2 
=QIQ~ 

= OOQIQ3· 

Regard (Xo : ... : X7) as coordinates on a p7. The subvariety thus defined is 

a cone on a surface (cone point (0 : ... 0 : 1»: call this surface S. Looking at 

these expressions (omitting that for XT) one can see that S is the image of the 

rational map p2 - -+ p6 defined by the linear system of cubics passing through 

the points (1 : 0 : 0), (0 : 1 : 0), (0 : 0 : 1) E p2. Thus S is the del Pezzo 

surface of degree 6 in p6, isomorphic to p2 blown up at 3 points (see (Manin] 

or [Hartshorne V. 4]). In particular S is smooth; we also prove this below. 

There are relations between the coordinates: 

X~ = X IX6 = X 2 X S = X 3 X4 

XOXI = X 2 X3 

XOX2 = X 1X4 
(*) XOX3 = XIXS 

XOX4 = X 2 X6 

XoXs =X3X6 

XOX6 = X4X S 

We see below, on considering the Jacobian matrix, that these are sufficient to 

define P( D 4) c p 7 , and that all of these are necessary. 

Let us look at the boundary points; notice that, from the first line of equa

tions, for 1 ~ i ~ 6, Xi = 0 ::} Xo = O. So suppose that Xo = 0; now, for 
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instance, if Xli- 0 we obtain 

giving us the 2 planes 

U3,5 with coordinates (Xl: X2 : X 7 ) and 

U5 with coordinates (Xl: X3 : X7)' 

Analysing the other possibilities gives 4 more planes: 

The point (0 : ... : 0 : 1) is common to all the planes and 

Ui n Uj,1e is a line <=> i = j or i = k. 

gives the only other points of intersection of a pair of these planes. Each plane 

thus intersects 2 of the others in a line through the cone point, so the correspond

ing configuration in S is a hexagon. (But note that each plane also contains one 

other special line-the other coordinate axis representing M~, for some i.) 

We next want to show that the equations (*) suffice to define S. So let S' 

be the subscheme defined by these equations; it is enough to show that S' is 

non-singular. To deal with points where Xo ::/: 0 consider the 4 x 4 submatrix 

of the Jacobian matrix of (*) formed from the first 4 equations and the last 4 

columns; this is 
o 

which has non-zero detenninant for Xo ::/: O. Since 8' has codimension 4 in this 

p6 we have that 8' is non-singular at points where Xo ::/: O. To deal with the 

boundary points is a simple matter of checking the possibilities; the key point 

to notice being that each Xi (i = 1, ... ,6) occurs in precisely 4 of the equations 
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of (*), each time multiplied by a different Xj-in each case, for Xo = 0, Xi =/:- 0 

this gives us a non-vanishing 4 x 4 minor. Hence S' is non-singular and S = S'. 

Lemma 5.3.2. P(D,,) is normal. 

Proof. P(D,,) is reduced and non-singular in codimension 1, the only singu

lar point of P(D,,) is the cone point. Using Serre's criterion for normality 

[Matsumura 23.8] it suffices to prove that the depth of the local ring at this 

point is at least 2. Let R denote the homogeneous coordinate ring of S; so 

R = k[Xo, ... ,X,,]/I where I is the ideal generated by the equations (*). Then 

R is also the coordinate ring of the affine cone on S. Let rH = (Xo, ..• ,X6 ) be 

the maximal ideal of the singular point. We show that m-depth(R) ~ 2. Xo is 

not a zero-divisor in R, let RI = R/ Xo .R. Then 

where 

II = (XIX", XIXS , XIX", X2 Xa,X2X s,X2X6, Xa X 4, XaX6, X4XS). 

Consider F = Xl + X 2 + Xs + X" + Xs + X6; we claim this is not a zero divisor 

in R I • Since II is generated by monomials it is enough to check that G· F =/:- 0 

for any monomial 0 =/:- G e RI,-but this is obvious: if Xi divides G then G . F 

will also have a non-zero term divisible by Xi. 

Remark. In a similar way one can show that peDs) is a cone on a surface SIt 

which is the image of p 2 in p6 under the linear system of cubics passing through 

points PI,P2 having a given tangent at P2. 

Proposition 5.3.3. The number of preimages under \If. of a sheaf locally iso

morphic to a module M (which equals the number of components of P(Dn)M

the subvariety of points representing M) is as follows. 

Mo Mi(i < 6 - 1) M; Ni M;::l M6 
1 2i + 1 2i + 1 3i - 2 26 - 2 36 - 2 

Mo Mi(i < 6) Mt Ni M6 
1 2 2 3 3 
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Proof. Before calculating these numbers we explain how one answers this ques

tion in general. Fix an ordering of the branches of the curve through the singular 

point. Suppose the conductor is 

For each module M, writing MeA in the usual way, we need to find the 

number, N, of 

Q = (VI, ••• , Vr ) 

such that btl = Ei Vi = l( M) and such that 

C c tl!{M) 

where tJl. denotes (tVl, t V2 , •.. , tv,.). Note that 

( ... ) C C tJl.(M) # C C tJl.C(M). 

So on working out C( M) for each module M the problem becomes very easy: if 

(as an A module) 

then ( ... ) is satisfied if and only if Vi < Ci - ai for all i. Write 'Ui = Ci - ai· 

So we just need to work out l!. = (Ul,' .. u r ) for M and to count all the Q 

such that E Vi = l(M) and Vi :5 Ui for all i. This count is best done inductively 

on the number of branches: if r = 1 then the answer is 1 if l(M) :5 Ul and zero 

otherwise; and for r = 2 

which, for example, equals l(M) + 1 if l(M) :5 min{ul,u2}. Now apply this to 

A of type Dn· 

1 D26-2. 

(C},C2,C3) = (6-1,6-1,2), i:5 6-2. Consider first Mi = {1,(t6- 1- i ,O,O»)j 

this gives us II = (i, i, 1). Now l(Mi) = i, V3 = 1 gives i possibilities for 

(V},V2) and V3 = ° gives i + 1, so, in total we have N = i + i + 1 = 2i + 1. 
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For Mt we again arrive at l! = (i, i, 1), now l(Mt) = i + 1 and we get 

N = i + 1 + i = 2i + 1. 

The above calculations are also valid for Ml_1 = (1, (1, 0, 0») and the case 

Ml-l then follows by symmetry. 

For Ni, !! = (i - 1, i-I, 2) and we have N = i + i-I + i-I = 3i - 2. 

There remains M6 = .4: of course C(.4) = .4 and so.!! = (6 -1,6 -1, 2); we 

get N = 6 - 1 + 6 + 6 - 1 = 36 - 2. 

2 D 26-1. This is very similar, but simpler as there are only 2 branches. For 

both Mi = (1,(t26-2i-l,0») (i :5 6 -1) and Mt = (1,0),(t26-2i-3, 1») we 

find 1'. = (2i, 1) giving N = 2. 

M6 = .4: y. = (26 - 2,2) and N = 3. 

Similarly Ni = (1, (1, 0), (t26- 2i+l, 0») implies l! = (2i - 2,2) and N = 3. 

Remark. In contrast with the case An we do not obtain the maximum possi

ble number of representatives in P(Dn). One can see this even in the case of 

D. where replacing 'C' by 'C2
, would give N = 10 representatives for.4: the 

additional possibilities for Q being (4,4,1) and its permutations. 

Proposition 5.3.4. The diagrams given in (5.1) for the stratification of J(X) 

for x of type Dn are correct: i.e., (using the remarks in §5.1) for 1 < i ~ 6 - 2, 

Proof. We prove that in the case i = 1 there is a component in P(Dn ) repre

senting Ml whose closure contains a component representing M;. 

1 DetJen. Consider the (1,0,0) (shifted) component of P(Dn)Ml (5.3.3). A basis 

for a subspace corresponding to a point of this component is determined by the 

action of the generators of m on the image of the generating set for M 1 ; this 

basis can be reduced to the following form: 
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0 1 0 0 al a2 a6-2 0 a6-1 0 
0 0 1 0 0 al a6-3 0 0 0 

0 0 0 1 0 0 al 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 

where a}, a6-1 :F o. A subspace corresponding to a point in the (2,1,0) compo

nent of P(Dn)M; has a basis: 

0 0 1 0 0 0 al a2 a6-3 0 0 0 
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 al a6-4 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 al 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 a6-2 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 

where aI, a6-2 i- O. Notice that these matrices have 6 - 1 rows in common, the 

difference being row 1 of the top matrix compared with row 6 - 1 of the second 

matrix. Thus replace row 1 in the first matrix with 

(0 >. 0 ... 1 >'al >'a2 ... >'a6-2 0 a6-1 0). 

For ..\ i- 0 this defines a point of the (1,0,0) component representing Ml (essen

tially we have just added the (6 - 2)nd row to a multiple of row 1) but for ..\ = 0 

we obtain a matrix of the second form, hencf' a point of the (2,1,0) component 

of points representing M;. Moreover every such point arises from some such 

specialisation. Hence we have shown that U M; C U Ml in J(X). This argument 

can be extended to prove that, for i ~ <5 - 2, the closure of the (i, 0, 0) component 

of P(Dn)M. contains the (i + 1,1,0) component of P(Dn)Mi+l' 

2 Dodd. This is very similar, the closure of the (1,0) component of P(Dn)Ml 

contains the (3,0) component of P(Dn)M;. Again one finds that on simplifying 

bases the 2 matrices have <5 - 1 rows in common, and that a specialisation of a 

modified first row of the matrix for Ml yields the matrix for M;. For the sake 
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of completeness we present the relevant 2 matrices below. 

0 1 a2 0 a3 0 a.s-l 0 al 0 
0 0 0 1 a2 0 a.s-2 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 

01 =1= O. 

0 0 0 1 02 0 03 0 a.s-2 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 1 02 0 a6-3 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 al 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 

al =1= O. 
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§5.4 E6 ,7,8 

Our main goal in this section is to prove that the stratification diagrams 

for J(X) given in (5.1) are correct. As remarked in §5.1 we do not have to do 

anything further for E6 , so we proceed to E7 • 

Proposition 5.4.1. Consider P(E7); the numbers of components representing 

a given module are as follows: 

M1,Mi 
2 

Proof. We recall the notation of (5.3.3). For E7 the complete local ring is 

A = k[[(t2,t),(t3 ,0)]], C = (t5 ,t3
). A. 

Ml = (l,(t\O)), Mi = (l,(t,O)); each has conductor (t3 ,t2
). A, so 1! = (2,1) 

and N = 2. 

M2 = (1,(t2,0)), M; = ((t,1),(1,0)) give 1&.= (3,2) and N = 3. 

M 3 = (1, (t, 0), (t2, 0)), y = (4,2) and again N = 3. 

N3 = (1, (1, 0)) and so 1&. = (3,3) and N = 4. Finally, looking at the conductor 

of A clearly N = 4 for M4 ~ A. 

Remark. Since the singularities E6 and E8 are unibranched there is only 1 

component in P(E6) and P(E8) representing each module (3.4.10). 

Proposition 5.4.2. The diagrams in §5.1 give the stratification of J(X) for 

X with a single singularity which is of type E7 or E 8 • 

Proof. Recall the remarks in §5.1; it remains to prove that, in each case, 

U M; C U M t • As for the Dn case we prove analogous statements about first 

P(E7 ) and then P(E8)' 

Take the (1,0) component of P(E7 )Mt • Consider the possible images of the 

generators of Ml in a (4-dimensional) submodule Fl of A/ C , the action of the 

generators of the maximal ideal on these gives a basis for Fl. This basis can be 

reduced to the form: 

( ~ ~ ~l 
o 0 0 
o 0 0 

o 0 Q2 Q3 0 
1 0 0 Q2 0 
o 1 0 0 0 
o 0 0 0 1 

) 
where Q2 =F O. Now consider the (2,1) component of P(E7 )M;. A typical point 
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corresponds to a subspace with basis 

G 
0 1 0 0 0 al 0 
0 0 1 0 0 a2 0 
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 

) 
where Ql2 =I O. These matrices are the same except for the first row. Replace 

the first row in the first matrix by 

Certainly for A =I 0 this gives a matrix of the first type, hence a point of U Ml . 

Putting A = 0 we obtain a matrix of the second type, and hence a point of U M; j 

moreover, we can obtain all such points this way. Thus U M; C U Ml as required. 

The Es case is very similar, we present the relevant matrices below. 

M 1 : 

C
1 al a2 0 ,a3 0 0 

) o 0 0 0 1 al 0 0 
o 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 
o 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 

M* . 2 • 

COO 1 0 al 0 0 

) 000 0 1 a2 0 0 
000 0 0 0 1 0 
000 0 0 0 0 1 

As for E7 it is clear all matrices of the second type arise as'specialisations of 

those of the first type. (Actually, up to a pennutation of columns, the matrices 

are essentially the same as for the E7 case.) 

§5.5 D;;, E67 8 , , 

Our aims in this section are twofold: firstly to indicate how the stratifications 

in these cases compare with those for D n , E6,7,8; and secondly, by a detailed look 

at D'4, to explore the question of how different choices of divisor can give rise 

to quite different spaces of parabolic Modules. 

Theorem 5.5.1. Suppose X is a curve with a single singularity which is of 

type D;; or Ei,7,8' Then J(X) has a stratification given by the appropriate 

diagram in §5.1 with the leftmost vertex removed. In particular: 
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1. J(X) is reducible with precisely two, g-dimensional components whoose 

intersection is g - 1 dimensional. 

2. U M, the subvariety of sheaves locally isomorphic to M (at the singular 

point) has dimension g - i(M). However, it is not true that the tangent 

space at a point of U M has dimension g + i (M), in general. 

Proof. For the statements about the diagrams and the dimensions of the com

ponents there is nothing new to prove:-we know that in each case we have an 

injective map J(X) -+ J(X') where X' is a curve with a singularity of type Dn 

or E6 ,7,8. (Actually we should be more precisej we don't know of the existence of 

such an X' for any X subject to the above, but just for some X-those arising 

as partial normalisations-however, the properties we are trying to establish are 

insensitive to the birational character of the curve, so we assume that such an 

X' exists.) The image of this map is prec~sely the set of singular points of J(X') 

which we know about by (5.1). There remains the remark on the dimensions of 

the tangent spaces: I have not calculated all of these, but for E6" the tangent 

space at a point of U A has dimension g + 4 and index (A) = 8 = 2, this is a 

special case of a series of calculations carried out in §6.4. 

We now look in detail at the non-planar triple point: Di. 

A = k[[(t,O,O),(O,t,O),(O,O,t)]], the conductor C is just the maximal ideal m, 

so 6 = 8 + 1 = 3. There are 6 isomorphism classes of ideals, for·simplicity denote 

these 

A 
w = ((t,t,O),(t,O,t)) 
A~ ~ ((t,O,O),(O,t,t)) 
A~ ~ ((O,t,O),(t,O,t)) 
Af ~ ((O,O,t),(t,t,O)) 
A ~m. 

A~ is isomorphic to the overring of the partial nonnalisation given by 'pulling 

the ith branch free'. 

We will look at Plj (Di) = GrA
( dim AI Ii, AI I j )red for the following normal 

ideals I j : 

1. II = m = Cj 
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2. An ideal defining a divisor of degree 4 = 26, 12 = (t, t, t 2 ) • A; 
3. 13 = m 2 = c2 

• 

Recall (5.1, 5.5.1) that J(X) has a stratification: 

where the components correspond to the modules indicated below. 

A 

w 

Proposition 5.5.2. The spaces PIj (D'4) each consist of a configuration of 

planes. The number of components repre~enting a particular module is as follows. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

1 1 
1 3 

a 1 

1 2 
2 4 

1 1 

1 3 
3 6 

3 3 

Moreover, for any normal I C C 2 we do not obtain any more components 

than there are in case 3. 

Remark. A surprising feature is that in case 3 the dualising module is repre

sented several times. A consequence of this is that the map 

is not an isomorphism, and there can be no sensible duality theorem for parabolic 

Modules in this case. 
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Proof. First of all take I = C and look at which modules are represented as 

I-dimensional subspaces, F1 , of A/G; this has a basis 

{(I,O,O),(O,I,O),(O,O,I)}. 

Let ° =I- u E F1 , write u = (0'1,0'2,0'3); if all of these are non-zero then 

p-l(Ft) ~ A. On the other hand if just 1 of these aj = ° then clearly 

p-l (F1 ) ~ A~. The only other possibilities, the 3 vertices of this triangle of 

reference in p2, give p-l(Ft) ~ A. SO we see that w is not represented in 

Pc(Di) ~ p2. 

Let us now examine PC2(Di) (the space PI2 (Di) is a sub scheme of this, as 

we shall indicate). A/G2 has dimension 6, so we want to find all 4-dimensional 

A-submodules of this. Order a basis for A/G2 as 

{(I,O,O),(t,O,O),(O,I,O),(O,t,O),(O,O,I),(O,O,t)} 

and adopt notation as in §5.2/3. Let Yl, Y2, Y3 be the 3 generators of m (i.e., 

Yl = (t,O,O) etc.). Let Fl be a 4-dimensional submodule of A/G2 

1. 7rt, 7r3, 7r5 =1= 0. Then Yi( F1 ) =1= ° for i = 1,2,3 so a basis for Fl reduces to 

2. 

n ° 0'2 ° 0'3 ° ) 1 ° ° ° ° ° ° 1 ° ° ° ° ° ° 1 

The closure, Uo of the set of all such points in PC2 (Di) IS a copy of 

Pc(D:;). 

7rl,7r3 =I- 0, 7r5 = 0. Now Fl has a basis of the form 

C 0 

0'1 ° 0 0'2 

) ° 1 ° 0 0 0 
o 0 ° 1 0 0 

o ° 0'3 ° 0 0'4 

with one of 0'1, 0'3 =1= 0. If 0'3 =1= 0 then take 0'3 = 1, 0'1 = O. For 0'2, 0'4 =1= ° 
these points represent w, and the closure, U5, of the set of these points 

gives us another p2 C PC2(D:;}. Moreover Uo n U5 is the line of points 

0,82000 

1 ° ° ° 0 ° ° 1 ° 0 
° ° ° ° 1 
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representing A~ (when f31,f32 I- 0). We claim that the union, Uo U Us, is 

a copy of P/2(Di):-to see this, strike out columns 2 and 4, and the rows 

(0 1 0 0 0 0) and (0 0 0 1 0 0) in all the above matrices. 

Repeating the above in the other cases where just 1 of 7rl, 7r3, 7rs = 0 we 

obtain 2 more planes, U3, U1 of points representing w, each intersecting Uo 

in a different line. Note also that, e.g, U3 n Us is the point with P1246 the 

only non-zero Pliicker coordinate. 

3. Two of {7rl' 7r3, 7rs} are zero. This gives only 3 more points, i.e. the points 

representing A in Uo. 

To conclude, the dual graph of PC2(Di) IS as shown below. (A vertex 

corresponds to a plane, 2 planes joined by a plain line meet in a line, 2 planes 

joined by a dotted line meet in a point.) The central vertex corresponds to the 

plane of points representing A. 

Finally, note the number of partitions of 1 (resp. 2) into 3" boxes is 3 (resp. 

6) so we really do have the maximum number of representatives of each module 

in PC2(Di). 
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CHAPTER 6 

SINGULARITIES VIA SEMIGROUPS 

In trying to understand the general structure of compactified Jacobians it 

is natural to look for a class of singularities which are somehow easier to handle, 

whilst at the same time being reasonably representative. Unibranched singulari

ties form such a class. The semigroup associated to the complete local ring Aof a 

unibranched curve singularity, arising from the fact that such a ring is a sub ring 

of a discrete valuation ring, is a useful invariant from which many properties 

of A can be determined (e.g. S, h and hence whether or not A is Gorenstein). 

Two unibranched plane curve singularities having the same semigroup are equi

singular, in other words, they are members of the same family-this concept has 

been much studied by [Zariski]. For simplicity most of this chapter will concern 

monomial rings; one possible way to generalise our results would be to consider 

equisingular deformations of the curve. 

The idea of this 'value set' invariant extends to rank 1 torsion free modules 

over A. Again, this gives the main discrete invariants for such a module: on the 

level of parameter spaces this corresponds to taking the Schubert cell decompo

sition. (These are also studied in [Greuel and Pfister], although with different 

applications in mind.) The resulting decompostion of the parameter space, de

spite being more complicated than that for a Grassmarmian, is still useful, giving 

us a necessary condition for a module tobe a limit of free modules, for instance. 

There are other discrete invariants for m ldules; for example, the value set is 

not enough to detennine the space of self extensions of a module. A consequence 

of this is that, in general, the value set decompostion is not quite enough to 

give a stratification of the compactified Jacobian of a curve with unibranched 

singularities. In this chapter we explore some of these questions through various 

examples: it is clear that there is scope for a lot of further work here. 

The organisation of material in this chapter is as follows: In §6.I we review 

the basic facts about these semi groups and the relationship with I-dimensional 

local rings. §6.2 extends these ideas to rank 1 torsion free modules over such a 
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ring, and shows how to classify the main discrete invariants of these modules. 

In §6.3, considering a fixed semigroup ring, we introduce a partial ordering on 

the set of isomorphism classes of semi group modules and show how this leads 

to a partial answer of how to stratify the compactified Jacobian. We apply this 

analysis to the case of cubical singularities (§6.4) and to plane curve singularities 

with semi group < p, q > (§6.5). We also show that the compactified Jacobian of 

a curve with cubical singularities is generically reduced. 

§6.1 Semigroups 

Throughout this chapter we deal with A a complete local ring of an analyt

ically irreducible curve singularity; i.e. A is a subring of A = k[[t]] such that A 
is finitely generated over A. The semigroup of A is defined by 

f = f(A) = {I' E NI 3 (fY +. higher terms) E A}. 

In other words, if v : A ~ N is the valuation on A then f( A) = v( A) is the 

image of v restricted to A. Since A is a ring it is clear that f is a semigroup and 

f C f( A) = N. We adopt the convention here that N includes zero, as do all 

our semigroups. We will also adopt the convention that the word "semigroup" 

means a cofinite sub-semigroup of N-i.e. the set N - f is finite. We refer to an 

element of N -f as a gap of f and denote the number of gaps of f by cS(f). c(f), 

the conductor of f is defined to be the number c such that c ;- 1 is the highest 

gap of f. We also define the multiplicity of f to be e(f) = min{O f. I' E f}. 

Clearly e(f(A» = e(A). Note that the semigroup f(A) has a unique minimal 

generating set (unlike the ring A) and so we refer to the generator~ of f. The 

number of generators of f will be called the embedding dimen~ion of f. We write 

for the semigroup with generators {I'I, ... ,I'r l. That f is cofinite is equivalent 

to the condition that hcf {"YI, ... , I'r l = 1. 

It is not true that the embedding dimension of f( A) equals the embedding 

dimension of A-for example the ring k[[t", t 6 + e]] has semigroup (4,6,13). 

However, to any f we can associate a ring 

R(r) = k[[{t")' I I' E rl]] 
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which has the same embedding dimension. Such a ring will be called a semigroup 

ring (another name would be monomial ring). 

The most basic facts about the semi group of A are: 

Lemma 6.1.1. c(rCA)) = 8(A) and 8(r(A» = 8(A). 

Proof. Write r = rCA). We know that A is finitely generated over A and 

t 6 . A c A. It is clear that c = c(r) :5 h, so suppose that c < 8. Let d be 

maximal such that there exists f = t d+ (higher terms) in A but t d ¢ A.But 

then if d + 1, d + 2, ... are all in r then we can subtract these higher terms to 

get a contradiction. This shows that d < c; hence teA c A and 8 = c. 

Using the first part it is then clear that the classes of t 9 , as g runs through 

the gaps of r, give a basis for A/A. 

For all c ~ , E r, by the semi group property, we must have that c - 1 - , 

is a gap, and so the inequality 8 + 1 :5 c :5 26 is easy to see. If r is such that 

c = 26, i.e., c - 1 - 9 is a gap if and only if g E r, then r is called symmetric-so 

rCA) is symmetric if and only if A is Gorenstein (cf. (6.2.4». It is often useful 

to write down a given semigroup (or, more generally, any cofinite subset of N) 

as follows: e.g. 

A number which appears underlined is a gap, and the others are, obviously, the 

elements of rj the last number we write down is the highest gap. 

Examples 

1. r = (p, q) where p < q and (p, q) = 1. Then r is symmetric and c(r) = 
(p - l)(q - 1). To see this work mod p: q has order p mod p and the last 

gap must be (p - l)q - p, hence c(r) = (p - l)q - p + 1 = (p - l)(q -1). 

It is also not hard to show that r is symmetric; A = k[[tP , t q
]] is a complete 

intersection, hence Gorenstein and so r = r( A) is symmetric. 

2. For semigroups with more than 2 generators there are many more possibili

ties and there is no formula giving cor 6. However, for r with 3 generators 
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the symmetric ones are characterised as follows (this is a consequence of the 

results of [Delorme]). 

If r has 3 generators and is symmetric then 

where the ni are distinct and (n2' na) = 1, (nl'p) = 1 and nl E (n2, na) (we do 

not need nl < pn2 < pna). Moreover, 

c(f) = (nl - l)(p - 1) + p(n2 - l)(na - 1). 

So for example (4,5,6) and (5,6,9) are symmetric but (3,5,7), or more generally 

(p, q, r) for p, q, r pairwise coprime are not symmetric. 

Even if nl ¢ (n2' na) the formula above still gives an upper bound for c, 

because p(c(n2,na) + (p,nl) C f. 

Given semigroups r 1 and r 2 write r 1 V r 2 for the smallest semigroup con

taining fl and r2. Thus r above has an expression 

For semigroups, f(A), with any number of generators the existence of a suitable 

'decomposition' as above implies that A is a complete intetsection (see [De

lorme]). Of course, there are many more symmetric semigroups than these, e.g. 

(5,6,7,8). 

The following result, although not used in what follows, illustrates some 

typical arguments concerning semigroups with this symmetry property. 

Proposition 6.1.2. Suppose f is a symmetric semi group of multiplicity e > 2. 

Then all the generators of r are less than c(r). 

Proof. Since r is symmetric there are c/2 elements of r less than c(r). Let r' be 

the semigroup generated by these elements; we must show r' = r. Firstly, r' is 

cofinite, since the only way in which 6 numbers less than 26 can have a common 

factor is if the numbers are 0, 2, ... , 2( 6 - 1) and we have ruled this out by our 

assumption on the multiplicity. Secondly, we have an inequality c(r') ~ 26(r'). 
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Since the numbers c, c + 1, ... , c + e - 1 are in r' and e > 2 we must therefore 

have that c(r') = c(r) and so r' = r. 

Corollory 6.1.3. IT r is symmetric with multiplicity e > 2 then r requires at 

most e - 1 generators. 

Proof. Clearly no semigroup requires more than e generators, but, using the 

above, r needs no generator congruent to c - 1 mod e. 

§6.2 Semigroup Modules and Module Diagrams 

We extend the definition of r to rank 1 torsion free modules over A. 

IT r is a semi group (with the conventions of §6.1) by a r-module we mean a 

proper subset 5 of Z such that "'( + 5 c 5 for all "'( E r. r -modules 5 and 5' are 

i30morphic if there is some n E Z such that 5 = S' + n. Let ilo = ilo,r denote 

the set of all isomorphism classes of r -modules. For any r -module S with least 

element s we can write r c -s + SeN. We refer to 5 as being in normal form 

if s = O. Then define 6(S) to be the number of gaps of S, l(S) = 6(r) - 6(S) 

and denote by c( 5) - 1 the last gap of S. IT S is in normal form then the set 

S is obtained from r by filling in a number (l( 5» of gaps, hence ~o is a finite 

set: in fact lilo I ~ 26 • We have a partial ordering on ~o given by inclusion of 

r -modules in normal form. We define the module diagram A = ilr to be the 

Hasse diagram of this partial ordering on ilo, and we think of ~ as being drawn 

so that l is constant on each column, so that the leftmost vertex is r and the 

rightmost f. Each edge can be labelled by a number according to which gap is 

filled in; for some examples see below (6.2.3). 

Proposition 6.2.1 Structure of il. Fix a semigroup r and write 6 = 6(r). 

1. il is connected: For each vertex S of ~ there is a chain of length l( S) joining 

S to r and a chain of length 6( S) joining S to f. 

2. il is a subgraph of a cube of dimension 6. In fact ~ is a 6-cube if and 

only if all the generators of r are bigger than the conductor, i.e., r = 

(6 + 1,6 + 2, ... ,26 + 1). (Hence the justification for the name cubical for 

rings with this semigroup.) 
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3. r is symmetric iff there is just 1 edge leaving the vertex r in ~. 

4. There are at most e -1 edges leaving or entering any given vertex, and there 

are precisely e - 1 edges to r. The cube of maximum dimension contained 

in r is the (e - 1 )-cu be between S = {O, e, e + 1, ... ,2e - 1, ... } and r. 

Proof. Most of this is obvious. Edges leaving a vertex S are in 1 to 1 corre

spondence with numbers n such that S' = S u {n} is a semi group module. This 

happens if and only if n + r c S'. The possibilities are n = 9r( S) where 9r( S) 

is the highest gap of S congruent to r mod e (of course other elements of r 

may impose further restrictions). However, since S contains no gaps congruent 

to 0 mod e we see there are at most e - 1 possibilities. On the other hand, 

S U {c(S) - I} is always a r-module. Reversing the argument deals with edges 

entering a given vertex. To prove 3, we know that r is symmetric if and only if 

all the gaps of r are of the form c - 1 - 'Y for some '"Y E r; so c - 1 is the only . . 

edge leaving r. Conversely, if r is not symmetric then there is a number n < e 

such that c - 1 - n is a gap and another edge, c - 1 - n, leaving r. 

Definition 6.2.2. For a r-module S (assumed to be in normal form) we define 

the dual 

S* = {c( S) - 1 - sis E Z - S}. 

Then S* is also a r-module in normal form. We also have th8:t (S*)'" = S, and 

r'" = r {:} r is symmetric. More generally we will denote r* by n. Observe that 

c(S) = c(S*) and h(S) + h(S*) = c(S). We sometimes attach extra information 

to the graph ~ by linking a vertex to its dual. 

Examples 6.2.3. 

1. A2r : r = (2,2r + 1), ~ consists of a single chain joining r to r. For all 

r-modules S we have S* = S. 

2. r = (p, q) for 2 < p < q. Of course ~ can be quite complicated, but we can 

say something about its structure near to r. More precisely we can describe 

all the r-modules, S # r, with c(S) maximal, i.e., c(S) = c - 1 - p. These 

all have the form Si = r u {c - 1, c - 1 - q, ... ,c - 1 - iq} for 0 :5 i :5 p - 2 

(since c-1-(p-2)q = q-p). Moreover, knowing that h(S)+h(S*) = c(S), 
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we see that S; = Sp-2-i. 

IT q < 2p then there is a similar picture for modules S with c(S) = c -1- q. 

We draw some pictures for p = 3-curves indicate dualities: 

r = (3,4): 0 1:2 3 4 ~ 
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3. f is cubical: r n = (n, n+l, .. . ). Draw ~ so that the edges with lowest labels 

leaving a vertex appear at the top. As an example consider r = (4,5,6, 7). 

2 

In general, we can say that the top chain gives all the f-modules with 

maximal conductor, so duality reflects this chain-see §6.4 for more details. The 

bottom chain consists of cubical semigroups, Sn (So = r), the dual of this chain 

is the penultimate column. The (h - n) cube starting at Sn gives the semigroup 

modules for Sn, giving a nested sequence of diagrams .6r n • 

Module Theory 

We now tie this up with the module theory of A. All modules considered 

are rank 1 torsion free. If M is such a module then writing M with A C MeA 

we form reM) = v(M) (the valu.e set of M) in the obvious way-this will be a 

rCA) module. reM) should be thought of as a discrete invariant of the module. 

Mimicking the proof for semigroups (6.1.1) one shows that l(r( M)) = l( M). 

It is not true in general that for every r(A)-module S there is an A-module 

M with rCM) = Sj however, this is true when A is a semi group ring, e.g., we 

can take M to be the corresponding monomial module. 

Notice that for A corresponding to a simple singularity (Aetlen , E6 or Es) 

the r(A)-module classification is exactly the same as the A-module classification. 

For more complicated rings one should think of a vertex in ~ as having certain 

parameters attached to it, so that any A-module giving that r -module is obtained 
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by specifying values of these parameters. For example, for r = (3, 7) we find 

that each vertex gives rise to only 1 module, except S = 0 I ~ 3 4 ~ where there 

is a I-parameter family of modules M>. = A + (t4 + ,xtS)A + t S A [Schappert]. 

Here M>. ¢ MJ' for ,x #- /-t. Also note that Mo is special in that it requires 3 

generators, wheras t S E A + (t 4 + ,xtS)A when ,x = 0 (consider t3 (t4 + ,xtS) - e). 

This example will reappear later on. 

Lemma 6.2.4. For A modules M, N: 

1. r(HomA(M, N)) C {nl n + reM) c r(N)} = S. 

Equality is not obtained in general, but c(r(HomA(M,N))) = c(S). 

2. r(w) = n, and for any module M, r(M*) = r(M)*. 

Proof. 

1. Any A-module homomorphism is multiplication by some element, u, of K. 

If we choose a representative of the isomorphism class of M so that the 

smallest valuation of any such u is 0 then we must have r( M) C r( N) and, 

further v( u') + reM) c r(N) for any other u' E Hom(M, N). As before 

(6.1.1) we can show that the conductors of the 2 modules are equal. For an 

example of inequality see below (6.2.5(2)). 

2. Assume A ewe A. From (2.1.5) we know that c(r(w)) = c(r(A)) and 

l( w) = 2c5 - 6, i.e., c5(r( w )) + c5 = c. We saw in the last section that n 
satisfies these two conditions. We claim that n is the only such r-module, 

since, for any r-module S, c(S) - 1 - 'Y E N - S T/'Y E r. Now, given an 

A-module M, 1 tells us that r( M*) C r( M)*. Hence, applying this to M* , 

reM) = r(M**) c r(M*)*. But, by duality r(M*)* :) reM) and the two 

sets must be equal. 

Applications 6.2.5. 

1. If u : M ~ N is an A-hom then the dimension of the cokernel is given by 

dim(coker(u)) = Hr(N) - (r(M) + v(u))}. 

2. Consider A = k[[t6
, e, tS , ••. ]], and let M be the module generated by {I, t2+ 

t3
, t4

}. Then reM) = 0 I 2 ~ 4 ~, and {nl n + reM) c reM)} = reM). 
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However, it is easy to see that r(End( M)) = 0 I:2:a 4~. Notice also that (at 

least for cubical rings) this is the counter example of smallest multiplicity. 

(To justify this last assertion, if 1 + r( M) C r( M) then necessarily M ~ A.) 

3. Calculation of Ext1(M, M): this also depends on more than r(M). As an 

example consider the family of modules M). over A = k[[t3
, ell as above: 

M). = A + (t4 + -Xt5 )A + tS A. We find that M~ ~ M)., in fact 

The quotient T = AIM;1 has basis 

By (2.5.7) there is an isomorphism Ext1(M)., M A ) ~ Hom(M)., T) and the 

latter can be calculated using the methods of §2.5. Note that Ann(T) = m 2 • 

Suppose first that -X = 0: then, amongst the generators, we have relations 

mod m 2 .Mo 

These imply that there are no horns. Mo -+ T with non-zero image on 

(bo), and hence that dimExtl(Mo,Mo) = 6. 

H -X =F 0 then tS = ft 3 (t4 + -XtS
) - e is not needed as a generator so 

dim Ext1(M)., M)..) :5 6. There is no analogue of the first rela.ti~n above, however 

mod m 2 .M).., t1.(t4 + AtS
) = t3 .tS = 0 so the second generator must have zero 

image on (bo) under any homomorphism, and dim ExtI(M).., M)..) = 5. 

For each M>. note that End(M>.) = M>. so 
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§6.3 Relation with the Compactifled Jacobian 

Henceforth we assume that A is a semigroup ring. Suppose that X is a curve 

with a single singularity which has a local ring whoose completion is A. Then 

we know that, as a set, points of J(X) are in 1-1 correspondence with points of 

J(X) x PI(A) for a suitable ideal I of A. In fact we can take 1= t26 A : 

Lemma 6.3.1. Let S be a r-module in normal form, write reS) = c(S) - 8(S) 

for the number of elements of S less than c(S). Then 

1. r(S)::; 8j 

A -2. All rank 1 A-modules are represented in Gr (8, AI I). 

Proof. 

1. c(S) - 1 is the top gap of S, and for all c(S) > s E S we must have 

0::; c(S) - 1 - s ¢ r. Hence reS) ::; 8. 

2. Let M be an A-module in normal form and let reM) = S. By the first part 

c(S) ::; 8 + 8(S) =28 -R(S). 

As a consequence I C tl(M) . M and tl(M) I I gives the required point in 

GrA(8, All). 

We will write simply peA) for the associated reduced fixed point subscheme. 

The first attempt to stratify J(X) would be into sets representing modules with 

a given value set S. Denote by Us the corresponding subset of peA); this is 

what we are interested in studying in this section. We show Us is locally closed 

and irreducible, and that there is another partial ordering on ~o such that 

Us :::> U 5' only if S ::; S'. This enables us to count the number of components 

of peA), for example. We can also calculate the dimension of Us; note that 

if dim Us = p( S) > 8 then there must be a p( S) - 8 dimensional family of 

non-isomorphic A-modules having this value set S. 

P( A) is a subvariety of a Grassmannian G = Gr( 8, 28) and Us is the inter

section of an appropriate Schubert cell of G with peA). Firstly, we recall some 

facts about the Schubert cell decomposition of G. 
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Order a basis for AI I as 

{bo, bl ... ,b26-d = {I, t, . .. ,t26
- 1

}; 

given an increasing sequence Q = al, ... ,a6 with 0 :::; al < a6 < 28 - 1 denote by 

P!1:. the corresponding Plucker coordinate. Define a partial ordering on the set of 

all these sequences by 

Q :::; 51' <=? ai :::; a~ \f i = 1, ... ,b. 

Then the Schubert cell decomposition of G is given by defining locally closed 

subschemes of G: 

These certainly cover G and one has the following standard theorem. 

Theorem 6.3.2. Each U!1:. is an affine space and 

The proof becomes straightforward on writing down, in matrix form, a basis 

for a general point of U!1:.' 

We would like a version of this for peA). Assume throughout that A = R(r) 

is a semi group ring. Let S be a r-module S in normal form, and suppose 

o = 8}, 82, ..• ,8 r are the elements of S less than c( S) (allowing the empty set 

for S = r). The number of terms in this sequence depends on S, but is always 

less than or equal to b by (6.3.1). Now, extend this to a sequence of length b by 

setting 8 r+l = c(S), 8 r+2 = c(S) + 1, ... ,86-1 = C(S) + h - r - 2. 

Definitions. For any r module S in normal form define T( S) to be the sequence 

To(S),Tl(S), ... ,T6_1(S) where Ti(S) = Si +£(S). As above, say T(S):::; T(S') 

iff Ti(S) $ Ti(S') for all i. This gives us another partial ordering on ~o. Now 

look at Us C peA); a point belongs to Us if and only if (i) Pr(S) :I 0 and 

(ii) Pr(SI) = 0 V S' < S. Of course, Us = peA) n Ur(S)o 
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Theorem 6.3.3. For each r-module S the component Us of peA) representing 

modules M with r( M) = S is an affine space. Also 

1. 

Us::> USI => reS) ~ reS'). 

But the reverse implication does not hold in general. 

2. peS) = dim Us can be calculated as follows: Let 0 = r1 < ... < rk be the 

generators of S less than c(S); define S·, 1 ~ i ~ k + 1, to be the r-mQdule 

generated by {r j I j < i} (SO = 0). For the ith generator r i set 

N. = Hg E N - SI 9 > r. and "'( E r, "'( + r. E S·-1 => 9 + "'( E S}. 

So, e.g., N1 = b(S). Then 

k 

peS) = LN •. 
i=1 

Proof. We explain how to write down, in matrix form, a basis for any subspace 

gi ving a point of Us, the assertions at the top, and the formula for p( S) will 

follow from this. Beforehand, note that the implication in 1. is immediate; a 

counter example to the reverse implication follows (6.3.4). 

Suppose 0 = r1 < r2 < ... < rk are the generators of.S less than c(S). 

We can assume that the first row of the matrix has the following form-for 

convenience refer to the first column as 'column zero' and write £ = £(S): 

R1 = o ... 0 1 a1 ..• a6 0 ... 0 

i.e., R1 has a 1 in column £, an entry a. in column j iff j is a gap in S + £ and 

zeros elsewhere. Now for all "'( E r with "'( < 2b - £ we get shifted rows (Rl + "'(), 
consisting of "'( zero entries followed by the first 26 - "'( entries of R1 • 

Now take r2, write 

R2 = o ... 0,0, ... ,0 1 a1 ..• aN2 0 ... 0 

where the first 1 occurs in column r2 + £, and, to see what else to write proceed 

inductively: IT r2 + £ + 1 is not a gap write OJ if r2 + l + 1 is a gap then if 
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r2 + f + 1 +, is a gap for any "Y E r the entry is determined as ai for appropriate 

i, otherwise write a6+1' Continue in this way. Now acting on R2 by elements 

of r gives us some more rows; by construction each of these will either coincide 

with shifts of Rl (in which case discard it) or it will be distinct. Now proceed to 

R3 with first non-zero entry a 1 in column r3 + f . .. and so on. The important 

point is that at each stage, under shifting by r the new rows will be consistent 

with those constructed before. Since we are working with a monomial ring all 

of the corresponding subspaces of AI I will be A-modules. It is clear that all M 

with reM) = S arise in this way for some choice of {al,'" ,apes)}, Us is then 

an affine space with coordinates the a,. 

In certain cases the calculation of p( S) simplifies: 

Corollory 6.3.4. 

Let rl = 0, ... ,rk generate S mod C(S). peS) satisfies: 

1. p( S) ~ h( S) with equality if k = 1. 

2. peS) ~ Ei U{gaps, > rd with equality if {n} freely generate S mod C(S), 

i.e., if for all pairs "Yi =1= "Yj E r with ri + "Yi = rj + "Yj we have ri + ,i ~ c(S). 

Proof. This is clear from the proof of 2 in (6.3.3) above. 

Example The following gives the promised counter example to the reverse 

implication in (6.3.6(1)). Take 

r = (5,6, 7) : 0 12 :a 1 5 6 7 ~ ~ 

and 

Then 

T(r) = (0 5 6 7 10 11) ~ (4 5 6 9 10 11) = T( S). 

But by (6.3.4(2)), since there are norelations < 5 = c(S) between the 3 genera

tors of S, peS) = 3.2 = 6 = per). Hence we cannot possibly have Us C Ur. 

In order to find sufficient conditions for U S' C Us given S ~ S' consider 

how one constructs a specialisation in the case of Gr(8, 28). Given.« ::; Q look at 
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the matrix representing a general point of Ua . Row i has first non-zero entry a 

1 in column ai, zeros in columns aj, j "# i, and other entries arbitrary. For each 

i with aj < bj replace row i with the row having a 1 in column bj , entries< bj 

multiplied by A and other entries unchanged. For A "# 0 this altered matrix gives 

a point of U!!., but A = 0 gives the required specialisation to a general point of 

Ul!: The obstruction to this working for U5 c P(A), is, of course, that we must 

preserve A-module structure at each stage. However, if e(r) > c(S) then this 

problem disappears and we obtain: 

Corollory 6.3.5. 

1. Given S with c(S) < e(r) we have 

2. In particular, if r is cubical then, for all S, S' 

U 5' C U 5 ¢:> S' ~ S. 

Let us now look a little more closely at the partial ordering we have defined 

on Ao. We compare 2 semigroup modules which are joined in the diagram A. 

Lemma 6.3.6. Suppose S and S' are semigroup modules such that S' = S u { S } 

for some gap s of S. Then 

S < S' ¢:> c( S) = s + 1, 

I.e. s is the highest gap of S. 

Proof. On passing from S to S' 'f' increases by 1. Suppose Si = c(S), then, 

since S < c(S), si+l = Sij but for S :5 S' we need Si :5 si + 1 which happens iff 

si = c(S) - 1. 

For practical purposes we can simplify this partial ordering somewhat. For 

given i, r6-i(S) = 26 - 1 - i is the maximum possible. Define f(S) to be the 

sequence obtained by deleting all such terms from r(S). Then the number of 

terms in f( S) is r( S) = c( S) - 6( S). 
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Lemma 6.3.7. reS) :s; reS') if and only if (i) reS) ~ reS') and (ii) ri(S) :s; 
riC S') Vi :s; r( S'). 

Proof. Obvious. 

For some examples see §6.4/5, especially the end of §6.5. 

As a closing remark we can say that using the ideas in this section many of 

the basic questions can be reduced to purely combinatorial problems, but that 

these combinatorics are quite complicated to handle. 

§6.4 Examples: Cubical Singularities 

Our intention here is to explore the situation in more detail for these rel

atively simple singularities. We describe the stratification of J(X) for the first 

few cases and also compute the dimensions of tangent spaces at various points. 

It turns out that J(X) is generically reduced, but it is possible that it could be 

highly non-reduced at the worst point, for example. 

Let r n = (n, n + 1, ... , 2n - 1) and let Rn = R(r n) be the associated 

semigroup ring. We assume n > 1; then fl = n - 1 and D.r n is a fl-cube. The 

number of points in ~& = {S E ~ol R(S) = .e} is (nil). For 0 :s; i :s; n - 2 let 

Si = {O, 1, ... ,i, n, n + 1, ... } = r U {I, 2, ... i}. 

Note that C(Si) = c(r) and S; = Sn-2-i. 

Proposition 6.4.1. (This can also be found in [Greuel and Pfister]) 

P(Rn ) has n -1 components, namely Us; for Si as above. Also dim Us; = 

(i + 1)(n - 1 - i). In particular 

dim P(R
n

) = {(n
2 

- 1)!4 if. n is odd 
n2 /4 If n IS even 

Proof. In each tl.~ Si is the unique minimal element (with respect to ':S;'), and 

so by (6.3.5) there are at most n - 1 components. We now check that Si 1:. Sj 

for i ::j:. j. Otherwise we would have i < j, but then by duality we would also 
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have Sn-2-i ~ Sn-2-j, forcing n - 2 - i ~ n - 2 - j which is impossible. Hence 

there are precisely n - 1 components. 

To calculate p( Si) directly use the fact that we have no relations between the 

generators of any semi group module modulo the conductor, and so by (6.3.6(2)), 

peS) = L Hgaps > sd 
Si <c(S) 

and for Si this is just 'number of generators' times 'number of gaps', i.e p(Si) = 

(i + l)(n -1- i). Alternatively one can show that USi ~ Gr(i + 1,n -1). 

For these semigroups it is also quite easy to calculate the dimensions of 

spaces of self-extensions. We consider Rn-i as a module over Rn and modules 

Mi with r(Mi) = Si. 

Proposition 6.4.2. Given any Rn module M the number Xl (M) depends only 

on reM) E ~o and (if n ~ 6) r(End(M)). For the particular modules Rn-i and 

for any module Mi with r( Mi) = Si we find: 

2. XI(Rn-i) = i(n - 2), i < n - 1; 

Proof. Recall our method of calculating Xl from (§2.5) and the comments 

of (6.2.5). Since the maximal ideal of Rn acts trivially on Rn/C the number 

of generators of an Rn-module will equal 1 + f(M), i.e., this depends only on 

the semigroup. Thus dim Extl(M, M) depends only on reM) for any M. IT 

reM) = Si for some i < n -1 then r(End(M)) C r by (6.2.4), and so they must 

be equal; and further, Xl (M) is then determined by Si. So, for convenience, let 

Mi be the monomial module of Si. Now calculate Xl: 

1. End(Mi) = Rn => XI(Mi) = dim Extl(Mi, Mi). Now Mi C w and the 

quotient is the finite dimensionBl module k n - 2 - i • On applying Hom(Mi! . ) 

we get Rn C M n- 2-i with cokernel kn- 2 • Thus 
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= (i + l)(n - 2 - i) - (n - 2 - i) = i(n - 2 - i). 

2. End(Rn-i) = Rn-i and so Xl(Rn-d = dimExt1(Rn_i, Rn-d - i. Look at 

(valid for i < n - 1). On applying Hom(Rni , . ) the first map becomes 

Rn-i C Wn-i where Wn-i = Rn + tRn + ... t n- i- 2 Rn + t n- i + ... is the 

dualising module of Rn-i; the cokernel has dimension (n - 2 - i). 

n(Rn-i) = dimHom(Rn _i,k n
-

2
) - (n - 2 - i) - i 

= (i + l)(n - 2) - (n - 2 - i) - i = i(n - 2). 

3. it This is similar to the last case; now we must look at 

We find 

Xl(R) = n(n -1) - (n -1) = (n _1)2. 

In conclusion: 

Theorem 6.4.3. IT X is a curve with a single irreducible cubical singularity of 

multiplicity n then J(X) is generically smooth of dimension g(X) + [n2 /4] and 

it has n - 1 components. The tangent space at the worst points has dimension 

g(X) + (n - 1)2. Further, the closure of J(X) consists of all sheaves of local type 

Rn-i for some i. 

Proof. Most of this follows immediately from the above usmg the results 

established elsewhere in this thesis. To see generic smoothness, on any com

ponent points of local type Si, for some i, are dense. We must check that 

dim(U sJ = dim Ti is equal to the dimension of the tangent space at such a 

point. Using (6.4.1) the left hand side is 

g(.Y) + p(Si) = g(X) + (i + l)(n - 1 - i). 
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From above (6.4.2) the right hand side gives 

dim Ti = g(X) + Xl(Mi ) = g(X) + (n - 1) + i(n - 2 - i) 

= g(X) + (i + 1)(n - 1 - i) 

as required. 

The final remark on the closure of J(X) follows easily by induction using 

(4.3.5). 

Remark. We would expect the same result to hold for any cubical singularity. 

[Rego 1], who also established this value of dim J(X) in this case, claims that any 

curve singularity has a 'good' a-constant defonnation into a curve with a cubical 

singularity, and so dim J(X) ~ 9 + [(a + 1)2/4] by semicontinuity; unfortunately 

a proof of this claim does not seem to h~ve been published. 

Examples 6.4.4. Finally, here are the stratification diagrams for J(X) in the 

cases n = 3, 4. As we have explained, the stratification in these cases is given by 

semigroup modules. The munbers attached to each vertex give the embedding 

codimen"ion of that stratum. (The embedding co dimension at a point is defined 

to be the dimension of the Zariski tangent space minus the dimension of the 

component on which the point lies, e.g., embedding codimension = 0 ¢:} the 

point is smooth.) Note that the results above, together with auality, mean that 

we have already calculated the tangent spaces on all strata below except one; 

details for this will follow the second diagram. 

The 'topmost' vertex in each diagram iF that of locally free sheaves; duality 

corresponds to reflection in the horizontal axis. 
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n=3 : o 

4 

n=4 : 
o 

o 8 

In the diagram for n = 4 we had also to deal with the r -module 

There is a 1 parameter family of modules, M>.. = R4 + (t2 + At3 )R., having this 

invariant. For each M>.. note that End(M>..) = M>... M>.. C w with quotient k, so 

one calculates Xl (M>..) = 2 - 1 = 1. Since Us is contained in the top dimensional 

component of J(X) these points are smooth. 

Remark. An interesting observation concerning these modules is the following: 

We deduce that for each A, X has a partial normalisation X>.. which has an 

A4 point, but these partial normalisations are not isomorphic to each other. 

Another consequence is that on X there are an infinite number of rank 1 torsion 

free sheaves satisfying F* = F (since there is at least one such locally free sheaf 

on each X>..). Such phenomena will occur on any curve with an analytically 

irreducible singularity of multiplicity ~ 4. 
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§6.5 Examples: r = (p, q) 

Here we look briefly at singularities with semigroup (p, q) (p < q). Since 

these are plane curve singularities we know that the compactified Jacobian is 

integral. It is known [Rego 1] that the boundary of J(X) has p -1 components. 

We identify what these are in terms of r-modules, and, as a consequence deduce 

that there exist curves in p 3 with a single singularity such that the compactified 

Jacobian has an arbitrary number of components. Going back to plane curves, 

we prove that, in the case q = p + 1, the tangent space at the worst points, Uf', 

has dimension 9 + {y. 

Let r = (p,q) for p,q coprime, A = k[[tP ,t9 j]. We refer back to (6.2.3(2» 

for some facts about r -modules: Write 

Si = ru {c-1,c-1- q, ... ,c-1-iq} 

for 0 ~ i ~ p - 2. These are the r-modules (f:= r) with c(S) maximal. 

Proposition 6.5.1. p(Si) = {y - 1 V i; hence US i has codimension 1 in peA) 

and these are all such S. 

Proof. Firstly, note that Si is generated by {rl' r2} = {O, c - 1 - iq} over r, 

and c - 1 - iq = pq - p - ( i + l)q = (p - i-I )q - p, so there are relations between 

these generators r2 + p = rl + (p - i - l)q. O(Si) = 0 - i-I; let c - 1 - "'I be 

a gap > r2, for this gap to count towards p we must have c - 1 - "'I + "'I' E Si 

V"'I' E r. In other words we must have "'I = j q + p for some 0 ~ j ~ i-I. Whence 

p( Sd = {y - i-I + i = {y - 1 as required. The other results follow because, by 

[Rego 1], we know that peA) - Ur has exactly p - 1 components. 

Corollory 6.5.2. Write r = c(r) - 1 = pq - p - q, let r' = (p, q, r), A' = R(r'). 

Then peA') is reducible with p - 1 components. It follows that if X is the 

plane curve defined by xpz(q-p) + yq = 0 then X has a partial normalisation X' 

corresponding to A' with J(X') having p - 1 components. 

Proof. Immediate from the above, since peAt} = peA) - Ur. 
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Proposition 6.5.3. Let A = k[[tP , tP+1
]] then xl(A) = 6(A) = ~p(p - 1). 

Proof. To begin, End(A) = A and l(A) = 6, so we have to show that 

dimExtl(A, A) = 26. By (2.5.7) there is an isomorphism 

Ext1(A, A) ~ Hom(A, A/C). 

So it must be shown that 

dim Hom(A, A/C) = pep -1). 

Since socle(AjC) = kP-
1 and A requires p generators over A we obtain the 

inequality dimHom(A,A/C) ~ pep -1). But for each 0 < i ~ p -1 we have the 

relation 

Using this one sees that for any </> E Hom(A, A/C) image(</» C socle(A/C) and 

so there are no maps other than the above. 

One should be able to deal with general (p, q) by a similar, but more com

plicated, argument. This seems to generalise the result we had for simple singu

larities, and one could conjecture Xl (A) = 6(A) if and only if A has embedding 

dimension 2. 

To close, we look at the example r = (3,7) already considered earlier in this 

chapter. Recall that there is just one I-parameter family of modules M>.., with 

XI(Mo) = 3 whilst Xl(M>..) = 2 for A -I 0 (6.2.5(3)). This example illustrates 

the ideas of §6.3. 
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Here is the module diagram ~ with f (see (6.3.7)) written next to each 

vertex: 

467 

0367910 25689 457U 

Draw the Hasse diagram for this partial ordering: 

25 

4578 
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Now let X be a curve with a single singularity of this type, and look at 

J(X). In particular we want to draw a stratification diagram analogous to those 

of §5.1. 

Since Xl (M..\) jumps by 1 at >. = 0, in the stratification diagram we require 

an extra vertex-for Mo, as compared to the previous diagram. Since (§6.3) the 

stratification does not precisely correspond to this partial ordering it is possible 

that some edges of the previous graph should be omitted. However, one can 

easily check (as in §5.3 /4) that all of the indicated specialisations do in fact 

occur, although we omit a proof of this. 

Stratification of J(X). 
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